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[EXTERNAL

Louise Alford
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Middle Housing
Monday, November 15, 2021 11:22:09 PM

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit safeguards are
included that require its implementation to address equity in housing opportunities
across all income ranges. Without explicit safeguards, the extreme deregulation of
current zoning that city planners are recommending will inevitably leave middle
housing projects to be defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people
at risk.
Respectfully,
Louise Alford
2992 Friendly Street
Eugene OR 97405
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[EXTERNAL

MARSHA SHANKMAN
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
Re: Make middle housing fair housing
Monday, November 15, 2021 11:16:51 PM

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit safeguards are
included that require its implementation to address equity in housing opportunities
across all income ranges. Without explicit safeguards, the extreme deregulation of
current zoning that city planners are recommending will inevitably leave middle
housing projects to be defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people at
risk.
Respectfully,
Marsha Wells Shankman
893 E. 20th Ave.
Eugene 97405
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JOHNS Megan E
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Larry Schulze <larryschulze@hotmail.com>
Monday, November 15, 2021 9:20 PM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments.

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

[EXTERNAL

]

While I support revisions that will improve housing affordability for lower income
people and ensure that demolitions and gentrification won’t force low-income renters out
of their current houses or apartments. Any such amendments must include guarantees
that the majority of each new development be affordable housing & should include moving
assistance for those who are displaced.
I oppose any change to multiplex lot size, increase of the maximum building height or
amount of a lot that can be covered by buildings over the current standards for established
neighborhoods.
We can increase housing density & affordability without allowing gentrification. These
amendments need to go back to the planning process to making sure they promote
affordability.
Respectfully,
Larry Schulze
2700 Almaden St.
Eugene
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[EXTERNAL

Jane & Ernie Rimerman
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
"Middle Housing" in Eugene and HB 2001 requirements
Monday, November 15, 2021 9:16:27 PM

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
Regarding the land use changes mandated by HB2001, I do
believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit
safeguards are included that require its implementation to address
equity in housing opportunities across all income ranges.
Otherwise, it will just lower the livable character of our
neighborhoods (reducing amounts of trees, other landscaping and
gardens in neighborhoods; and raising neighborhood noise levels
and vehicle traffic) without really helping low income people to
have adequate housing. Without explicit safeguards, the extreme
deregulation of current zoning that city planners are
recommending will inevitably leave middle housing projects to be
defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people at
risk.
We urge you to allow land use change in Eugene to evolve slowly
and carefully— and only after careful study of outcomes in other
comparable cities. And we urge you to respect and further the
needs and rights of low income people.
Respectfully,
Ernest and Jane Rimerman,
250 E. 42nd Ave.
Eugene, OR 97405
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[EXTERNAL

Steve Pethick
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
middle housing
Monday, November 15, 2021 8:15:33 PM

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit safeguards are
included that require its implementation to address equity in housing opportunities
across all income ranges. Without explicit safeguards, the extreme deregulation of
current zoning that city planners are recommending will inevitably leave middle
housing projects to be defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people
at risk.
This is a real problem, and the future of Eugene is at stake.
Respectfully,
Steve Pethick
987 Almaden St
Eugene, OR 97402
-Confidentiality Notice: Please be aware that the confidentiality of information communicated
via the internet cannot be assured. This message is intended solely for the entity or individual
to whom it is addressed. Any unauthorized disclosure, copying, or distribution of this message
is strictly prohibited. Nothing in this email, including any attachment, is intended to be a
legally binding signature. If you are not the intended addressee, nor authorized to receive for
the intended addressee, contact the sender immediately and delete this message. Thank you.
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Michael Kresko <mjkresko@gmail.com>
Monday, November 15, 2021 7:54 PM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Middle Housing Comments
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[EXTERNAL

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit safeguards are included that require its
implementation to address equity in housing opportunities across all income ranges. Without explicit
safeguards, the extreme deregulation of current zoning that city planners are recommending will inevitably
leave middle housing projects to be defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people at risk.
Respectfully,
Michael Kresko
952 Polk Street
Eugene, OR 97402
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Date:

[EXTERNAL

Ellen Wojahn
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY; *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Former Planning commissioner opposes middle housing policy
Monday, November 15, 2021 7:45:13 PM

]

Hi all. I spent 9.5 years as a Eugene Planning Commissioner. I have great respect and,
generally, confidence in both Planning staff and the commission itself. But this middle
housing stuff has me really perplexed and concerned. I oppose the policy in its current form.
My concerns:
--no guarantees of affordable development, with the likelihood of out of state developers
picking up the cheapest and worst houses on the block for redevelopment that isn't in character
with the neighborhood. No doubt there are lots where this infill would work well, but there are
many where it would not, and this policy doesn't help the city differentiate.
--extreme lot coverage allowances, reducing green space that buyers want and costing us trees
that our climate-challenged community will increasingly need.
--a lack of parking standards, causing pressures on nearby neighborhood streets and business
parking lots.
--a ridiculous height allowance, which could result in not only blocked views for existing
residents, but shading right at a time when we need sun exposure for increased solar power
installation. Note: I live on McMillan, on College Hill. I would think the little old houses on
Willamette would be prime targets for redevelopment, with many deleterious implications for
the College Hill neighborhood, its trees, its traffic, its parking. Can't we go with two or even
three stories, with stepbacks? And at least minimal parking requirements?
I would hope my long experience on the PC, which included participating in many
neighborhood and functional plans (transportation, commercial lands, etc.) and a major code
revision...would indicate to any reader that I don't oppose progress and I recognize the validity
of many planning goals and tools. But this policy, as currently written, is like opening us up to
the Wild West. Neighborhoods will be harmed, and I'm not sure lower income housingseekers will benefit.
The only way I see possible to gain the benefits you seek from this policy without also causing
us residents to suffer the harms is...to subject every middle housing development proposal to
design review. Not design standards, but design review. I know all the arguments against DR - and I agree, it's expensive and it slows even worthy development (especially for developers
who worry their project may not survive the process even after significant investment). But I
think years and years of trying to rely on design standards to mitigate the worst applications of
code-as-blunt-instrument have shown us they only get us part of the way to where we want to
go. And our neighborhoods suffer without appreciable improvement for buyers or renters
priced out of the market.
Please step back, commissioners. Consider phased implementation, or the identification of
zones deemed appropriate for a trial of middle housing development, with design review
included. And please pull back on some of the extreme allowances proposed for developers
regarding lot coverage, building height, and parking. I really do not see how this policy helps
Eugene in current form; quite the contrary.
CA 21-1 / MA 21-1 Testimony
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Respectfully,
Ellen Wojahn
2136 McMillan Street
Eugene, OR 9740t
541 729 0870
Eugene Planning Commissioner 1991-2000.
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Subject:

Robert Roth <robertr9@epud.net>
Monday, November 15, 2021 7:31 PM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY; CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City
Manager
Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments
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[EXTERNAL

]

Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments
Before the Eugene Planning Commission
November 16, 2021
The shortage of affordable housing is a national problem, resulting from the maldistribution of wealth and income, the
shortage of living wage jobs, the failure of governments to tax wealthy individual and business interests fairly, and other
inequities currently shredding the social fabric. Resulting homelessness won't be fixed by allowing speculators to build
and sell or rent housing on lots now occupied by affordable homes, thus destroying the livability of neighborhoods.
Instead, we need to fix those inequities, and use the resulting funds to build public housing. Lots of it, a substantial
amount on the model of the housing built by St. Vinnie's and other affordable housing projects in Eugene. And
meanwhile, keep the affordable housing we already have.
The City should limit the first phase of code amendments to the minimum changes to comply with the statutory
requirements of House Bill 2001 and include protective regulations against demolitions of affordable rentals and
evictions of low-income households. Instead, City planners have drafted code amendments that would result in far
more extensive deregulation than State law requires, would encourage "gentrification" and reduce the supply of
affordable housing. I respectfully suggest that staff develop a new draft with provisions that would not encourage or
allow housing development to displace low-income households by demolition or substantial increases in monthly rents
in their neighborhoods.
There is time to do just that. The deadline for adoption of code amendments to implement HB 2001 is not until June 30,
2022. And it wouldn’t be unacceptable for the City Council to be a few months late on this matter.
The proposed Eugene code amendments would effectively upzone almost all of Eugene’s residential neighborhoods.
This is not even a constructive proposal, let alone a solution, to address the shortage of affordable housing in Eugene.
The proposed changes would allow five times the current density; much smaller lots with three, four, or more times the
current number of dwellings; much taller buildings; much greater lot coverage by structures; elimination of tree
protections; and no provisions to accommodate parking or circulation for the additional cars that would accompany
more intensive development. And there are no provisions to prevent the displacement of lower-income households by
demolitions and increased rents.
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Allowing more intensive infill development by deregulating Eugene’s residential zoning standards should be done only
for future housing projects that will offer lower rents, not just increase investors’ profits. Deregulation of residential
zoning to allow more intensive development should be paired with regulations to ensure that what gets built will
contribute substantially to more housing that is affordable to low-income households.
The draft code amendments seem likely to worsen the housing crisis, if adopted by the City Council. Staff are
recommending that the City Council approve extreme deregulation of almost all of the residential areas in the City. Only
subdivisions, mostly newer and more expensive, that have restrictive homeowner covenants would be exempt from
the impacts.
The proposed changes would allow extremely tiny lots (844 square feet) without street access, much higher buildings
close to adjacent homes, many more dwellings even on small lots, elimination of tree protections, and otherwise
unleash much more intensive, market-rate redevelopment in older neighborhoods.
This would constitute a massive financial inducement to investors to redevelop lower-cost rental houses (and duplexes)
as higher-cost, multi-unit rentals. The inevitable result would be the displacement of current lower-income renters in
the impacted neighborhoods.
Regulation should improve housing affordability for lower-income households and ensure that demolitions and
gentrification (raising rents) won’t force low-income renters out of their current houses or apartments. If new, highdensity housing is built as “infill” in existing neighborhoods, the units should be affordable. This is essential to avoid
gentrification and major increases in rents for existing small and affordable houses and apartments in areas that are
targeted by investors for redevelopment.
The buildings also should be of reasonably the same scale as the existing houses (typically one, one-and-a-half, or twostory).
Leaving all decisions to investors and developers of what gets built and how much it will cost to buy or rent is
unacceptable. This would be a disaster for low-income households.
City planners are recommending that a standard lot could be divided into four smaller lots and four detached houses
built, on the smaller lots, so long as the developer calls this a “fourplex.” Instead, we should keep the definition of
duplexes, triplexes, and fourplexes as attached dwellings, that is, a single building that includes two, three, or four
dwellings units, respectively.
A true fourplex would be less expensive to construct, require less land, and could add more rentals to the available
inventory, potentially helping to lower rental costs.
We should not allow lots for duplexes to be smaller than lots for a single-family home, nor allow lots for three or more
dwellings to be any smaller than the statutes allow (e.g., 5,000 square feet for a triplex and 7,000 square feet for a
fourplex).
We should not increase the maximum building height or amount of a lot that can be covered by buildings over the
current standards for established neighborhoods. (I understand those standards already allow rather large and tall
buildings.)
We should keep the special area zone’s development standards that were created to fit specific situations in Eugene’s
different residential areas.
Blanket, “one-size-fits-all” deregulation creates harmful gentrification p ressures on neighborhoods with more affordable
housing, and leaves unaffected neighborhoods that either have restrictive covenants (“CC&Rs") or are already too
expensive for low-income households. It is thus inherently unfair.
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To address the problem of insufficient affordable housing and resulting homelessness, we need to raise wages and build
lots more affordable housing, as much as possible with public funds. And meanwhile, keep the affordable housing we
already have.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Roth
2510 Kincaid Street
Eugene, OR 97405
(541) 343-1532
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JOHNS Megan E
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Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jane Katra <jkatrama@gmail.com>
Monday, November 15, 2021 7:24 PM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments.

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

[EXTERNAL

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe your proposed code amendments for “middle housing” in Eugene will only be effective if
you include explicit safeguards that require its implementation to address equity in housing
opportunities across all income ranges. Without explicit safeguards, the extreme deregulation of
current zoning that city planners are recommending will inevitably leave middle housing projects
to be defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people at risk.
Respectfully,
Jane Katra
PO Box 51484
Eugene, Oregon 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

[EXTERNAL

Eric Richardson
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
Re: NAACP Housing Committee
Monday, November 15, 2021 6:44:02 PM
NAACP_MiddleHousingTestimonySupport.docx

]

Myt bad here you goEric Richardson

Executive Director Eugene/Springfield NAACP
541-484-1119

On Mon, Nov 15, 2021 at 6:30 PM CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
<MHTestimony@eugene-or.gov> wrote:
Hi Eric,
Just wanted to note that your email is missing the attachment.
Thank you,
Sophie McGinley
From: Eric Richardson <EricR@naacplanecounty.org>
Sent: Monday, November 15, 2021 5:30:10 PM
To: CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY <MHTestimony@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: NAACP Housing Committee
[EXTERNAL

]

Please find our letter of testimony attached hereEric Richardson

Executive Director Eugene/Springfield NAACP
541-484-1119
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To: Eugene Planning Commission
From: NAACP Housing Committee
CC: NAACP Eugene-Springfield Board
Date: November 10, 2021
Email: middlehousingtestimony@eugene-or.gov
RE: Support for Middle Housing Code and Expansion of Housing Equity
Dear Planning Commissioners, Mayor Vinis, and Eugene City Councilors,
NAACP Eugene-Springfield supports the Planning Commission's work to create new “middle housing” options
throughout our community. Thank you for completing outreach efforts that far exceed our typical land-use
processes.
Founded in 1909 in response to the ongoing violence against Black people around the country, the NAACP is the
largest and most pre-eminent civil rights organization in the nation. Our national mission is to secure the political,
educational, social, and economic equality of rights in order to eliminate race-based discrimination and ensure the
health and well-being of all persons.
Locally, this mission connects directly to the work to end exclusionary zoning in Eugene and significantly expand
the number and diversity of appropriate, affordable housing options to people who need them. While Eugene does
not have the mapped relics of the explicit racism illustrated by the Federal Government’s HOLC “redlining” maps,
this community—like most others across the country—has used exclusionary practices and single-family-only
zoning to perpetuate a legacy of separation and discrimination. That a new state law, HB 2001, makes this illegal is
important progress.
We need to renovate our housing policies and to expand paths to homeownership if we are going to see equity
increase in this community. We know that homeownership is the primary means of building household stability and
intergenerational wealth; yet the rate of homeownership among Black neighbors in Eugene is just 28%. This means
that less than 3 out of 10 Black neighbors have access to the stability and financial equity created by home
ownership. Conversely, 7 out of 10 Black neighbors is assisting in the creation of others’ wealth by paying high
monthly costs for rental housing, but gaining no equity and no security in the process.
Looking to a more equitable future, we ask that you focus on expanding the effectiveness of the Middle Housing
code. We expect the City’s anti-displacement efforts will focus on the needs and protection of our BIPOC and
vulnerable communities. We support incentives for more affordable housing options and for the implementation of
policies that help close the racial wealth gap. We support more housing units along frequent transit lines to reduce
pollution and reliance of personal vehicle ownership, and we encourage you to go farther to reduce barriers and
incentivize diverse, affordable housing creation. Financial programs that support access to homeownership provide
one piece of the puzzle; however, the existence of affordable ownership housing is the other.
Your work to expand the diversity and number of Eugene’s appropriate, affordable housing options is important,
and it benefits people who you will not hear from. Stay the course and focus your efforts on housing policies that
support our underserved and vulnerable neighbors. Your data shows that many people need housing, of many
different types—and few who need housing have the time or resource to continually engage this process.
Sincerely,
Miles Pendleton, NAACP Board President
Eric Richardson, NAACP Executive Director
Eugene/Springfield NAACP Branch #1119
PO Box 11484
Eugene, Oregon 97440
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

[EXTERNAL

Carol Schirmer
HARDING Terri L
GEPPER Jeffrey A
Middle Housing Code: Planning Commission
Monday, November 15, 2021 6:40:53 PM
Eugene Middle Housing Package Comments 11.15.21.pdf

]

Hi Terry:
Please submit these comments into the record for Tuesday’s upcoming Planning Commission
meeting.
Lots and lots of hard work here.
I hope to review it more thoroughly in the future.
This was a quick run through for me.
Thanks!
Sincerely,

carol

Carol Schirmer
Schirmer Consulting, LLC
Planning and Landscape Architecture
PO Box 10424 | Eugene, OR 97440
PH: (541) 234-5108 | schirmer@schirmerconsulting.com

(Please note: This phone number does not receive text messages)
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Definitions
Family:
The definition of “family” will be deleted from EC 9.0500, as shown below. Therefore,
throughout Chapter 9, except where the context requires otherwise:
•

Variations of the terms “one family” and “single family” will be replaced with “single
detached,”

•

Variations of the term “two family” will be replaced with “duplex,”

•

Variations of the term “three family” will be replaced with “triplex,”

•

Variations of the term “four family” will be replaced with “fourplex,” and

•

Variations of the term “multiple family” will be replaced with “multiple unit.”

EC 9.2737, Residential Occupancy Requirements, will be deleted.

9.0500

Definitions.

As used in this land use code, unless the context requires otherwise, the following words and
phrases mean.
Cluster Subdivision. A subdivision with 64 or more lots with dwellings grouped in a manner that
achieves protection of natural environmental features or creates common open space that is
suitable for use by residents through the relaxation of the lot and development standards. The
subdivision shall include reductions in the minimum lot area requirements.
Common Courtyard. A common area for use by residents of a cottage cluster or other type of
residential development. Hard and soft features may be included in a common courtyard, such
as, but not limited to, landscaping, lawn, pedestrian paths, paved areas, and recreational
amenities. Need to be clear about what 'use' means. If it is only visual (like landscaping
/stormwater treatment facilities) is it still considered as being 'used'?

Community Building. A building intended for the shared use of residents in a development that
provides space for accessory uses such as community meeting rooms, guest housing, exercise
rooms, day care, community eating areas, or picnic shelters.
Controlled Income and Rent Housing. A housing project, or that portion of a larger project,
consisting of any dwelling type or types exclusively for low-income individuals and/or
familiespersons, sponsored by a public agency, a non-profit housing sponsor, a developer, a
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combination of the foregoing, or other alternatives as provided for in the Oregon Revised
Statutes or Federal Statutes to undertake, construct, or operate housing for households persons
that are low-income. For the purposes of this definition, low-income means having income at or
below 80 percent of the area median income. (See Map 9.2740 Areas Unavailable for
Controlled Income and Rent (CIR) Housing with Increased Density.)
Cottage Cluster Project. A development site with one or more cottage clusters. Each cottage
cluster that is part of a cottage cluster project must have its own common courtyard.
Dwelling. A building, or portion thereof, designed and used as a residence for occupancy by 1
familya person or persons. This includes both buildings constructed on-site and manufactured
homes.
Dwelling, Cottage Cluster. A grouping of no fewer than four detached dwellings per acre with a
footprint of less than 900 square feet each that includes a common courtyard. Cottage clusters
are not fourplexes or multiple-unit dwellings. Seems like adding the word 'dwelling' creates confusion. Two definitions above is listed
the definition of a Cottage Cluster Project. Not a Cottage Cluster Dwelling Project.

Dwelling, Duplex. A building designed and used as dwellings for 2 families living independently
of each other and having separate housekeeping facilities for each family that are connected
either by common walls or common ceiling/floor connection. A building is not a duplex if one of
the dwellings is an accessory dwelling.Two dwellings on a single lot or parcel in any
configuration. If one of the dwellings on the lot or parcel is an accessory dwelling, the two
dwellings on that lot or parcel are not considered a duplex. How are 2 separate dwellings in any configuration different than 1
dwelling and a detached accessory dwelling?

Dwelling, Fourplex-Plex. A building designed and used as dwellings for 4 families living
independently of each other and having separate housekeeping facilities for each family.Four
dwellings on a single lot or parcel in any configuration.
Dwelling, Middle Housing. The following dwelling types: duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes,
townhouses, and cottage clusters.
Dwelling, Multiple-FamilyUnit. One or more buildings on a single lot or parcel containing 5 or
more dwellings. that are designed and used for 3 or more families, all living independently of
each other, and having separate housekeeping facilities for each family. The dwellings may
share common walls, common roofs, or common foundations or may be detached. Multiplefamily unit dwellings include condominium and apartment units without regard to ownership
status. Cottage clusters are not multiple-unit dwellings.
Dwelling, One-FamilySingle-Detached. A dwelling that may have a common wall, roof or
foundation with another one-family dwelling on a separate lot or may share a common wall, roof,
or foundation with an accessory dwelling on the same lot. One detached dwelling on a single lot
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is this different than a 4-plex? Perhaps use the
same term throughout would make it clearer.

or parcel. A single detached dwelling that is one dwelling in a duplex, triplex, quadplex, or
cottage cluster is not a single-detached dwelling.

Not clear why this needs to be defined as such.?

Dwelling, Row HouseTownhouse. A dwelling that is part of a townhouse project of two or more
attached dwellings where each dwelling is located on an individual lot or parcel and shares 1 or
more walls with 1 or more dwellings and which is located on a row house lot at least one
common wall with an adjacent dwelling.
Dwelling, Tri-Pplex. A building designed and used as dwellings for 3 families living
independently of each other and having separate housekeeping facilities for each family.Three
dwellings on a lot or parcel in any configuration.
Expedited Land Division. A partition or subdivision of a lot or parcel that is processed pursuant
to EC 9.7900 through EC 9.7930 and governed by the application requirements and approval
criteria in EC 9.8200 through EC 9.8245 or EC 9.8500 through 9.8580.
Frequent Transit Route. A public transit route shown on Figure 9.0500 Frequent Transit Routes.
Manufactured Home/Dwelling Park. Any place where 4 or more manufactured dwellings are
located within 500 feet of one another on a lot, tract or parcel of land under the same ownership,
the primary purpose of which is to rent or lease space or keep space for rent or lease to any
person for a charge or fee paid or to be paid for the rental or lease or use of facilities or to offer
space free in connection with securing the trade or patronage of such person. “Manufactured
dwelling park” does not include a lot or lots located within a subdivision being rented or leased
for occupancy by no more than 1 manufactured dwelling per lot if the subdivision was approved
by the city. “Manufactured dwelling park” also does not include a development permitted as a
quadplex or a cottage cluster.
Middle Housing definition???
How is a 4-plex different than a middle housing 4-plex?

Middle Housing Lot. A lot or parcel created through a middle housing land division.
Middle Housing Land Division. A partition or subdivision of a lot or parcel on which the
development of middle housing is allowed by this land use code. A middle housing land
division is processed pursuant to EC 9.7900 through EC 9.7930 and governed by the
application requirements and approval criteria in EC 9.8191 through EC 9.8199.
Subsidized Low-Income Disabled Housing. Subsidized low-Income housing exclusively for lowincome individuals persons with physical or mental disabilities and/or low-income families with
physical or mental disabilities. For the purposes of this definition, low-income means having
income at or below 80 percent of the area median income as defined by the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
Subsidized Low-Income Housing. A controlled income and rent housing project of any dwelling
type(s) exclusively for low-income individuals and/or familiespersons where all units dwellings
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are subsidized. For the purposes of this definition, low-income means having income at or
below 80 percent of the area median income as defined by the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
Subsidized Low-Income Specialized Housing. A controlled income and rent housing project of
any dwelling type(s) exclusively for extra low-income individuals and/or familiespersons where
all units dwellings are subsidized. For the purposes of this definition, extra low-income means
having income at or below 50 percent of the area median income as defined by the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development.
Townhouse Project. Two or more townhouses constructed, or proposed to be constructed,
together with the land that has been divided, or is proposed to be divided, to reflect the
townhouse property lines and any commonly owned property.
***

Commercial Zones
***

9.2160

Commercial Zone – Land Use and Permit Requirements.

The following Table 9.2160 Commercial Zone Land Uses and Permit Requirements identifies
those uses in Commercial Zones that are:
(P) Permitted.
(SR) Permitted, subject to an approved site review plan or an approved final planned unit
development.
(C) Subject to a conditional use permit or an approved final planned unit development.
(S) Permitted, subject to the Special Development Standards for Certain Uses beginning at EC
9.5000.
(#) The numbers in ( ) in the table are uses that have special use limitations described in EC
9.2161.
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Examples shown in Table 9.2160 are for informational purposes, and are not exclusive. Table
9.2160 does not indicate uses subject to Standards Review. Applicability of Standards Review
procedures is set out at EC 9.8465.
Table 9.2160 Commercial Zone Land Uses and Permit Requirements
C-1

C-2

C-3

P(6)

P(6)

P(7)

GO

***
Residential
Dwellings
One-FamilySingle Detached Dwelling

Rowhouse (One-Family on Own Lot Attached to S(6)
Adjacent Residence on Separate Lot with Garage
or Carport Access to the Rear of the
Lot)Townhouse (See EC 9.5550)

S

SP

Duplex (Two-Family Attached on Same Lot)

P(6)

P(6)

P(7)

P

Tri-plex (Three-Family Attached on Same Lot)

S(6)

S

S

S

Four-plex (Four-Family Attached on Same Lot)
(See EC 9.55500)

S(6)

S

S

S

Multiple Family Unit (3 or More Dwellings on
Same Lot) (See EC 9.5500)

S(6)

S

S

S

(See EC 9.55500)

***

***

9.2161

Special Use Limitations for Table 9.2160.

***
(6) Residential Use Limitation in C-1 and C-2.
(a) All residential dwellings in the C-1 zone and one and two-family dwellings in the C-2
zone are allowed if the ground floor of the structure is used for commercial or nonresidential purposes according to Table 9.2161 Commercial Uses Requirements in Mixed-
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This paragraph is confusing in the old code and this re-write does not make it more clear.

Use Residential Developments. In the C-1 zone, all residential dwelling types are allowed in
a structure if the ground floor of the structure is used for commercial or non-residential
purposes consistent with Table 9.2161. In the C-2 zone, up to two dwellings are allowed in
a structure if the ground floor of the structure is used for commercial or non-residential
purposes consistent with Table 9.2161. In the C-2 zone, triplexes, quadplexes, and multiunit dwellings are permitted in accordance with Table 9.2161. Residential dwellings in the
C-1 zone and C-2 zone are subject to the development standards of the applicable zone.
The special development standards at EC 9.5550 do not apply to dwellings in a building
with non-residential use on the ground floor.

It is my hope that the word 'non' can be eliminated from the code and that the
code becomes specific. Or, the places where 'non' is used the word is clearly
defined. eg: is a non-cat a dog? or a mouse? or 'fill in the blank".

(b) For lots zoned C-1 within the S-JW Jefferson Westside Special Area Zone boundaries
as shown on Figure 9.3605, the maximum number of dwellings per lot is specified at EC
What exactly is
9.3625(8) and 9.3626(1), except that middle housing is exempt from the dwelling
'non-residential' or
non-commercial' etc.
maximums specified in those sections.
Table 9.2161 Commercial Uses Requirements in Mixed-Use Residential
Developments
C-1

C-2

Too much time is spent
debating this point on
projects. Even staff
doesn't have a clear
definition for
themselves about what
this is (or isn't)

Commercial Uses Requirements in Mixed-Use Residential Developments
Minimum Percent of Building Street
Frontage in Commercial Use.
Building street frontage shall be
measured along the length of the
building at the ground level within the
maximum front yard setback. As used

80%

60%

80%

20%

herein, “commercial” includes any nonresidential use occupying a space at
least 15 feet deep from the street
facade of the building, excluding
parking areas and garages.
Minimum Percent of Ground Floor
Area in Commercial Use.

(7) Residential Use Limitation in C-3. Within the Downtown Plan Area as shown on Map
9.2161(6) Downtown Plan Map, a structure may include one – and two-family dwellings if 80
percent of the ground floor of the structure is used for commercial or non-residential purposes.
two dwellings or less are only allowed in a structure if 80% of the ground floor of the structure is
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used for commercial or non-residential purposes according to Table 9.2161. In the C-3 zone,
other residential uses, such as triplexes, quadplexes, and multi-unit dwellings are permitted in
accordance with Table 9.2161. Residential dwellings in the C-3 zone will be subject to the
development standards of the applicable zone. The special development standards at EC
9.5550 do not apply to dwellings in a building with non-residential use on the ground floor.
***
Now might be the
time to eliminate this
prescriptive word.

9.2700

Residential Zones

Purpose of R-1 Low-Density Residential Zone.

The purpose of the R-1 Low-Density Residential zone is to implement the comprehensive plan
by providing areas for low-density residential use. The R-1 zone is designed for one-familysingle
detached dwellings with some allowance for other types of dwellings and middle housing, and is
also intended to provide a limited range of non-residential uses that can enhance the quality of
low-density residential areas.
(Section 9.2700, see chart at front of Chapter 9 for legislative history from 2/26/01 through
6/1/02; amended by Ordinance No.20584, enacted July 17, 2017, effective August 24, 2017.)
***

9.2705

Purpose of R-1.5 Rowhouse Zone.

The purpose of the R-1.5 Rowhouse zone is to implement the comprehensive plan by providing
areas for attached rowhouse dwellings.
(Section 9.2705, see chart at front of Chapter 9 for legislative history from 2/26/01 through
6/1/02; amended by Ordinance No.20584, enacted July 17, 2017, effective August 24, 2017.)
***

9.2720

Purpose of R-3 Limited High-Density Residential Zone.

The purpose of the R-3 Limited High-Density Residential zone is to implement the
comprehensive plan by providing areas for limited high-density residential use that encourage
attached one-family dwelling unitsmiddle housing and multiple-family unit dwellings units. The
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R-3 zone is also intended to provide a limited range of non-residential uses to help provide
services for residents and enhance the quality of the limited high-density residential area.
(Section 9.2720, see chart at front of Chapter 9 for legislative history from 2/26/01 through
6/1/02; amended by Ordinance No.20584, enacted July 17, 2017, effective August 24, 2017.)
***

9.2735

Residential Zone Siting Requirements.

In addition to the approval criteria of EC 9.8865 Zone Change Approval Criteria, a property
proposed for the R-1.5 zone shall not exceed the area needed to accommodate up to 8
rowhouse lots and shall be located at least 500 feet, as measured along existing street public
right-of-way, from any other property zoned R-1.5. Zone changes to R-1.5 are prohibited within
the city-recognized boundaries of Amazon Neighbors, Fairmount Neighbors and South
University Neighborhood Association.
***

9.2735

Residential Occupancy Requirements.

Occupancy of a dwelling is limited by the definition of family at EC 9.0500. The city manager
may require a property owner to provide copies of lease or rental agreements documenting
compliance with occupancy limits.

9.2740

Residential Zone Land Use and Permit Requirements.

***

Table 9.2740 Residential Zone Land Uses and Permit Requirements
R-1

R-1.5

R-2

R-3

R-4

Accessory Uses
Accessory Uses. Examples include a
garage, storage shed, and services

P

P

P

P

P

primarily for use by residents on the site,
such as a recreation room and laundry
facility. Parking areas and garages
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Table 9.2740 Residential Zone Land Uses and Permit Requirements
R-1

R-1.5

R-2

R-3

R-4

constructed and used for a principle use
on the development site, such as an
apartment, are allowed as an accessory
use.
Agricultural, Resource Production and Extraction
Community and Allotment Garden

P

P

P

P

P

S

S

S

C

C

C

Display and Sale of Agricultural Products P
Grown on the Site
Urban Animal Keeping, including
pastureland (See EC 9.5250)

S

Horticultural Use. Examples include field
crops, orchards, berries, and nursery or
flower stock.

P

Education, Cultural, Religious, Social and Fraternal
Church, Synagogue, and Temple,
C
including associated residential structures
for religious personnel. (All religious uses
shall meet minimum and maximum
density requirements in accordance with
Table 9.2750 Residential Zone
Development Standards unless
specifically exempted elsewhere in this
code or granted a modification through an
approved conditional use permit.)
Club and Lodge of State or National
Organization (These uses shall meet
minimum and maximum density
requirements in accordance with Table

C

9.2750 Residential Zone Development
Standards unless specifically exempted
elsewhere in this code or granted a
modification through an approved
conditional use permit.)
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Table 9.2740 Residential Zone Land Uses and Permit Requirements
R-1
Community and Neighborhood Center

R-1.5

R-2

R-3

R-4

C

C

C

P

School, Elementary through High School C

C

SR

SR

University or College

C

C

SR

SR

Athletic Facility and Sports Club

C

C

C

C

Athletic Field, Outdoor

C

C

C

C

Equestrian Academy and Stable (See
also Table 9.1240)

PUD

Equestrian Trail (See also Table 9.1240)

PUD

Golf Course, with or without country club

PUD
S(96)

S(96)

S(96)

P

P

P

Entertainment and Recreation

(See also Table 9.1240)
Park and Non-Publicly Owned Open
Space Use (See EC 9.2620):

S(96)

Kiosk, Gazebo, Pergola, Arbor
Trail, paved and non paved
Arboretum, outdoors
Athletic Areas, outdoors, unlighted
Natural Area or Environmental
Restoration
Ornamental Fountain, Art Work
Park Furnishings, Examples include: play
equipment, picnic tables, benches,
bicycle racks, and interpretive signage
Restroom
Wetland Mitigation Area
Theater, Live Entertainment (See also
Table 9.1240)

C

Government
Government Services, not specifically
P
listed in this or any other uses and permit
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Table 9.2740 Residential Zone Land Uses and Permit Requirements
R-1

R-1.5

R-2

R-3

R-4

requirements table. An example could
include: a fire station.
Lodging
Bed and Breakfast Facility (See EC
9.5100)

C

C

S

S

S

S

S

S

C(1)

C(1)

C

C

C (1)

C (1)

C

C

C

C

C

P

P

P

P

P

Manufacturing
Recycling, small collection facility (See
EC 9.5650)

Medical, Health and Correctional Services
Clinic, or other Medical Health Facility
(including mental health).
Correctional Facility, excluding
Residential Treatment Center

C

Hospital, Clinic, or other Medical Health
Facility (including mental health). (These
uses shall meet minimum and maximum
density requirements in accordance with
Table 9.2750 Residential Zone
Development Standards unless
specifically exempted elsewhere in this
code or granted a modification through an
approved conditional use permit.)
Nursing Home (See also Table 9.1240)
Residential Treatment Center

C

Motor Vehicle Related Uses
Transit, Neighborhood Improvement

P

Transit Park and Ride, Major or Minor,
Only when Shared Parking Arrangement

P

P

with Other Permitted Use
Transit Park and Ride, Major or Minor

C

Transit Station, Major
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Table 9.2740 Residential Zone Land Uses and Permit Requirements
R-1

R-1.5

Transit Station, Minor

R-2

R-3

R-4

SR

P

P

One-FamilySingle Detached Dwelling (1 P(2)
Per Lot in R-1), except as provided at EC
9.2741(107) for Churches, Synagogues
and Temples)

P(2)

P(2)

P(2)

Secondary Dwelling (Either Attached or
Detached from Primary One-Family
Single Detached Dwelling on Same Lot)

P(23)

P(23)

P(23)

PS(4)

PS(4)

PS(4)

P(2)(4)

P(2)(4)

P(2)(4)

S(4)

S(4)

S(4)

S(64)

S(4)

S(4)

S(4)

Cottage Cluster (See EC 9.5550)

S(4)

S(4)

S(4)

S(4)

Multiple-Family Unit Dwelling (3 or More

PUD

S

S

S

Residential
Dwellings. (All dwellings, including
secondary, shall meet minimum and
maximum density requirements in
accordance with Table 9.2750 Residential
Zone Development Standards unless
specifically exempted elsewhere in this land
use code. All dwelling types are permitted if
approved through the Planned Unit
Development process.)

Accessory
Dwelling?
Secondary
Dwelling?
The code still
seems unclear
about what
these are. Are
they different?
Same?

P(23)

Rowhouse Townhouse(One-Family on
PS(34)
Own Lot Attached to Adjacent Residence
on Separate Lot with Garage or Carport
Access to the Rear of the Lot) (See EC
9.5550)
Duplex (Two-Family Attached on Same
Lot)

P(2)(4)

Tri-plex (Three-Family Attached on Same S(54)

P(3)

Lot) (See EC 9.55050)
Four-plex (Four-Family Attached on
Same Lot) (See EC 9.55050)

Dwellings on Same Lot) (See EC 9.5500)
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Table 9.2740 Residential Zone Land Uses and Permit Requirements
R-1

R-1.5

R-2

Manufactured Home Park. Shall comply
with EC 9.5400 or site review.

S or SR

S or SR

Controlled Income and Rent Housing

S or

S or

where density is above that normally
PUD see
permitted in the zoning yet not to exceed Map
150%. (Shall comply with multiple-family 9.2740

R-3

R-4

S or

PUD see PUD see
Map
Map
9.2740 9.2740

unit standards in EC 9.5500 or be
approved as a PUD.)
Assisted Care & Day Care (Residences Providing Special Services, Treatment or
Supervision)
Assisted Care (5 or fewer people living in P
facility and 3 or fewer outside employees
on site at any one time)(All Assisted Care
uses shall meet minimum and maximum
density requirements in accordance with
Table 9.2750 Residential Zone
Development Standards unless
specifically exempted elsewhere in this
code.)

P

P

P

Assisted Care (6 or more people living in C
facility) (All Assisted Care uses shall meet

C

C

C

S

S

S

S

C

C

C

C

C

P

minimum and maximum density
requirements in accordance with Table
9.2750 Residential Zone Development
Standards unless specifically exempted
elsewhere in this code or granted a
modification through an approved
conditional use permit.)
Day Care (4 to 16 people served) (See
EC 9.5200)
Day Care (17 or more people served)
Rooms for Rent Situations
Boarding and Rooming House
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Table 9.2740 Residential Zone Land Uses and Permit Requirements
R-1

R-1.5

R-2

Campus Living Organization, including
Fraternities and Sororities
Single Room Occupancy (SRO) (All SRO

C

R-3

R-4

C

P

P

P

P

P

uses shall meet minimum and maximum
density requirements in accordance with
Table 9.2750 Residential Zone
Development Standards unless
specifically exempted elsewhere in this
code or granted a modification through an
approved conditional use permit.)
University and College Dormitory
Utilities and Communication
Amateur Radio Antenna Structure (See
EC 9.5050)

S

S

S

S

Electrical Substation, must meet
landscape standards in EC 9.6210(3)
High Screen Landscape Standard (L-3)
unless fully enclosed within a building or
approved through a Type II procedure
that shows low visual impact.

P

P

P

P

Fiber Optic Station, must meet landscape P
standards in EC 9.6210(3) High Screen

P

P

P

P

P

P

Landscape Standard (L-3) unless fully
enclosed within a building or approved
through a Type II procedure that shows
low visual impact.
Pump Station, well head, non-elevated
reservoir, and other water or sewer

P

facilities, must meet landscape standards
in EC 9.6210(3) High Screen Landscape
Standard (L-3) unless fully enclosed
within a building or approved through a
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Table 9.2740 Residential Zone Land Uses and Permit Requirements
R-1

R-1.5

R-2

R-3

R-4

Type II procedure that shows low visual
impact.
Telecommunication Tower or Facility

S

S

S

S

SR

SR

SR

SR

PUD
(75) or
C(86)

PUD
(75) or
C(86)

PUD
(75) or
C(86)

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

(See EC 9.5750)
Water Reservoir, elevated above ground
level
Other Commercial Services
C-1 Neighborhood Commercial Zone
PUD
Permitted Uses – Uses listed as P
(75)
(Permitted) or SR (subject to site review)
in C-1 and which are not listed elsewhere
in this Table 9.2740
Cemetery, includes crematoria,
columbaria, and mausoleums

C

Home Occupation (See EC 9.5350)

S

Model Home Sales Office (See EC
9.5450)

S

Temporary Activity (See EC 9.5800)

S

Wildlife Care Center (See EC 9.5850)

S

9.2741

S

S

Special Use Limitations for Table 9.2740.

***
(2) A duplex is permitted on any lot or parcel where a single detached dwelling is permitted.
Accessory Dwelling???

(23) Secondary Dwellings. Secondary dwellings are only permitted in R-1 and subject to the
standards at 9.2750, except that new secondary dwellings are prohibited on alley access lots.
(3) Rowhouses.
(a) In R-1, new rowhouses are prohibited within the city-recognized boundaries of Amazon
Neighbors, Fairmount Neighbors and South University Neighborhood Association.
(b) In R-1.5, rowhouses shall comply with all of the following:
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1. Maximum Building Size: Eight rowhouses in a building, no more than 180 feet in
width.
2. Minimum Interior or Rear Open Space Required: 400 square feet per rowhouse
with a minimum smallest dimension of 14 feet.
3. Auto access and parking shall be provided from the alley to the rear of the lot; there
shall be no auto access from the front of the lot.
4. Siting requirements of EC 9.2735.
(4) Duplex. When located in R-1, a duplex shall conform to 1 of the following standards below,
except that new duplexes are prohibited within the city-recognized boundaries of Amazon
Neighbors, Fairmount Neighbors and South University Neighborhood Association:
(a) The duplex was legally established on August 1, 2001.
(b) The duplex is on a corner lot abutting public streets as provided in EC 9.2760
Residential Zone Lot Standards, which is at least 8,000 square feet in size.
(c) The duplex is on a lot that was identified as being developable for a duplex on a
subdivision plat.
(5) Triplex. When located in R-1, a triplex shall be on a lot that was identified as a triplex lot in
a subdivision, except that new triplexes are prohibited within the city-recognized boundaries of
Amazon Neighbors, Fairmount Neighbors and South University Neighborhood Association.
(6) Fourplex. When located in R-1, a fourplex shall be on a lot that was identified as a fourplex
lot in a subdivision, except that new fourplexes are prohibited within the city-recognized
boundaries of Amazon Neighbors, Fairmount Neighbors and South University Neighborhood
Association.
(4)

Middle Housing on Nonconforming Lots.

Thank you for trying to create some parity
across the city instead of singling out
neighborhoods for special treatment.

(a) Triplexes, fourplexes, and cottage clusters are not permitted on lots that do not meet
the minimum lot area standard for the applicable middle housing type, pursuant to EC
9.2751(1)(b).
(b) Notwithstanding subparagraph (a), individual units of middle housing are permitted
on middle housing lots created pursuant to a middle housing land division.
(75) C-1 Neighborhood Commercial in Residential Zones. Uses permitted outright in the C-1
Neighborhood Commercial zone shall be permitted in any residential zone through the planned
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unit development process with a demonstration that the commercial uses will serve residents
living in the PUD.
(86) C-1 Neighborhood Commercial in R-2, R-3 and R-4 Zones. Uses permitted outright or
subject to site review in the C-1 Neighborhood Commercial zone shall be conditionally permitted
in the R-2, R-3 and R-4 zone when the minimum residential density is achieved on the
development site. All applicable standards for uses in the C-1 zone shall be complied with or
granted an adjustment through the conditional use permit process except as follows:
(97) Permitted, subject to the PRO zone use limitations and standards in Table 9.2630, EC
9.2631 and EC 9.2640.
(108) In addition to any residential structures for religious personnel, Churches, Synagogues
and Temples in R-1 are permitted to have up to two dwellings per lot that are not subject to the
multiple-familyspecial development standards at EC 9.5500 and 9.5550, provided all of the
following are met:
(a) Each dwelling is used exclusively for low-income individuals and/or familiespersons
where all units are subsidized. For the purposes of this section, low-income means having
income at or below 80 percent of the area median income as defined by the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development.
***

9.2750

Residential Zone Development Standards.

***
Table 9.2750 Residential Zone Development Standards
(See EC 9.2751 Special Development Standards for Table 9.2750.)
R-1

R-

R-2

R-3

R-4

1.5
Density (1)
Minimum Net Density per
Acre

No Minimum –

13 units

20 units

20 units

Maximum Net Density per

14 units

28 units

56 units

112 units

–

Acre
Maximum Building Height (2), (3), (4), (5), (16), (17), (18)
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Table 9.2750 Residential Zone Development Standards
(See EC 9.2751 Special Development Standards for Table 9.2750.)
R-1
Main Building. Does not

R1.5

30 feet

35

R-2

R-3

R-4

35 feet

50 feet

120 feet

include main building on Alley
Access Lot in R-1

feet

Main Building on Alley Access See (18)

–

–

–

–

20

25 feet

30 feet

30 feet

See (17)

See (17)

See (17)

Lot in R-1
Accessory Building.

See (16)

feet
Accessory Dwelling

See (17)

–

Minimum Building Setbacks (2), (4), (6), (9), (10), (11), (16), (17), (18)
Front Yard Setback

10 feet

10

(excluding garages and
carports)

10 feet

10 feet

10 feet

feet

Front Yard Setback for
Garage Doors and Carports
(12)

18 feet

–

18 feet

18 feet

18 feet

Interior Yard Setback (except
where use, structure, location
is more specifically addressed
below)(7)

5 feet or
minimum of
10 feet
between
buildings

–

5 feet or
minimum of
10 feet
between
buildings

5 feet or
minimum of
10 feet
between
buildings

5 feet or
minimum of
10 feet
between
buildings

Interior Yard Setback for
Education, Government and

15 feet

–

15 feet

15 feet

15 feet

10 feet

–

–

–

–

See (16)

–

–

–

–

Religious Uses.
Interior Yard Setback for
Buildings Located on Flag
Lots in R-1 Created After
December 25, 2002 (See EC
9.2775(5)(b))
Interior Yard Setback for
Accessory Buildings in R-1
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Table 9.2750 Residential Zone Development Standards
(See EC 9.2751 Special Development Standards for Table 9.2750.)
R-1
Interior Yard Setback for

R1.5

R-2

R-3

R-4

See (17)

–

See (17)

See (17)

See (17)

Interior Yard Setback for Alley See (18)

–

–

–

–

–

–

See (8)

See (8)

50% of Lot

–

50% of Lot

–

–

Lots with Accessory Dwellings See (17)(c)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Accessory Dwellings
Access Lots in R-1
Area-Specific Interior Yard
Setback

–

Maximum Lot Coverage (17), (18)
All Lots, except where
specifically addressed below
(Area-Specific)
Alley Access Lots in R-1

See (18)

–

Rowhouse Townhouse Lots

75% of Lot

75% 75% of Lot
of
Lot

Cottage Clusters

75% of Lot 75% of Lot

Add standards here or add dashes that show there are no standards

Lots with Duplexes, Triplexes, 75% of Lot
or Fourplexes

75% of Lot

-

-

20% of dev.

20% of dev. 20% of dev.

site

site

10% of dev.

10% of dev. 10% of dev.

site

site

site

6 feet

6 feet

6 feet

Outdoor Living AreaOpen Space (13)
Minimum Total Open Space
Middle Housing Minimum

–

–

-

Total Open Space

site

Fences (14)
Maximum Height Within
Interior Yard Setbacks
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Table 9.2750 Residential Zone Development Standards
(See EC 9.2751 Special Development Standards for Table 9.2750.)
R-1

R1.5

Maximum Height within Front 42 inches

42

Yard Setbacks

inche
s

Deer Fencing

See EC

R-2

R-3

R-4

42 inches

42 inches

42 inches

–

–

–

–

9.2751(14)(c)
Driveways and Parking Areas (15)
General Standards

–

–

–

See (15)(b) See (15)(b)

Area-Specific

See (15)(a)

–

–

–

–

Accessory Buildings in R-1 (16)
General Standards

See (16)(a)

–

–

–

–

Area-Specific

See (16)(b)

–

–

–

–

General Standards

See (17)(a)
and (b)

–

See (17)(a)
and (b)

See (17)(a) See (17)(a)
and (b)
and (b)

Area-Specific

See (17)(c)

–

–

–

–

General Standards

See (18)(a)

–

–

–

–

Area-Specific

See (18)(b)

–

–

–

–

See (19)

–

–

–

–

Accessory Dwellings (17)

Alley Access Lots (18)

Maximum Bedroom Count (19)
Area-Specific

9.2751

Special Development Standards for Table 9.2750.

(1) Density.
(a) The minimum residential density requirements set forth in Table 9.2750 do not apply
to:
***
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5. Dwellings exclusively for low income individuals and/or familiespersons where all
units are subsidized. For this purpose, low income means having income at or below
80 percent of the area median income as defined by the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development. For these types of dwellings the minimum density is 10 units
per net acre.
(Refer to Table 9.2750 Residential Zone Development Standards for the required net area
per dwelling unit.)
(b)

The following exceptions to residential density requirements in Table 9.2750 apply to

middle housing:
1. The maximum residential density requirements do not apply to duplexes, triplexes,
fourplexes, or cottage clusters.
2.

3.

A duplex shall be permitted on:
i.

Any lot or parcel with a lot area that is at least 2,250 square feet; and

ii.

Any lot or parcel where a single detached dwelling is permitted.

A triplex shall be permitted on any lot or parcel with a lot area that is at least 3,500

square feet.
4. A fourplex shall be permitted on any lot or parcel with a lot area that is at least
4,500 square feet.
5. A cottage cluster shall be permitted on any lot or parcel with a lot area that is at
least 4,500 square feet.
6. Lot Area Reduction for Small Dwelling Units. When the average size of all dwelling
units in a duplex, triplex, fourplex, or cottage cluster is less than 900 square feet, the lot
area thresholds listed in subparagraphs 2 through 5 of this subsection (b) shall be
reduced by 25 percent (for example, a triplex with an average size of units less than
900 square feet would be allowed on a lot with an area of 2625 square feet).
For the purposes of this subsection, “Average size” means the average square footage
of all dwelling units in the duplex, triplex, fourplex or cottage cluster using the formula:
AS = (X1+ X2 + X3 …+ X#) divided by N
Where:
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AS = Average Size of all Dwelling Units in a Duplex, Triplex, Fourplex, or Cottage
Cluster
N = Total number of dwelling units in the duplex, triplex, fourplex, or cottage
cluster. N is equal to the number of X# dwellings included within the parenthesis
in the calculation.

Not certain why
attached garages would
count against the
building average.
Conversely if there are
no garages and the
smaller lot is allowed is
there a deed restriction
on adding garages
later? Seems like
allowing the garages
would be self limiting as
to how much can
actually fit on the lot
without having to use
them in the equation.
Seems overly
complicated and
cumbersome.

X# = Dwelling unit size. The size of one dwelling unit that is a part of a duplex,
triplex, fourplex, townhouse, or cottage cluster. Dwelling unit size is the total
square footage of a dwelling, which is measured by adding together the square
foot area of each full story or level in a dwelling. The square foot area must be
measured at the exterior perimeter walls of each story of the dwelling, not
including eaves, and is defined as all square footage inside of a dwelling,
including, but not limited to, hallways, entries, closets, utility rooms, stairways,
bathrooms and attached garages. For attached duplexes, triplexes, and
fourplexes, the exterior perimeter walls of a dwelling shall be measured from the
midpoint of any common wall for that portion of the structure that shares a
common wall with another unit in the duplex, triplex, or fourplex. Outdoor living
areas and structures are not included in the average size calculation, including,
but not limited to; decks, porches, and covered areas enclosed by less than 50%
on all sides; uncovered decks, patios, and porches; exterior stairways; and
carports. Crawlspaces, attics, and other areas that do not constitute a full story of
the building are not included in the calculation for dwelling unit size.

7. Cottage clusters in the R-1 zone shall have a minimum net density of 4 units per
acre.
8. Townhouses in the R-1 zone shall have a maximum net density of 25 units per
acre. Townhouses in the R-2 zone shall have a maximum net density of 39 units per
net acre.
***
(3) Building Height.
(e) In the R-1 zone, the maximum building height for a duplex, triplex, fourplex, or
townhouse is 35 feet, plus the allowance for additional height provided in subparagraph (d)
of this subsection (3).
(f) Maximum building height for cottage clusters is 25 feet, as provided in EC
9.5550(7)(a)3
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***
(13) For middle housing, the minimum open space standard in R-2, R-3, and R-4 is 10% of the
development site. For multiple-family unit projects, refer to EC 9.5500(9) Open Space.
***
(15) Driveways and Parking Areas.

Now is the opportunity to eliminate special
standards for specific neighborhoods

(a) R-1 Zone. Within the city-recognized boundaries of the Amazon Neighbors, Fairmount
Neighbors and South University Neighborhood Association, the following standards apply
when a new dwelling or a new parking area serving residential uses is created on a lot in
the R-1 zone, except for alley access lots, flag lots, and lots on the east side of Fairmount
Boulevard:
***
(b) R-1 Zone, Middle Housing: The standards in subparagraph (a) do not apply to duplexes
or to development subject to the Middle Housing development Standards at EC 9.5550.
(bc) R-3 and R-4 Zones. Except for middle housing, development subject to the MultiFamily Unit Development standards at EC 9.5500 and development authorized through a
planned unit development approved prior to June 15, 2012, the following standards apply
when a new dwelling or new parking area serving residential uses is created in the R-3 or
R-4 zones.
It would be helpful if this
term were defined
somewhere.

***
(18) Alley Access Lots in R-1.
(a) General Standards.
***

3. Building Size. The total building square footage of a dwelling or dwellings shall not
exceed 1025 percent of the total lot area or 800 1,200 square feet, whichever is
smallerlarger. Total building square footage is measured at the exterior perimeter walls
and is defined as all square footage inside of the dwelling, including, but not limited to
hallways, entries, closets, utility rooms, stairways and bathrooms.
***

For consistency perhaps add attached garages here or eliminate attached
garages from section on page 27 above.

5. Building Height/Interior Setback.
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a. Interior yard setbacks shall be at least 5 feet, including along the alley frontage.
In addition, at a point that is 158 feet above finished grade, the setback shall slope
at the rate of 10 inches vertically for every 12 inches horizontally away from the
property line perpendicular to the alley until a point not to exceed a maximum
building height of 1825 feet.

Nice to see these changes. Gives much
more flexibility to architects/designers and
makes more sense from a
constructibility/cost stand point.

***

7. Bedrooms. The Each dwelling shall contain no more than 3 bedrooms.

Fair Housing question.
Archaic to limit
bedroom count

8. Primary Entrance. The primary entry to the at least one dwelling shall be defined by
a covered or roofed entrance with a minimum roof depth and width of no less than 3
or equal. Let people get creative by not
feet.
limiting the list of materials. Crushed gravel
walks make great (and pervious) hard
surfaces.

9. Pedestrian Access. The dDwellings shall be served by a minimum three foot wide
hard-surfaced/hard-scaped (paved, concrete, asphalt, or pavers) pedestrian walkway
from the alley, or from the front street via an easement. The pedestrian walkway must
be recognizable and distinct (different color, materials and/or texture) from the driveway
and parking area, but is not required to be separated from the driveway or parking
Why. This just adds cost to construction. If the driveway plus walkway is the width as specified people will figure out
area.
where to walk without it being a different color or texture. These types of prescriptive pieces of the code are not

necessary, are limiting, add cost and assume people don't know how to function in their built environment without rules.

10. Parking Spaces. The minimum number of required off-street parking spaces is as
provided in Table 9.6410 Required Off-Street Motor Vehicle Parking. There shall be a
minimum of 1 and a maximum of 2 parking spaces on the lot, except where middle
housing other than a duplex is proposed.
11. Parking and Driveway.

a. Only one covered or enclosed parking space may be provided per dwelling (for
example, a carport or garage). The covered or enclosed parking space shall be
counted towards the total number of parking spaces.
***
(b) Area – Specific Alley Access Lot Standards in R-1. Except as provided below, the
standards in subsection (a) of this section apply to alley access lots existing as of April 12,
2014, in the R-1 zone within the city-recognized boundaries of Amazon Neighbors,
Fairmount Neighbors and South University Neighborhood Association. In lieu of EC
9.2751(18)(a)(3) Building Size, the following applies:

Time to equalize the code across the neighborhoods.
These code amendments were fairly self serving and there
were many unintended consequences.

1. Building Size. An alley access lot dwelling or dwellings shall not exceed 1,000
square feet of total building square footage, measured at the exterior perimeter walls.
For alley access lots, total building square footage is defined as all square footage
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inside of the dwelling, including, but not limited to hallways, entries, closets, utility
rooms, stairways and bathrooms. Why are there greater limitations on alley access
lots? There is already a building height limitation.
Why a SF limitation? The goal is more housing!?

***

9.2760

Residential Zone Lot Standards.

The following Table 9.2760 sets forth residential zone lot standards, subject to the special
standards in EC 9.2761:
Table 9.2760 Residential Zone Lot Standards
(See EC 9.2761 Special Standards for Table 9.2760.)
R-1

R-1.5

R-2

R-3

R-4

Lot Area Minimum (1)
Lots, except Rowhouse
townhouse Lots, Small Lots,

4,500
–
square feet

4,500
4,500
4,500
square feet square feet square feet

Per Cluster
Subdivision
or PUD

2,250
square feet
or per
Cluster
Subdivision

2,250
square feet
or per
Cluster
Subdivision

2,250
square feet
or per
Cluster
Subdivision

or PUD

or PUD

or PUD

Townhouse Lots(Rowhouse lots 1,600
shall be indicated on the final
square

1,600 1,600
squar square

1,600
square

1,600
square feet-

plat and shall be developed with feeta rowhouse.)

e feet feet-

feet-

Duplex Lots, Triplex Lots,
Fourplex Lots, Residential Flag
Lots, Cottage Cluster Lots,
Duplex Division Lots and Middle
Housing Lots
Small Lots (2)

Rowhouse Lots (3)

Duplex Lots (3) (In R-1, a duplex 8,0002,250 –
lot shall be indicated on the final square feet

–2,250
–2,250
–2,250
square feet square feet square feet

subdivision plat as developable
as a duplex. Such lots may not
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Table 9.2760 Residential Zone Lot Standards
(See EC 9.2761 Special Standards for Table 9.2760.)
R-1

R-1.5

R-2

R-3

R-4

be created by a partition.
Alternatively, a duplex lot may
Sorry. I still am not certain what the difference
is between Middle Housing Lots and
duplex/tri-plex/four plex lots.
It certainly could be me ;0)

be located on a corner lot that
contains at least 8,000 square
feet.)
Triplex Lots (11)(In R-1, lots
shall be indicated on the final
subdivision plat as developable
as a triplex. Such lots may not
be created by a partition)

12,0003,50 –
0 square
feet

–3,500
–3,500
–3,500
square feet square feet square feet

Fourplex Lots (3) (In R-1, lots
16,0004,50 –
shall be indicated on the final
0 square
plat and shall be developed as a feet
fourplex.)

–4,500
–4,500
–4,500
square feet square feet square feet

Residential Flag Lot (4) (Existing 6,000
–
lot shall be at least 13,500
square feet
square feet.)

6,000
6,000
6,000
square feet square feet square feet

Cottage Cluster Lots (3)

4,500
square feet

4,500
4,500
4,500
square feet square feet square feet

Middle Housing Lots (8)Duplex
Division Lots (8) (Existing lot

3,600
square

3,600
square

3,600
square

shall be at least 8,000 square
feet.)

feet-

feet-

feet-

3,600
square feet-

Lot Frontage Minimum (1)
Interior Lot (6)

50 feet

20
feet

35 feet (9)

35 feet (9)

35 feet (9)

Corner Lot (6)

50 feet

20

35 feet (9)

35 feet (9)

35 feet (9)

35 feet (9)

35 feet (9)

35 feet(9)

feet
Curved Lot (6)
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Table 9.2760 Residential Zone Lot Standards
(See EC 9.2761 Special Standards for Table 9.2760.)
R-1
Cul-de-sac Bulb Lot

35 feet

R-1.5
20
feet

R-2

R-3

R-4

20 feet

20 feet

20 feet

Residential Flag Lot (4)
1 Lot

15 feet

15 feet

15 feet

15 feet

2 to 4 Lots

25 feet

25 feet

25 feet

25 feet

Rowhouse Townhouse Lot

15 feet

15
feet

15 feet

15 feet

15 feet

Interior Lot (6)(7)

50 feet

20
feet

35 feet (9)

35 feet (9)

35 feet (9)

Corner Lot (6)

50 feet

20
feet

35 feet (9)

35 feet (9)

35 feet (9)

Curved Lot

35 feet

20
feet

35 feet (9)

35 feet (9)

35 feet (9)

Cul-de-sac Bulb Lot

35 feet

20
feet

20 feet

20 feet

20 feet

Residential Flag Lot (4)

50 feet

–

–

Rowhouse Townhouse Lot

150 feet

15
feet

150 feet

150 feet

150 feet

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Are there any standards for this
category of housing?

Lot Width Minimum (1)

This would be an
interesting design?!

Lot Area Maximum (5)
(New subdivisions and partitions
only)

13,500
square feet

Housing Mix Maximum (6)
Duplex

See EC
9.2741(4)

Triplex

See EC
9.2741(5)

Four-plex
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9.2761

Special Standards for Table 9.2760.

***
(3) Rowhouse Lots.
(a) In R-1, rowhouse lots can be created only in a subdivision created after August 1, 2001
that contains 10 or more lots and where the overall residential density in the subdivision
complies with Table 9.2750 Residential Zone Development Standards, except that the
creation of new rowhouse lots is prohibited within the city-recognized boundaries of
Amazon Neighbors, Fairmount Neighbors and South University Neighborhood Association.
(b) In all zones, rowhouses shall have street frontage for the residence and alley access
for off-street parking.
(3) Lot Area Reduction for Small Middle Housing Units. When the average size of proposed
dwelling units in a duplex, triplex, fourplex, or cottage cluster is less than 900 square feet, the lot
area minimum shall be reduced by 25 percent (for example, a triplex lot created for
development with an average size of units less than 900 square feet would be allowed to reduce
the minimum lot area requirement to 2,625 square feet).
For the purposes of this subparagraph, “Average size” means the average square footage of all
dwelling units in the duplex, triplex, fourplex or cottage cluster using the formula at EC
9.2751(1)(b)6.
(4) Flag Lots.
(a) No variances to residential flag lot standards are allowed.
(b) The creation of new flag lots is prohibited in the R-1 zone within the city-recognized
boundaries of Amazon Neighbors, Fairmount Neighbors and South University
Neighborhood Association.

This should be removed. This limits
housing and options for housing.

(c) Other residential flag lot standards also apply. (See EC 9.2775 Residential Flag Lot
Standards for R-1, R-2, R-3 and R-4.)
(d) Middle Housing on Flag Lots. When development of a duplex, triplex, fourplex or
cottage cluster, is proposed on a flag lot the lot area minimum for the flag lot shall be 4,500
square feet.
The table says 6,000 sf
minimum?

***

(6) Unless approved through a planned unit development process, in any 1 subdivision there
shall be a maximum of 25% duplex lots, 15% triplex lots, and 10% fourplex lots. At least 50% of
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the lots must be for one-family detached dwellings or rowhouses. Fractions are reduced to the
next lowest number.
(6)

Duplex and Triplex Lot Frontage and Width. The minimum lot frontage and minimum lot

width is 20 feet for duplex lots (both interior and corner lots). The minimum lot frontage and
minimum lot width is 35 feet for triplex lots (both interior and corner lots).
***
(8) Duplex DivisionMiddle Housing Lots. Duplex divisionMiddle Housing lots shall comply with
other duplex divisionMiddle Housing Lot provisions. (See EC 9.2777 Duplex DivisionMiddle
Hosing Lot Standards.)

9.2770

Small Lot Standards For R-2, R-3 and R-4 Zones.

(1) Purpose and Applicability. The small lot provisions are intended to increase opportunities
for affordable housing, home ownership, and infill development. The small lot standards in
subsection (3) shall apply when, as part of a subdivision or partition, a lot is proposed which has
less than 4,500 square feet in lot area. Small lots proposed as part of a cluster subdivision or a
PUD are not subject to these small lot standards.
***
(3) Development Standards.
(a) Zero interior yard setback option: Permitted, provided there is common wall
construction or as permitted by the building coded with required fire separation with a
building on the adjacent lot, or there is at least 10 feet of separation between the building
and all buildings on the adjacent lot.
***

This seems unclear? The remaining small lot standards in Chapter 9 and not shown here would
then apply to middle housing on lots less than 4500 sf proposed as part of a subdivision. That
means building height is less, lot coverage is imposed, etc. Are those standards still in effect
with this new update? If so, there si where you will find further limitations to housing.

9.2775

Residential Flag Lot Standards for R-1, R-2, R-3 and R-4.

***
(3) Land Division Regulations.
(a) Flag Lot Area. The required minimum lot area for the flag lot, excluding the pole portion
of the lot, is 6,000 square feet, except that the minimum lot area for a flag lot, excluding the
pole portion of the lot, on which a duplex, triplex, fourplex, or cottage cluster is proposed is
4,500 square feet. The original lot, prior to creation of the flag lot, shall be at least 13,500
square feet.
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(b) Lot Dimensions. The minimum average lot width is 50 feet.
***

9.2777

Duplex DivisionMiddle Housing Lot Standards.

(1) Purpose. Duplex division lots allow existing duplexes to be divided into two separate legal
lots in order to increase opportunities for affordable home ownership
(2) Land Division Regulations. All applicable regulations for the type of land division process
being used must be met except where the duplex division lot standards create different
requirements.
(a) The existing lot must contain at least 8,000 square feet.
(b) The resulting lots will be relatively equal in size with the maximum difference equal to
10 percent or less of the total area of the original lot.
(c) The lot width is at least 40 feet.
(d) The minimum lot area is at least 3,600 feet.
(3) Use Regulations. Duplex division lots have the same land use regulations as the base
zone.
(4) Development Standards.
(a) All base zone standards must be met unless otherwise stated in this section.
(b) The existing lot is occupied by a duplex that conforms to all applicable regulations.
(c) A single family dwelling will not replace or be added to the lot.
(d) Each parcel will have independent service unless common service is approved by the
affected utility agency and is adequately covered by a city attorney approved easement
recorded in the Lane County Recorder’s office and establishing the rights, responsibilities,
and liabilities of the affected parties.
(e) Prior to approval, the planning director may require an applicant(s) to enter into a
written, city attorney approved agreement suitable for recording in the Lane County
Recorder’s office that establishes rights, responsibilities, and liabilities with respect to
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maintenance and use of common areas such as, but not limited to, roofing, water pipes,
and wiring.
(1)

There are no frontage, width, or lot area standards for middle housing lots.

(2)
A middle housing lot may not contain more than one unit of middle housing. A middle
housing lot that includes a common area, but does not include a dwelling, is permitted.
(3)

A middle housing lot may not be divided.
***

The old code allowed for diving a duplex and this
new code does not? Less opportunity for home
ownership.

S-C Chambers Special Area Zone
9.3050

Purpose of S-C Chambers Special Area Zone.

The S-C Chambers Special Area zone is intended to:
(1) Protect and maintain healthy existing residential neighborhoods by ensuring compatible
design for infill development in terms of mass, scale, orientation and setback to complement
patterns in the existing neighborhood;
(2) Promote a general increase in density with a mix of multi-family unit, middle housing, and
single family detached residential development that contributes positively to the neighborhood
pattern of single family detached dwellings;
***

9.3060

S-C Chambers Special Area Zone – Land Use and Permit
Requirements and Special Use Limitations.

Except where the standards in EC 9.3065 S-C Chambers Special Area Zone Development
Standards specifically provide otherwise:
(1) The land use and permit requirements and special use limitations applicable in the S-C/R-1
subarea shall be those set out at EC 9.2740 and EC 9.2741 for uses in the R-1 zone.
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(2) The land use and permit requirements and special use limitations applicable in the S-C/R-2
subarea shall be those set out at EC 9.2740 and EC 9.2741 for uses in the R-2 zone.
***

9.3065

S-C Chambers Special Area Zone – Development
Standards.

(1) Application of Standards. The standards in this section 9.3065 apply to uses and
development established within the S-C Chambers Special Area Zone after December 12,
2005. As used in this section, “residential building” means a building containing one or more
dwellings. In the event of a conflict between other provisions of this code and the provisions of
this section, the specific provisions of this section 9.3065 shall control.
(2) Development Standards Applicable in the S-C/R-1 Subarea. Except as provided in this
subsection, the development standards applicable in the S-C/R-1 Subarea shall be those set
forth in EC 9.2750 to EC 9.2777 for the R-1 zone, Special Development Standards for Certain
Uses in EC 9.5000 through EC 9.5850, and the General Standards for all Development in EC
9.6000 through 9.6885. The development standards in EC 9.3065 (2)(a) – (c) do not apply to
middle housing in the S-C/R-1 Subarea.
***
(3) Development Standards Applicable in S-C/R-2 Subarea. Except as provided in this
subsection, the development standards applicable in the S-C/R-2 subarea shall be those set out
in EC 9.2750 to 9.2777 for the R-2 zone, Special Development Standards for Certain Uses in
EC 9.5000 through EC 9.5850, and the General Standards for all Development in EC 9.6000
through 9.6885. The development standards in EC 9.3065 (3)(a) – (j) do not apply to middle
housing in the S-C/R-2 Subarea.
***
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S-CN Chase Node Special Area Zone
9.3100

Purpose of S-CN Chase Node Special Area Zone.

The special area zone applied to the Chase Node area is intended to implement the
comprehensive plan and TransPlan by ensuring that:
***
(3) Multi-family unit developments retain visual and physical links to adjacent public parks and
natural areas and preserve unique natural features found on the site.
(4) New multi-family unit developments shall front onto public and private streets with building
entrances visible from the street.
(5) Setbacks and building designs for multi-family unit developments shall promote privacy and
compatibility with abutting lower intensity residential uses and historic properties.
***

9.3115

S-CN Chase Node Special Area Zone Land Use and Permit
Requirements.

The following Table 9.3115 S-CN Chase Node Special Area Zone Land Uses and Permit
Requirements identifies those uses in the S-CN zone that are:
(P) Permitted, subject to zone verification.
(C) Subject to an approved conditional use permit.
(S) Permitted subject to zone verification and the Special Development Standards for Certain
Uses beginning at EC 9.5000.
(#) The numbers in ( ) in the table are uses that have special use limitations described in EC
9.3116.
Examples of uses in Table 9.3115 are for informational purposes and not exclusive. Table
9.3115 does not include uses subject to Standards Review. Applicability of Standards Review
procedures is set out at EC 9.8465.
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Table 9.3115 S-CN Chase Node Special Area Zone
Land Uses and Permit Requirements
Land Use Type

C

HDR/MU

HDR

***
Residential
Dwellings (All dwellings shall meet minimum and
maximum density requirements for development
within the Chase Gardens Plan area.)
One FamilySingle Detached Dwelling per lot
(Includes zero lot line dwellings)

P

P

Controlled Income and Rent Housing where

S

S

P(3)(4)S

P(3)(4)S

Duplex (Two-family attached on the same lot)

P

P

Tri-plex (Three family attached on the same lot)
(See EC 9.55050)

PS

PS

Four-plex (Four-family attached on the same lot)
(See EC 9.55050)

S

S

Cottage Cluster (See EC 9.5550)

S

S

Multiple Family Unit (3 or more dwellings on the S

S

S

density is above that normally required in the
zoning district but does not exceed 150% of the
maximum permitted density. (Shall comply with
multiple-family unit standards in EC 9.5500.)
RowhouseTownhouse (One-family on own lot

P(3)(4)S

attached to adjacent residence on separate lot)
(See 9.5550)

same lot) (See 9.5500)
Manufactured Home Park (See 9.5400)

P(53)

***

9.3116

Special Use Limitation for Table 9.3115.

***
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(3) Rowhouses. Rowhouses are not required to comply with the density requirements for other
types of residential development. Rowhouses shall comply with the following:
(a) Maximum Building Size. Eight rowhouses in a building, no more than 180 feet in total
width.
(b) Minimum Interior or Rear Open Space Required. 400 square feet per rowhouse with a
minimum smallest dimension of 14 feet.
(c) Access. Vehicular access and garages must be provided from an alley located to the
rear of the rowhouses, not from the primary street.
(4) Alley. Required for vehicular access and parking, no motor vehicle access in front of lot.
***

9.3125

S-CN Chase Node Special Area Zone Development
Standards.

(1)
(a) Application of Standards. In addition to the special use limitations in EC 9.3116 and the
development standards in EC 9.3125 to 9.3126, Special Development Standards for
Certain Uses in EC 9.5000 through EC 9.5850 and the General Standards for All
Development in section 9.6000 through 9.6885 apply within this zone. Except as provided
in subsection (b), below, Iin the event of a conflict between those general development
standards and the development standards in EC 9.3125 to 9.3126, and the special
development standards in in EC 9.5000 through EC 9.5850 or the general development
standards in EC 9.6000 through EC 9.5850, the specific provisions of EC 9.3125 to 9.23126
shall control.
(b) Middle Housing Standards. The development standards in EC 9.3125 to 9.3126 do
not apply to middle housing in the S-CN special area zone. Middle Housing in the S-CN
special area zone is subject to the development standards established for the R-4 zone in
EC 9.2750 to 9.2751. In the event of a conflict between the development standards in EC
9.2750 to 9.2751, and the special development standards in in EC 9.5000 through EC
9.5850 or the general development standards in EC 9.6000 through EC 9.5850, the specific
provisions of EC 9.2750 to 9.2751 shall control.
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(bc) Adjustment. The development standards in subsections (2) and (3) of this section may
be adjusted in accordance with EC 9.8030(18).
***

S-DW Downtown Westside Special Area Zone
9.3200

Purpose of S-DW Downtown Westside Special Area Zone.

The special area zone applied to the Downtown Westside area is intended to achieve the
following objectives:
(1) Maintenance of the primary residential use and character of the area through rehabilitation
of existing residential structures and additional high-density residential development as the
primary land use in the area.
(2) Provision for existing office and small commercial uses as well as some limited additional
office and small commercial development in the area, provided such uses are secondary to the
primary residential land use in the area.
(3) Retention of major landscape features that enhance the character of the area.
***

9.3210

S-DW Downtown Westside Special Area Zone – Land Use
and Permit Requirements.

The following Table 9.3210 S-DW Downtown Westside Special Area Zone Uses and Permit
Requirements identifies those uses in the S-DW zone that are:
(P) Permitted, subject to zone verification.
(C) Subject to an approved conditional use permit or an approved final planned unit
development.
(S) Permitted subject to zone verification and the Special Development Standards for Certain
Uses beginning at EC 9.5000.
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(#) The numbers in ( ) in the table are uses that have special use limitations described in EC
9.3211.
Examples listed in Table 9.3210 are for informational purposes and are not exclusive. Table
9.3210 does not indicate uses subject to Standards Review. Applicability of Standards Review
procedures is set out at EC 9.8465.
Table 9.3210 S-DW Downtown Westside Special Area Zone
Uses and Permit Requirements
S-DW
***
Residential

Why is it important than single family dwellings are detached?
Could this word be eliminated throughout the code. What makes a
detached SFD superior in the code.

Dwellings (All dwellings types are permitted if approved through the
Planned Unit Development process.)
One-FamilySingle Detached Dwelling (1 Per Lot)

P

Secondary Dwelling (Either Attached or Detached from Primary OneFamily single detached Dwelling On Same Lot)

P

Rowhouse Townhouse (One-Family on Own Lot Attached to Adjacent

PS

Residence on Separate Lot with Garage or Carport Access to the Rear
of the Lot) (See EC 9.5550)
Duplex

P

Tri-plex (Three-Family Attached on Same Lot) (See EC 9.5550)

PS

Four-plex (Four Family Attached on Same Lot) (See EC 9.5550)

PS

Cottage Cluster (See EC 9.5550)

S

Multiple-FamilyUnit (35 or More Dwellings on Same Lot) (See EC
9.5500)

PS

***

***
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9.3215

S-DW Downtown Westside Special Area Zone
Development Standards.

(1) Application of Standards. Except as provided in subsection (1)(a) below, Iin addition to
applicable provisions contained elsewhere in this land use code, the development standards
listed in Table 9.3215 S-DW Downtown Westside Special Area Zone Development Standards in
this section, and in EC 9.3216 Special Development Standards for Table 9.3215 shall apply to
all development within this zone. In cases of conflict, the development standards specifically
applicable in the S-DW special area zone shall apply.
(a) Middle Housing Standards. All middle housing development in the S-DW special area
zone shall be exempt from the development standards in EC 9.3215 to 9.3216. Middle
Housing in the S-DW special area zone is subject to the development standards
established for the R-4 zone in EC 9.2750 to 9.2751 and the special development
standards in in EC 9.5000 through EC 9.5850. In the event of a conflict between the
development standards in EC 9.2750 to 9.2751, and the special development standards in
in EC 9.5000 through EC 9.5850 or the general development standards in EC 9.6000
through EC 9.5850, the specific provisions of EC 9.2750 to 9.2751 shall control.
(2) Residential Standards. Except as provided in this section or EC 9.3216 Special
Development Standards for Table 9.3215, all residential development shall be subject to the
standards established for the R-4 zone. Accessory dwellings shall be subject to the R-4
standards, except EC 9.2751(17).
***

9.3220

S-DW Downtown Westside Special Area Zone Lot
Standards.

The following Table 9.3220 sets forth lot standards within the S-DW zone. The numbers in ( )
are references to special limitations that are set forth in EC 9.3221. The lot standards in EC
9.3220 to 9.3221 do not apply to middle housing in the S-DW special area zone. The creation of
lots for Middle Housing (including duplex lots, triplex lots, fourplex lots, townhouse lots, cottage
cluster lots, and middle housing lots) in the S-DW special area zones subject to the lot
standards established for the R-4 zone in EC 9.2760 to 9.2777.
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Table 9.3220 S-DW Downtown Westside Special Area Zone Lot Standards
S-DW
Area Minimum
All Lots except Small Lots, Rowhouse Townhouse Lots, and
Residential Flag Lots and Duplex Division Lots (1)

4,500 square feet

Small Lots (2)

Per Cluster Subdivision or
PUD

Rowhouse Lots (3) (Rowhouse lots shall be indicated on the

1,600 square feet

final plat and shall be developed with a rowhouse.)
Duplex Division Lots (4) (Existing lot shall be at least 8,000
square feet.)

3,600 square feet

Flag Lot (53)

6,000 square feet

Frontage Minimum
Interior Lot (1)

20 feet

Corner Lot (1)

20 feet

Curved Lot (1)

20 feet

Alley Access

na

Width Minimum
Interior Lot (1)

20 feet

Corner Lot (1)

20 feet

Curved Lot (1)

20 feet

Alley Access

20 feet

***

9.3221

Special Standards for Table 9.3220.

(1) Lot area, frontage, and width minimums may be modified with an approved planned unit
development permit. (For planned unit development procedures refer to EC 9.7300 General
Overview of Type III Application Procedures and for approval criteria refer to EC 9.8320
Tentative Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria – General.)
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(2) Shall comply with other small lot provisions unless approved as a cluster subdivision or a
Planned Unit Development (PUD). (See EC 9.2770 Small Lot Standards for R-2, R-3 and R-4
Zones.)
(3) Rowhouses shall have street frontage for the residence and rear frontage for off-street
parking.
(4) Shall comply with other duplex division provisions. (See EC 9.2777 Duplex Division Lot
Standards.
(53) No variance to residential flag lot standards are allowed. Minimum lot area excludes the
pole portion of the lot. Other residential flag lot standards also apply. (See EC 9.2775
Residential Flag Lot Standards for R-1.)
***

S-E Elmira Road Special Area Zone
9.3300

Purpose of S-E Elmira Road Special Area Zone.

The purpose of the S-E Elmira Road Special Area Zone is to allow a mix of low- and mediumdensity residential uses and a limited range of commercial uses. The S-E zone is also intended
to achieve the following, more specific purposes:
(1) Allow use of existing non-residential structures on property and the development of
complementary structures for video, audio, and film production related purposes.
(2) Ensure that non-residential uses of property are compatible with adjacent residential areas,
both on and off the development site to which the S-E zone is applied.
(3) Ensure that portions of the area zoned S-E Elmira Road are kept available for residential
development.
(4) Ensure that development within the S-E zone is developed in a manner compatible with the
surrounding neighborhood.
***
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9.3310

S-E Elmira Road Special Area Zone – Land Use and
Permit Requirements.

The following Table 9.3310 S-E Elmira Road Special Area Zone Uses and Permit Requirements
identifies those uses in the S-E zone that are:
(P) Permitted, subject to zone verification.
(SR) Permitted, subject to an approved site review plan or an approved final planned unit
development.
(C) Subject to an approved conditional use permit or an approved final planned unit
development.
(PUD) Permitted, subject to an approved final planned unit development.
(S) Permitted subject to zone verification and the Special Development Standards for Certain
Uses beginning at EC 9.5000.
(#) The numbers in ( ) in the table are uses that have special use limitations that are described
in EC 9.3311.
The examples listed in Table 9.3310 are for informational purposes and are not exclusive. Table
9.3310 does not indicate uses subject to Standards Review. Applicability of Standards Re view
procedures is set out at EC 9.8465.
Table 9.3310 S-E Elmira Road Special Area Zone
Uses and Permit Requirements
S-E
***
Residential
Dwellings
One-FamilySingle Detached Dwelling (1 Per Lot)

P

Townhouse (One-Family on Own Lot Attached to Adjacent
Residence on Separate Lot with Garage or Carport Access to

PS

the Rear of the Lot) See EC 9.5550
Duplex (Two-Family Attached on Same Lot)

P

Triplex (See EC 9.5550)

S
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Table 9.3310 S-E Elmira Road Special Area Zone
Uses and Permit Requirements
Fourplex (See EC 9.5550)

S

Cottage Cluster (See EC 9.5550)

S

Multiple Family Unit Dwellings (35 or More Dwellings on Same PUD
Lot) (See EC 9.5500)
***
***

9.3315

S-E Elmira Road Special Area Zone Development and Lot
Standards.

In addition to applicable provisions contained elsewhere in this land use code, the development
standards listed in subsections (1) to (3) of this section shall apply to all development in the S-E
zone. In cases of conflict, the standards specifically applicable in the S-E zone shall apply:
(1) All residential development shall be governed by the general standards applied to the R-1
zone.
(2) All non-residential development shall be governed by the general standards applied to the
GO zone, with the exception that all buildings shall conform with the height limitations of the R-1
zone. Any new non-residential structure shall be set back a minimum of 25 feet from the exterior
boundaries of the development site.
(3) Signing for the residential portions of the development site shall be governed by EC 9.6650
Residential Sign Standards; signing for non-residential portions of the development site shall be
governed by EC 9.6655 General Office Sign Standards.
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S-HB Blair Boulevard Historic Commercial Special Area Zone
9.3500

Purpose of S-HB Blair Boulevard Historic Commercial
Special Area Zone.

The purpose of the S-HB zone is to permit, after appropriate review, the use of historically
significant buildings and sites for a range of permitted uses not otherwise found in a base zone,
and to preserve these buildings where their maintenance and productive use would not
otherwise be economically practical, and a standard zone classification would be inappropriate.
Historic landmark designation helps to preserve the city’s heritage. Recognition of landmarks
enhances the beautification of the city, promotes the city’s economic health, and preserves the
values of these properties. Regulation of designated landmarks provides a means to review
changes and ensure that historic and architectural values are preserved.

9.3505

Description of S-HB Blair Boulevard Historic Commercial
Special Area Zone.

The S-HB was designated on March 10, 1993, and in order to encourage compatibility and
continuity with the area’s historic ambience and character, the design standards in EC 9.3515
are applicable to all properties within the zone.

9.3510

S-HB Blair Boulevard Historic Commercial Special Area
Zone Uses.

The S-HB zone designation is based on the area’s association with the city’s working class and
the mix of residential, commercial and light industrial uses within the zone. The S-HB zone is
the commercial core of the residential districts located to the east and west of the zone. The
Whiteaker Plan Land Use Diagram reflects four underlying land use designations for this zone
of residential, commercial, mixed use, and parks. Uses permitted within the S-HB zone are as
follows:
(1) Areas Designated for Low and Medium Density Residential. Allowable uses are:
(a) One-familySingle Detached dwellings.
(b) Duplexes.
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(c) Triplexes.
(d) Four-plexes.
(e) Townhouses
(f) Cottage Clusters
(eg) Multiple-family Unit dwellings.
(fh) Home occupations.
(gi) Bed and breakfast facilities.
***

S-JW Jefferson Westside Special Area Zone
9.3600

Purpose of S-JW Jefferson Westside Special Area Zone.

The overarching purpose of the S-JW zone is to prevent residential infill that would significantly
diminish, and to encourage residential infill that would enhance the stability, quality, positive
character, livability and natural resources of the encompassed residential areas. More
specifically, the purposes of this zone include:
***

9.3615

S-JW Jefferson Westside Special Area Zone Land Use and
Permit Requirements and Special Use Limitations.

The land use and permit requirements and special use limitations applicable in the S-JW
Jefferson Westside Special Area Zone shall be those set out at EC 9.2740 and EC 9.2741 for
uses in the R-2 zone, except:
The following uses listed on Table EC 9.2740 are prohibited in the S-JW Jefferson Westside
Special Area Zone:
(1) Correctional Facilities.
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(2) C-1 Neighborhood Commercial Zone permitted uses, unless such a use is specifically listed
in another row on Table 9.2740 as an allowable use under the “R-2” column.
(Section 9.3615 added by Ordinance No. 20449, enacted December 14, 2009, effective January
16, 2010; amended by Ordinance No. 20625, enacted January 21, 2020, effective February 22,
2020.)

9.3625

S-JW Jefferson Westside Special Area Zone Development
Standards.

(1) Application of Standards and Adjustment.
(a) Application of Standards. In addition to the special use limitations in EC 9.3615 and the
development standards in EC 9.3625 to 9.3640 and EC 9.5000 to 9.5850, the General
Standards for All Development in EC 9.6000 through 9.6885 apply within this zone. Except
as provided in subsection (b) below, Iin the event of a conflict between the development
standards in EC 9.3625 to 9.3640 and the special development standards in EC 9.5000 to
9.5850 or those general development standards in EC 9.6000 through 9.6885 and the
development standards in EC 9.3625 to 9.3640, the provisions of EC 9.3625 to 9.3640 shall
control.
(b) Middle Housing Standards. The development standards in EC 9.3625, 9.3626, and
9.3640 do not apply to middle housing development in the S-JW special area zone. Middle
housing development in the S-JW special area zone is subject to the development
standards established for the R-2 zone in EC 9.2750 to 9.2751. In the event of a conflict
between the development standards in EC 9.2750 to 9.2751 and the special development
standards in EC 9.5000 to 9.5850 or the general development standards in EC 9.6000
through 9.6885, the provisions of EC 9.2750 to 9.2751 shall control.
(cb) Adjustment. The development standards in subsections EC 9.3625(6) regarding
driveway width and EC 9.3625(3)(a)(2)(b) regarding primary vehicle access may be
adjusted in accordance with EC 9.8030(26). For sites zoned S-JW Special Area Zone,
these are the only standards that may be adjusted.
***
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9.3630

S-JW Jefferson Westside Special Area Zone Lot
Standards.

The following Table 9.3630 sets forth S-JW Jefferson Westside Special Area Zone lot
standards, subject to the special standards in EC 9.3631. The lot standards in EC 9.3630 to
9.3631 do not apply to middle housing development in the S-JW special area zone. Middle
housing development in the S-JW special area zone is subject to the lot standards established
for the R-2 zone in EC 9.2760 to 9.2777.
***

S-RN Royal Node Special Area Zone
9.3800

Purpose of S-RN Royal Node Special Area Zone.

The special area zone applied to the Royal Node area is intended to ensure that:
***
(14) Residential garages shall be provided access from alleys whenever possible to improve
the visual character of the street, improve pedestrian qualities along the street, and to promote
construction of small-lot single family detached housing dwellings with reduced lot widths;
(15) Multi-family unit developments shall retain visual and physical links to adjacent public
parks and natural areas and preserve unique natural features found on the site;
(16) Multi-family unit developments shall front onto public and private streets with building
entrances visible from the street;
(17) Setbacks and building designs for multi-family unit developments shall insure privacy for
and promote compatibility with abutting lower intensity uses;
(18) Vehicle parking lots or areas shall not be located between buildings and the public street;
(19) Large parking areas shall be separated into smaller lots to minimize their visual impact;
(20) Vehicle access points for multi-familyunit, commercial, and mixed-use developments shall
connect to local or collector streets, via alleys whenever possible, rather than arterial streets;
***
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9.3810

S-RN Royal Node Special Area Zone Land Use and Permit
Requirements.

The following Table 9.3810 S-RN Royal Node Special Area Zone Uses and Permit
Requirements identifies those uses in the S-RN zone that are:
(P) Permitted, subject to zone verification.
(C) Subject to an approved conditional use permit.
(S) Permitted subject to zone verification and the Special Development Standards for Certain
Uses beginning at EC 9.5000.
(SR) Permitted, subject to an approved site review plan or approved final planned unit
development.
(#) The numbers in ( ) in the table are uses that have special use limitations described in EC
9.3811 Special Use Limitations for Table 9.3810.
Examples listed in Table 9.3810 are for informational purposes and are not exclusive. Table
9.3810 does not indicate uses subject to Standards Review. Applicability of Standards Review
procedures is set out at EC 9.8465.
Table 9.3810 S-RN Royal Node Special Area Zone
Land Uses and Permit Requirements
LDR

MDR

RMU

CMU

MSC

***
Residential
Dwellings. (All dwellings
shall meet minimum and
maximum density
requirements for
development within the
Royal Specific Plan area.
All dwelling types are
permitted.)
One-FamilySingle

P

P

P

Detached Dwelling (1
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Table 9.3810 S-RN Royal Node Special Area Zone
Land Uses and Permit Requirements
LDR

MDR

RMU

CMU

MSC

SP(2) (3)

SP(2) (3)

Per Lot, includes zero
lot line dwellings)
Secondary Dwelling
P(1)
(Either Attached or
Detached from Primary

P(1)

P(1)

SP(2) (3)

SP(2) (3)

Duplex (Two-Family
P
Attached on Same Lot)

P

P

Tri-plex (Three family
attached on the same
lot) See EC
9.5500(See EC
9.5550)

PS

PS

PS

Four-plex (Four-Family PS

PS

PS

S

S

S

S(3) (9)

S(3) (9)

S(3) (9)

One-FamilySingle
Detached Dwelling on
Same Lot)
Rowhouse Townhouse SP(2) (3)
(One-Family on Own
Lot Attached to
Adjacent Residence on
Separate Lot with
Garage or Carport
Access to the Rear of
the Lot)(See EC
9.5550)

PS

Attached on Same Lot)
See EC 9.5500(See
EC 9.5550)
Cottage Cluster (See
EC 9.5550)
Multiple-FamilyUnit (3

S(3) (9)

S(3) (9)

or More Dwellings on
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Table 9.3810 S-RN Royal Node Special Area Zone
Land Uses and Permit Requirements
LDR

MDR

RMU

CMU

MSC

Same Lot) (See EC
9.5500)
Manufactured Home
S – SR (4)
Park. Shall comply with

S – SR (4)

EC 9.5400 or site
review.
Controlled Income and S (9)

S (9)

Rent Housing where
density is above that
normally permitted in
the zoning district but
does not exceed 150%
of the maximum
permitted density.
(Shall comply with
multiple-familyunit
standards in EC
9.5500.)
***
***

9.3811

Special Use Limitations for Table 9.3810.

***
(2) Rowhouses. Rowhouses shall comply with the following:
(a) Maximum Building Size. Eight rowhouses in a building, no more than 180 feet in width.
(b) Minimum Interior or Rear Open Space Required. 400 square feet per rowhouse with a
minimum smallest dimension of 14 feet.
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(c) Auto Access and Parking. Auto access and parking shall be provided from an alley to
the rear of the lot; there shall be no auto access from the front of the lot.
(211) Separation between Retail Marijuana Uses. No portion of the premises of a retail
marijuana use may be located within 1,000 feet from the premises of another retail marijuana
use.
(a) “Premises” means the location of a retail marijuana use described in a license issued
by the Oregon Liquor Control Commission pursuant to ORS 475B.105.
(b) “Retail Marijuana Use” means a recreational marijuana retail facility licensed by the
Oregon Liquor Control Commission pursuant to ORS 475B.105.
(c) “Within 1,000 Feet” means a straight line measurement in a radius extending for 1,000
feet or less in every direction from the closest point anywhere on the premises of a retail
marijuana use to the closest point anywhere on the premises of another retail marijuana
use.
(3) Alley Access. This use is permitted only if there is an alley that can provide auto access
and parking. There shall be no auto access in front of the lot.
***
(9) Multiple-FamilyUnit Structures. On development sites that will result in 100 feet or more of
public or private street frontage, at least 60% of the site frontage abutting the street (including
required yards) shall be occupied by a building(s) or enhanced pedestrian space with not more
than 20 percent of the 60 percent in enhanced pedestrian space, placed within 10 feet of the
minimum front yard setback line. On development sites with less than 100 feet of public or
private street frontage, at least 40% of the site width shall be occupied by a building(s) placed
within 10 feet of the minimum front yard setback line. Building projections and offsets with an
offset interval of 10 feet or less meet this standard (excluding required yards). “Site width” as
used in this standard, shall not include areas of street frontage that have significant natural
resources as mapped by the city, delineated wetlands, slopes greater than 15%, recorded
easements, required fire lanes or other similar non-buildable areas, as determined by the
planning director.
(10) An adjustment may be made to the special use limitations in this section if consistent with
the criteria in EC 9.8030(17).
(11) Separation between Retail Marijuana Uses. No portion of the premises of a retail
marijuana use may be located within 1,000 feet from the premises of another retail marijuana
use.
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(a) “Premises” means the location of a retail marijuana use described in a license issued
by the Oregon Liquor Control Commission pursuant to ORS 475B.105.
(b) “Retail Marijuana Use” means a recreational marijuana retail facility licensed by the
Oregon Liquor Control Commission pursuant to ORS 475B.105.
(c) “Within 1,000 Feet” means a straight line measurement in a radius extending for 1,000
feet or less in every direction from the closest point anywhere on the premises of a retail
marijuana use to the closest point anywhere on the premises of another retail marijuana
use.

9.3815

S-RN Royal Node Special Area Zone Development
Standards – General.

(1)
(a) Application of Standards. In addition to the special use limitations in EC 9.3811 and the
development standards in EC 9.3815 to EC 9.3823, the Special Development Standards for
Certain Uses in EC 9.5000 through EC 9.5850 and General Standards for All Development
in EC 9.6000 through 9.6885 apply within this zone. Except as provided in subsection (b)
below, Iin the event of a conflict between the development standards in EC 9.3815 to EC
9.3823, those and the special development standards in EC 9.5000 through EC 9.5850 or
the general development standards and the development standards in EC 9.3815 to EC
9.3823, the specific provisions of EC 9.3815 to EC 9.3823 shall control.
(b) Middle Housing Standards. The development standards in EC 9.3815 to 9.3816 do
not apply to middle housing development in the S-RN/LDR, S-RN/MDR, and S-RN/RMU
subareas. Middle housing development in the S-RN/LDR, S-RN/MDR, and S-RN/RMU
subareas is subject to the development standards established for residential zones in EC
9.2750 to 9.2751 as follows:
1.

S-RN/LDR: R-1 zone

2.

S-RN/MDR: R-2 zone

3.

S-RN/RMU: R-2 zone

(cb) Adjustment. The development standards in subsections (2) and (3) of this section may
be adjusted in accordance with EC 9.8030(17).
***
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(e) Multi-FamilyUnit Development. With the following exceptions, Multi-FamilyUnit
Development Standards in EC 9.5500 shall be applied to new multi-familyunit development
within the S-RN Special Area Zone:
***
(c) Front Porches. Within the LDR subarea, front porches shall be provided on the ground
floor of all dwelling units, other than multi-familyunit dwelling units. Front porches shall be a
minimum of 6 feet deep by 10 feet wide (a minimum of 60 square feet). A minimum of 60%
of each porch shall be covered to provide weather protection.
***
(h) Landscaping Standards. In addition to the landscape standards beginning with EC
9.6200 Purpose of Landscape Standards, and for multi-familyunit development in EC
9.5500(8), the following standards apply to Commercial Mixed-Use area developments in
the RMU, CMU and MSC subareas:
***

9.3822

S-RN Royal Node Special Area Zone Lot Standards.

The following Table 9.3822 sets forth lot standards within the S-RN zone. The numbers in () are
references to special limitations that are set forth in EC 9.3823. All The lot standards in EC
9.3822 to 9.3823 do not apply to middle housing development in the S-RN/LDR, S-RN/MDR,
and S-RN/RMU subareas . Middle housing in the S-RN/LDR, S-RN/MDR, and S-RN/RMU
subareas is subject to the lot standards established for residential zones in EC 9.2760 to 9.2777
as follows:
1.

S-RN/LDR: R-1 zone

2.

S-RN/MDR: R-2 zone

3.

S-RN/RMU: R-2 zone

***
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S-W Whiteaker Special Area Zone
9.3900

Purpose of S-W Whiteaker Special Area Zone.

The purpose of the S-W Whiteaker Special Area Zone is to encourage the economic vitality of
the area for employment and industrial, institutional, and commercial uses while also allowing a
mix of residential dwellings. This zone has a broad range of permitted uses. No single use is
mandated or required within the area and the zone encourages both a mixture of uses within a
building as well as within a block. The mix of land uses and increase in residential density and
employment opportunities is designed to provide a place for people to live and work in the same
area. It is intended that the character of the zone develop so that the diversity of uses are
enhanced and tied together with various forms of usable public and private open space where
there is pedestrian-oriented activity. Appropriate intermingling of structures, street amenities,
and major landscape features will be necessary in order to integrate older development with
newer development. Development within the zone will occur incrementally over time and this
zoning will help ensure a coordinated effort is undertaken to improve the area by the public and
private sectors. The S-W zone is also designed to:
***

9.3910

S-W Whiteaker Special Area Zone – Land Use and Permit
Requirements.

The following Table 9.3910 S-W Whiteaker Special Area Zone Uses and Permit Requirements
identifies those uses in the S-W zone that are:
(P) Permitted, subject to zone verification.
(SR) Permitted, subject to an approved site review plan or an approved final planned unit
development.
(C) Subject to conditional use permit or an approved final planned unit development.
(PUD) Permitted, subject to an approved final planned unit development.
(S) Permitted subject to zone verification and the Special Development Standards for Certain
Uses beginning at EC 9.5000.
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(#) The numbers in ( ) in the table are uses that have special use limitations that are described
in EC 9.3911.
Examples of uses in Table 9.3910 are for informational purposes and not exclusive. Table
9.3910 does not include uses subject to Standards Review. Applicability of Standards Review
procedures is set out at EC 9.8465.
Table 9.3910 S-W Whiteaker Special Area Zone Uses and Permit
Requirements
S-W
***
Residential
Dwellings
One-FamilySingle Detached Dwelling

P(2)

Townhouse (One-Family on Own Lot Attached to Adjacent Residence on
Separate Lot with Garage or Carport Access to the Rear of the Lot)(See
EC 9.5550)

PS(2)

Duplex (Two-Family Attached on Same Lot)

PS(2)

Tri-plex (Three-Family Attached on Same Lot)(See EC 9.5550)

PS(2)

Fourplex (See EC 9.5550)

S(2)

Cottage Cluster (See EC 9.5550)

S(2)

Multiple Family Unit Dwellings (3 or More Dwellings on Same Lot) (See EC PS(2)
9.5500)
***

***

9.3915

S-W Whiteaker Special Area Zone Development and Lot
Standards.

Except as provided in subsections (5) to (13) of this section, sections 9.6000 to 9.6885 General
Standards for All Development in this land use code shall apply within this S-W zone. In the
event of a conflict between the general development standards of this land use code and the
standards set forth in this section, the specific provisions of this section shall control.
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(1) Residential Standards. Except as provided in subsections (5) to (13) of this section, all
residential development shall be subject to the standards established for the C-2 zone.
***
(8) Lot Area. Except as provided in subsection (a), Eeach lot or development site shall have a
minimum area of 4,500 square feet. However, lot area, frontage, and width minimums may be
adjusted by the planning director if consistent with the purpose and intent of this land use code
and necessary and suitable within the zone.
(a) Notwithstanding subsection (8), lots created or altered for the purpose of middle
housing development shall comply with the lot standards at EC 9.2760 for the R-4 zone.
***
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Special Development Standards for Certain Uses
***

9.5550 Middle Housing Development Standards.
(1) Purpose of Middle Housing Standards. The purpose of these development standards is to:
(a) Ensure that new middle mousing development enhances the variety of housing options
available to Eugene’s residents;
(b) Ensure consistency with state requirements for middle housing;
(c) Promote development of middle housing that provides opportunities for both rental and
ownership housing;
(d) Provide an adequate supply and range of housing types and prices that will meet the
city’s future population growth;
(e) Promote building and site design that contributes positively to a sense of neighborhood
and to the overall streetscape;
(f) Provide a physical environment that contributes to and enhances the quality of life;
(2) Applicability of Middle Housing Standards.

Sorry. Still being dense. What is a middle
housing dwelling vs a dwelling.?

How does this
work in real life
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) Middle Housing standards in this section 9.5550 with respect to lot
size? Density?
apply to development of all new triplex, fourplex, townhouse, and cottage cluster dwellings,Not calculated on
the MH part of the
including middle housing dwellings developed on a site with an existing dwelling or
property but still
applies to the
dwellings and middle housing dwellings created by adding building area to an existing
other part? Lot
coverage. It
dwelling or dwellings. Middle housing standards shall only apply to the portion of the
counts for the
existing home but
development site impacted by the proposed middle housing development.
not the part the
MH is on?

(b)

The middle housing standards do not apply to duplexes or to Middle Housing created

through addition to or conversion of an existing Single Detached dwelling.
(c) The middle Housing standards shall apply in all zones. These standards do not apply to
dwellings in a building with non-residential use on the ground floor.
(d)

The Middle Housing standards apply in addition to the development standards for the

applicable base zone. In the event of a conflict between the Middle Housing Development
Standards and other applicable development standards in this code, the Middle Housing
Development Standards control. Again, this needs to be defined. Is parking for a residence a non-residential use? A residential

use. If a commercial client uses that parking spot is it a commercial use? All questions that have
been asked in the past and all with different answers depending on staff. It goes to show that ALL
of us that come across this are confused.
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(3)

Adjustment. Except as provided otherwise in this section 9.5550, the Middle Housing

Development standards in EC 9.5550 may be adjusted consistent with the criteria in EC
9.8030(37).
(4) Standards for Triplexes and Fourplexes. Triplexes and fourplexes shall comply with all of
the following:
(a) Garages and Off-Street Parking Areas. Garages and off-street parking areas shall not
be located between a building and a public street, except in compliance with the standards
Is it stated somewhere that backing onto the
in subsections 1 or 2 below.
right of way is ok? Has that code section
been changed as well?

1. The garage or off-street parking area is separated from the front lot line by a
dwelling; or
2. The combined width of all garages and outdoor on-site parking and maneuvering
areas does not exceed a total of 50 percent of the street frontage (see Figure
9.5550(4)(a)2. Triplex/Fourplex Width of Garages and Parking Areas).
(b) Driveways. Driveways must comply with all of the following:
1. Driveways must comply with the access connection standards in EC 7.410 and
is not within the scope of this code re-write but Chapter 7 could use some tuning up. It is very
7.420. Itrestrictive,
doesn't really sync up with real life experiences of parking and driveways and the unintended
consequences or the clever ways development gets around this is not always pretty.

2. The total width of all driveway approaches must not exceed 32 feet per frontage, as
measured at the property line (see Figure 9.5500(4)(b)2-3. Triplex/Fourplex
Driveway Approach Width and Separation on Local Street). For lots or parcels with
more than one frontage, see subsection 4.
3. Driveway approaches may be separated when located on a local street when they
comply with the access connection spacing standards in EC 7.420 (see Figure
9.5500(4)(b)2-3. Triplex/Fourplex Driveway Approach Width and Separation on
Local Street).
4. For lots or parcels abutting an alley that meets the paving width standards of EC
9.6870, access must be taken from the alley (see Figure 9.5550(4)(b)4.
Triplex/Fourplex Alley Access).
Not certain why so much prescriptive code language about how we
access parcels. What is the problem we are trying to solve?

5.

Lots or parcels with more than one frontage must comply with the following:
a. Lots or parcels with frontages only on collectors and/or arterial streets must
meet the access connection standards applicable to collectors and/or arterials
located in EC. 7.420(2).
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b.
4

Lots or parcels with frontages only on local streets may have either:

(1) Two driveway approaches not exceeding 32 feet in total width on one
a 4-plex and 4 parking spaces each parking space is 8' wide. These are terrible. Now you are
frontage; or Ifstepping
into the lawn or plant bed to get out of the car. No room for door swing. Maybe 38' wide (2
full size spaces at 18' x 2)) or 40 wide?.

(2) One maximum 16-foot-wide driveway approach per frontage (see Figure 9.
5550(5)(b)4.b. Triplex/Fourplex Driveway Approach Options for Multiple
Same issue. Parking 2 cars side by side
Local Street Frontages).
5

(c) Entry Orientation and Windows.
1.

Entry Orientation.

in 16 feet doesn't work well. Don't we all
find ourselves looking for the full width
(9') space in a parking lot?
So all 4 detached structures making up a 4plex
must meet entry orientation standards unless the
50% applies? Seems very prescriptive and
limiting. There are lessons to be learned from the
forced must
design meet
standards
each triplex or fourplex structure
thein 9.5500 that could be
not repeated here.

a. At least one main entrance for
standards in subparagraphs b and c below. Any detached structure where more than
50 percent of its street-facing facade is separated from the street property line by a
dwelling is exempt from meeting these standards.
b.

The main entrance must be within 8 feet of the longest street-facing wall of the

dwelling unit.
c.

The main entrance must either:
(1) Face the street (see Figure 9.5550(4)(c)1.a.(1) Middle Housing Main
Entrance Facing the Street);
(2) Be located at an angle of up to 45 degrees from the street (see Figure
9.5550(4)(a)3.b. Middle Housing Main Entrance at 45° Angle from the Street);
or
(3) Open onto a porch (see Figure 9.5550(4)(c)1.c.(3) Middle Housing Main
Entrance Opening onto a Porch). The porch must:
(a) Be at least 25 square feet in area; and
(b) Have at least one entrance facing the street or have a roof.
(4) In lieu of meeting a, b, or c above, main entrances for triplexes and fourplexes
may instead face a common open space that is adjacent to the street and is
abutted by dwellings on at least two sides (see Figure 9.5550(4)(c)1.c.(4) Middle
Housing Main Entrance Facing Common Open Space).

d. Criteria for Adjustment. Adjustments to the standards in EC 9.5550(4)(c)1. may be
made, consistent with the criteria in EC 9.8030(37)(a) Entry Orientation.
2.

Windows.
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So Open
Spaces as
courtyard that
are interior to
the site and
make a
wonderful
environment for
the residents
are now forced
to move the
common area to
the street? We
have some
wonderful
housing
examples
around town
that don't meet
this
requirement. It
is as if every lot
has to be
pedestrian
friendly and
welcoming to all
neighbors.
There are other
equally inviting
ways to design
sites. The code
seems to want
to social
engineer
through
prescriptive
design.

a.

All street-facing facades, except those separated from the front lot line by a

dwelling, shall have windows or entrance doors covering at least 15 percent of the
applicable facade area. Half of the window area in a door of an attached garage may
count toward meeting this standard. This standard may not be adjusted. (See Figure
9.5550(4)(c)2.a. Middle Housing Window Coverage.)
(d) Criteria for Adjustment. Except as provided in subparagraph (c), adjustments to the
standards in this subsection (4) may be made, consistent with the criteria of EC
9.8030(37)(b) Garages, Off-Street Parking Areas, and Driveways for Triplexes and
Fourplexes.
(5) Standards for Townhouses. Townhouses shall comply with all of the following:
(a)

Number of Attached Dwelling Units. These standards may not be adjusted.
1. Minimum. A townhouse project must contain at least two attached units.
2. Maximum. In the R-1 zone, the maximum number of townhouse units that may be
attached is 10. In all other zones, there is no maximum number of townhouses that may
be attached.
What problem is perceived that this limitation is imposed?

(b) Unit Features. Each townhouse unit must include at least one of the features in
subsections 1 through 7 below on at least one street-facing façade (see Figure
9.5550(5)(b). Townhouse Unit Features):
1.

A roof dormer a minimum of 4 feet in width, or

2. A balcony a minimum of 2 feet in depth and 4 feet in width and accessible from an
interior room, or
3.

A bay window that extends from the facade a minimum of 2 feet, or

4. An offset of the facade of a minimum of 2 feet in depth, either from the neighboring
townhouse or within the façade of a single townhouse, or

(c)

5.

An entryway that is recessed a minimum of 3 feet, or

6.

A covered entryway with a minimum depth of 4 feet, or

7.

A porch meeting the standards of subsection 9.5550(5)(d)1.c.

Driveway Access and Parking. Townhouses on lots with public street frontage shall

meet the following standards:
1.

The access connection standards in EC 7.410 and 7.420.
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2. Garages on the front façade of a townhouse, off-street parking areas within the
front yard setback, and driveways in front of a townhouse are allowed only if they meet

'Forcing' the garages to
the back (especially if
there is no alley access)
means property available
for housing is used for
cars. Again . what is the
purpose of middle
housing code
amendments. I
understand why this is
written and perhaps it is
time to step away from
trying to control the
design/look/feel of the
project. Multi-family
standards have not
produced the results that
were imagined.

the following standards in this subsection 2 (see Figure 9.5550(5)(c)2. townhouses
with Parking in Front Yard).
a.

Each townhouse lot has a street frontage of at least 15 feet on a local street.

b. A maximum of 1 driveway approach is allowed for every townhouse. Driveway
approaches and/or driveways may be shared.
c. Outdoor on-site parking and maneuvering areas do not exceed a total width of
12 feet on any lot.
d.

The garage width does not exceed 12 feet.

3. The following standards apply to driveways and parking areas for townhouse
projects that do not meet all of the standards in subsection 2 of this section.
a. Off-street parking areas shall be accessed on the back façade of the
townhouse or located in the rear yard of the townhouse. No off-street parking shall
be allowed in the front yard or side yard of a townhouse.
b. A townhouse project that includes a corner lot shall take access from a single
driveway approach on the side of the corner lot. (See Figure 9.5550(5)(c)3.b.
Townhouses on Corner Lot with Shared Access.)
c.

Townhouse projects that do not include a corner lot shall consolidate access

for all lots into a single driveway. The driveway and approach are not allowed in the
area between the front building façade and front lot line of any of the townhouses.
(See Figure 9.5550(5)(c)3.c. Townhouses with Consolidated Access.)
d. Townhouse projects shall include access easements recorded with Lane
County Deeds and Records for vehicular access and emergency access for any
consolidated access or shared driveways.
4.

Townhouse projects in which all units take exclusive access from a rear alley are

exempt from compliance with subsection 3 of this section.
5.

Criteria for Adjustment. Adjustments to the standards in this subsection may be

made, based on the criteria of EC 9.8030(37)(d) townhouse Driveway Access and
Parking.
(d) Entry Orientation and Windows.
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1.
a.

Entry Orientation.
The main entrance of each townhouse dwelling with frontage on a public street

must meet the standards in subparagraphs b and c below.
b.

The main entrance must be within 8 feet of the longest street-facing wall of the

dwelling unit.
c.

The main entrance must either:
(1) Face the street (see Figure 9.5550(4)(c)1.c.(1) Middle Housing Main
Entrance Facing the Street);
(2) Be located at an angle of up to 45 degrees from the street (see Figure
9.5550(4)(c)1.c.(2) Middle Housing Main Entrance at 45° Angle from the
Street); or
(3) Open onto a porch (see Figure 9.5550(4)(c)1.c.(3) Middle Housing Main
Entrance Opening onto a Porch). The porch must:
Look to the results of the multi-family standards and see how
those did not achieve the expected results. Also, they
produced more Adjustment Reviews than any other code
section.

A.

Be at least 25 square feet in area; and

B.

Have at least one entrance facing the street or have a roof.

d. In lieu of meeting a, b, or c above, main entrances for townhouses may instead
face a common open space, private street, or driveway.
d. Criteria for Adjustment. Adjustments to the standards in EC 9.5550(4)(a) may be
made, consistent with the criteria in EC 9.8030(37)(a) Entry Orientation.
2.

Windows.
a.

All street-facing facades on each individual townhouse unit shall have windows

or entrance doors covering at least 15 percent of the area of all facades. Half of the
window area in a door of an attached garage may count toward meeting this
standard. This standard may not be adjusted. (See Figure 9.5550(4)(c)2.a. Middle
Housing Window Coverage.)
(6) Standards for Cottage Clusters. Cottage cluster development shall comply with all of the
following:
(a) General Standards.
1.

Number of Dwellings.
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a.

A single cottage cluster shall contain a minimum of 4 and a maximum of 8

cottages. The minimum number of cottages required by this subparagraph (a) may
not be adjusted.
b. All cottages within a single cottage cluster must share a common courtyard.
This standard may not be adjusted.
c. A cottage cluster project may include more than one cluster with more than
one associated common courtyard. There is no limit to how many cottage clusters
are permitted on a single lot.
2.

Setbacks.
a. Building Separation. Cottages shall be separated by a minimum distance of 6
feet. This standard may not be adjusted. The minimum distance between all other
structures, including accessory structures, shall be in accordance with building
code requirements.
b. All other setbacks are provided in Table 9.2750 or in the development
standards for the applicable zone.

3. Building Height. The maximum building height for all structures in a cottage cluster
is 25 feet. This standard may not be adjusted.
4.

Footprint. The building footprint for each cottage shall be less than 900 square feet.

This standard may not be adjusted. The building footprint shall be measured by
calculating the total square foot area of a building, when viewed directly from above,
that covers a portion of a lot, except that the following structures or parts of structures
shall themselves not be included in calculating building footprint: (A) Any part of a
structure without a roof. (B) Roof eaves. (C) Carports, porches, and balconies that are
open at least 50 percent of their respective perimeter. (D) detached garages or
accessory buildings.
5.

Dwelling? The wording is confusing. I think
you mean if you add all the buildings together
and divid by the number of buildings there is
an average number. This sounds like the total
for all buildings = 1400 sf.

Maximum Cottage Size.

a. Average Size. The maximum average size permitted for a cottage cluster is
1,400 square feet. Community buildings shall be included in the maximum average
size calculation for a cottage cluster. For the purposes of this subparagraph,
“Average size” means the average square footage of all dwellings units in the
cottage cluster using the formula at EC 9.2751(1)(b)6.
6. Accessory Buildings. Accessory buildings must not exceed 400 square feet in floor
area. Accessory buildings in the R-1 zone must also comply with the standards in EC
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9.2751(16). Accessory building size is the total square foot area of an accessory
building, which is calculated by adding together the square foot area of each full story
or level in an accessory building, measuring square foot area from the exterior
perimeter walls of the accessory building. Eaves, decks, porches, exterior stairways
and carports are not included in the accessory building size.
7. Windows. All street-facing facades of dwellings within 20 feet of a property line
abutting a street shall have windows or entrance doors covering at least 15 percent of
the area of all facades. Half of the window area in a door of an attached garage may
count toward meeting this standard. This standard may not be adjusted. (See Figure
garage door and person
9.5550(4)(c)2.a. Middle Housing Window Coverage.).

door? It should include both.
Windows are windows.

8. Criteria for Adjustment. Adjustments to the standards in this subsection may be
made, based on the criteria of EC 9.8030(37)(e) General Standards for Cottage
Clusters.
(b) Cottage Orientation. Cottages must be clustered around a common courtyard and
must meet the following standards (see Figure 9.5550(6)(b)-(c). Cottage Cluster
Orientation and Common Courtyard Standards):

1. Each cottage within a cluster must either abut the common courtyard or must be
connected to it by a pedestrian path. This standard may not be adjusted.
2.

A minimum of 50 percent of cottages within a cluster must:
a.

Have a main entrance facing the common courtyard;

b. Be within 10 feet from the common courtyard, measured from the façade of the
cottage to the nearest edge of the common courtyard; and
c.

Be connected to the common courtyard by a pedestrian path.
Not certain why this has to be stated.

3.

As long as the standard in subsection 2 is met, the main entrances of cottages

within 20 feet of a property line abutting a street may face the street.
4.

Cottages not facing the common courtyard or the street must have their main

entrances facing a pedestrian path that is connected to the common courtyard.
5.

Criteria for Adjustment. Adjustments to the standards in this subsection may be

made, based on the criteria of EC 9.8030(37)(f) Cottage Cluster Orientation Standards.
(c) Common Courtyard Design Standards. Each cottage cluster must include a common
courtyard in order to provide a sense of openness and community of residents. Common
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courtyards must meet the following standards (see Figure 9.5550(7)(b)-(c). Cottage
Cluster Orientation and Common Courtyard Standards):
1.

The common courtyard must be a single, contiguous piece.

2.

The common courtyard must contain a minimum of 150 square feet per cottage

within the associated cluster.
3. The common courtyard must be a minimum of 15 feet wide at its narrowest
It is hard to explain here but this size limitation when applied to open space has created a lot of issues. Why
dimension. is 10 feet a bad thing? Why isn't a space 10' x 30' ok? If it is 14' x 30' it doesn't count? This is a very limiting
4.

element. I understand why you wouldn't want a 5' deep space to count but 10 feet certainly is adequate. It is
twice the width of required setbacks for single family homes.

The common courtyard shall be developed with a mix of landscaping, lawn area,

pedestrian paths, and/or paved courtyard area, and may also include recreational
amenities. Impervious elements of the common courtyard shall not exceed 75 percent
of the total common courtyard area.
5. Pedestrian paths must be included in a common courtyard. Paths that are
contiguous to a courtyard may count toward the courtyard’s minimum dimension and
Was there supposed
to be a # 6?

area. Parking areas, required setbacks, and driveways do not qualify as part of a
common courtyard.
7. Criteria for Adjustment. Adjustments to the standards in this subsection may be
made, based on the criteria of EC 9.8030(37)(g) Common Courtyard Design
Standards.

(d) Community Buildings. Cottage cluster projects may include community buildings for
the shared use of residents that provide space for accessory uses, such as community
meeting rooms, guest housing, exercise rooms, day care, community eating areas, or picnic
shelters. Community buildings must meet the following standards:
1.

Each cottage cluster is permitted one community building.

2.

The community building shall have a maximum floor area of 1,200 sf. In addition,

the community building shall count towards the maximum average floor area of the
cottage cluster, pursuant to subsection 9.5550(6)(a)5.b.
3.

If a community building meets the definition of a dwelling unit, a covenant must be

recorded against the property stating that the structure is not a legal dwelling unit and
Allowing the community building to meet the definition
will not be used as a primary dwelling.
(assumes cooking facilities) is a very slippery,
4.

un-manageable slope,

Criteria for Adjustment. Adjustments to the standards in this subsection may be

made, based on the criteria of EC 9.8030(37)(h) Community Building Standards.
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(e)

Pedestrian Access. These standards may not be adjusted.
1.

A pedestrian path must be provided that connects the main entrance of each

cottage to the following:
a.

The common courtyard;

b.

Shared parking areas;

c.

Community buildings; and

d.

Sidewalks in public rights-of-way abutting the site or rights-of-way if there are

no sidewalks.
2. The pedestrian path must be hard-surfaced (concrete, asphalt, or pavers) and a
minimum of 3 feet wide. Or can you say' approved equal'. Why not compacted grave that is ADA compliant. The
city considers it impervious yet it can't be used for a path?? This is a cost of housing
consideration.

(f) Parking Design (see Figure 9.5550(6)(f). Cottage Cluster Parking Design
Standards).

1. Clustered parking. Off-street parking may be arranged in parking clusters, subject
to the following standards:
a. Cottage cluster projects with fewer than 16 cottages are permitted parking
Why control this? This is inefficient. It will
clusters of not more than 5 contiguous spaces.
be single loaded for only 5 spaces and is
an inefficient use of property.

b. Cottage cluster projects with 16 cottages or more are permitted parking
clusters of not more than 8 contiguous spaces.
c. Parking clusters must be separated from other parking spaces or parking
Other parking requirements allow for no interior planting when
clusters by at least 4 feet of landscaping.
d.

Clustered parking areas may be covered.

there are less than 50 spaces. Why is this different? These will
be created on infill sites. Experience tells us that infill sites have
the most difficult time giving up additional footage for other
elements AND getting all the required building/housing/setbacks
on site.

e. Clustered parking areas must meet the standards in EC 9.6420; however
where the standards in EC 9.6420 conflict with the clustered parking standards in
this subsection 1, the clustered parking standards in this subsection 1 control.
2.

Parking location and access.
a. Off-street parking areas with 5 or more spaces shall not be located within 20
feet from any property line that abuts a street;
Does the end of a side property line abut the street? Forces the parking into the back
yard which adds length 20 foot wide drive aisles plus planting to screen all of it. Does this
get you where you want to go with adding housing?
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b.

No off-street parking space or vehicle maneuvering area is permitted between

a property line that abuts a street and the front façade of cottages located closest
to that property line.
c. No off-street parking space is permitted within 10 feet of any property line
external to the cottage cluster or cottage cluster project, except property lines
abutting an alley. Driveways and drive aisles are permitted within 10 feet of
property lines external to the cottage cluster or cottage cluster project.
d.

Driveways must meet the access connection standards in EC 7.410 and 7.420.

3. Screening. Screening that is at least three feet tall, consisting of landscaping,
fencing, or walls shall separate clustered parking areas and parking structures from
common courtyards and public streets.
4. Garages and carports.

These types of code sections are attempting to address certain values. This may
need more thought since the goal is housing and this type of housing with our very
limited land supply is going to be on small lots. Every one of these starts affecting
the ability to create housing. There are more impactful ways to address
landscaping. And 3'+ tall screening creates unsafe/uncertain situations when
accessing the car or wanting visibility to deter theft..

a. Garages and carports (whether shared or individual) must not abut more than
25 percent of a common courtyard’s perimeter.
b.

Individual detached garages must not exceed 400 square feet in floor area.

c. Garage doors for attached and detached individual garages must not exceed
20 feet in width.
5. Criteria for Adjustment. Adjustments to the standards in this subsection may be
made, based on the criteria of EC 9.8030(37)(i) Cottage Cluster Parking Design
Standards.
(g) Existing Structures. On a lot or parcel to be used for a cottage cluster project, an
existing single detached dwelling and accessory uses and buildings on the same lot at the
time of proposed development of the cottage cluster may remain within the cottage cluster
project area provided they comply with the standards in subsections 1 – 4 below. These
standards may not be adjusted.
1.

The existing dwelling may be nonconforming with respect to the requirements of

this section EC 9.5550(7).
2.

The existing dwelling may be altered or expanded up to a maximum height of 25

feet or a maximum building footprint of 900 square feet. Existing dwellings that exceed
the maximum height and/or footprint standards may not be expanded.
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3.

The floor area of the existing dwelling shall not count towards the maximum

average floor area of a cottage cluster.
4.

The existing dwelling shall be excluded from the calculation of orientation toward

the common courtyard, per subsection 9.5550(7)(b)2.
***
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Special Development Standards for Certain Uses - Figures
NOTE: Figures will move to the Figures and Maps section of Eugene Code Chapter 9 and
formatted accordingly.
Figure 9.5550(4)(c)1.c.(1) Middle Housing Main Entrance Facing the Street
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Figure 9.5550(4)(c)1.c.(2) Middle Housing Main Entrance at 45° Angle from the Street
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Figure 9.5550(4)(c)1.c.(3) Middle Housing Main Entrance Opening onto a Porch
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Figure 9.5550(4)(c).1.c.(4) Middle Housing Main Entrance Facing Common Open Space
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Figure 9.5550(4)(c)2.a. Middle Housing Window Coverage

entrance
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Figure 9.5550(4)(a)2. Triplex/Fourplex Width of Garages and Parking Areas

How does this meet Access Management Standards?
Having a minimum of 22' between driveways.

This kind of math assumes a particular generic design as shown in this image. Not
necessarily how projects get designed in reality. Sorry I do not have any images I can
share that would illustrate what I am suggesting.
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Figure 9.5500(4)(b)2-3. Triplex/Fourplex Driveway Approach Width and Separation on Local
Street

If someone were to do exactly what is shown the driveways would be 8' wide.
We all know how much we dislike compact spaces (8' wide) and next to
driveways are plant beds, trees, places where you do not want to get out onto
the grass, etc. A 10 foot driveway is the minimum comfortable single wide
driveway.
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Figure 9.5550(4)(b)4. Triplex/Fourplex Alley Access
This is the back yard usable outdoor space? Between the
driveways?
Does not consider the values of livability and privacy. I am
not certain why there isn't the flexibility to have cars in front
and back or some of both.
This is the type of regulation that limits the ability to be
creative with the site design. This (and mulitple- family
housing code) creates a puzzle to be solved + adjustment
reviews rather than allowing creativity. It assumes everyone
is going to create something ugly if it isn't regulated and that
just isn't true.
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Figure 9.5550(4)(b)5.b.(2) Triplex/Fourplex Driveway Approach Options for Multiple Local Street
Frontages

Please allow for creativity. The need to regulate
everything is strong. Perhaps let go of some of
this and trust that people will design and build
things we all like. There is no need to make
everything fit into the same box.
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Figure 9.5550(5)(b). Townhouse Unit Features

These type of code requirements do not
allow for something that may be more
contemporary in appearance. It suggest
that sticking things on a building
necessarily makes it more appealing or
acceptable or compatible.
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Figure 9.5550(5)(c)2. Townhouses with Parking in Front Yard
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Figure 9.5550(5)(c)3.b. Townhouses on Corner Lot with Shared Access
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Figure 9.5550(5)(c)3.c. Townhouses with Consolidated Access
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Figure 9.5550(6)(b)-(c). Cottage Cluster Orientation and Common Courtyard Standards

Not currently required for larger
parking lots so why here?

C

A
B

15’
MIN

D

If you measure from the building it has the
possibility of limiting the porch depth. And
the plant bed opportunity between sidewalk
and porch is also lost. How about making
the setback from the front of the porch?

A

have a main entrance facing the courtyard

B

Maye you could try a range? Why so rigid.
Perhaps 10 - 15'?
Leaves opportunities for creativity, more
interesting landscape separation, etc.

C
D
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Figure 9.5550(6)(f). Cottage Cluster Parking Design Standards

This is an inefficient use of the property. Planting is required here, it is a
residential parking area. 7 feet should be sufficient.

What kind? Hopefully a fence will suffice in these cases. A 6' fence serves the same
purpose as planting.
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Bicycle Parking Standards
***

9.6105

Bicycle Parking Standards.

***
(5) Minimum Required Bicycle Parking Spaces. The minimum required number of bicycle
parking spaces shall be calculated according to Table 9.6105(5) Minimum Required Bicycle
Parking Spaces.
Table 9.6105(5) Minimum Required
Bicycle Parking Spaces
Required Bicycle Parking
Uses

(Minimum 4 bicycle spaces
required unless – 0 – is indicated.)

Type and %
of Bicycle
Parking

***
Residential
One-FamilySingle Detached

–0–

NA

Secondary Dwelling (Either attached – 0 –
or detached from primary one-family
dwelling on same lot)

NA

Middle Housing Rowhouse (OneFamily on own lot attached to

–0–

NA

Duplex (Two-Family attached on
same lot)

–0–

NA

Triplex (Three-Family attached on
same lot)

1 per dwelling.

100 % long
term

Dwelling

adjacent residence on separate lot
with garage or carport access to the
rear of the lot)
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Table 9.6105(5) Minimum Required
Bicycle Parking Spaces
Required Bicycle Parking
Uses

(Minimum 4 bicycle spaces
required unless – 0 – is indicated.)

Four-Plexes (Four-Family attached

1 per dwelling.

Type and %
of Bicycle
Parking
100 % long

on same lot)

term

Multiple FamilyUnit Dwelling (35 or
more dwellings on same lot)

1 per dwelling.

100% long
term

Manufactured Home Park

–0–

NA

Controlled Income and Rent Housing 1 per dwelling.
where density is above that usually
permitted in the zoning yet not to
exceed 150%

100% long
term

***

***

Motor Vehicle Parking and Loading Standards
***

9.6410

Motor Vehicle Parking Standards.

***
Table 9.6410 Required Off-Street
Motor Vehicle Parking
Minimum Number of Required OffStreet Parking Spaces

Uses
***
Residential
Dwelling
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Table 9.6410 Required Off-Street
Motor Vehicle Parking
Minimum Number of Required OffStreet Parking Spaces

Uses
One-FamilySingle Detached Dwelling

1 per dwelling.

One-FamilySingle Detached Dwelling – Flag Lot

2 per dwelling.

Secondary Dwelling (Either attached or detached
0
from primary one-familysingle detached dwelling on
same lot)
Rowhouse Townhouse (One-Family on own lot
1 per dwelling.
attached or adjacent residence on separate lot with
garage or carport access to the rear of the lot)(see
(6) below)
Duplex (Two-Family attached on same lot)(see (6)
below)

1 per dwelling.

Triplex (Three-Family attached on same lot)(see (6) 1 per dwelling.Lots under 3,000 square
below)

feet: 1 space per lot.
Lots 3,000 square feet to 4,999 square
feet: 2 spaces per lot.
Lots 5,000 square feet and over: 3
spaces per lot.

Four-Pplex (Four-Family attached on same lot) (see 1 per dwelling. Lots 3,000 square feet
(6) below)
to 4,999 square feet: 2 spaces per lot.
Lots 5,000 square feet to 6,999 square
feet: 3 spaces per lot.
Lots 7,000 square feet and over: 4
spaces per lot.
Cottage Cluster (see (6) below)

1 per dwelling.

Multiple-Family Unit (3 or more dwellings on same
lot) not specifically addressed elsewhere in this
Table.

1 per dwelling

Multiple-Family Unit in the R-3 and R-4 zones within 1 space for each studio, 1 bedroom or
the boundaries of the City recognized West
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Table 9.6410 Required Off-Street
Motor Vehicle Parking
Minimum Number of Required OffStreet Parking Spaces

Uses
University Neighbors and South University

1.5 spaces for each 3 bedroom

Neighborhood Association

dwelling*
*.5 spaces required for each additional
bedroom beyond a 3 bedroom dwelling.
Fractions of .5 or more are rounded up
to the next whole number. Rounding
shall occur after the total number of
minimum spaces is calculated for the
multi-family development.
One tandem space shall be counted as
two parking spaces. Tandem spaces
shall not be allowed for studio or 1- or
2-bedroom dwellings.

Multiple-Family Unit Subsidized Low-Income
Housing in any area (see (5) below)

.67 per dwelling or 3 spaces, whichever
is greater

Multiple-Family Unit Subsidized Low-Income Senior .33 per dwelling or 3 spaces, whichever
Housing in any area (see (5) below)
is greater
Multiple-Family Unit Subsidized Low-Income
Disabled Housing in any area (see (5) below)

.33 per dwelling or 3 spaces, whichever
is greater

Multiple-Family Unit Subsidized Low-Income Senior .67 per dwelling or 3 spaces, whichever
Housing Partial in any area (see (5) below)
is greater
Multiple-Family Unit Subsidized Low-Income
Specialized Housing in any area (see (5) below)

.33 per dwelling or 3 spaces, whichever
is greater

Manufactured Home Park

1 per dwelling.

Controlled Income and Rent Housing (CIR) where 1 per dwelling.
density is above that usually permitted in the
zoning, yet not to exceed 150%
***
***
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(5) Special Standards for Table 9.6410. For Multiple-FamilyUnit Subsidized Low-Income
Housing, Subsidized Low-Income Senior Housing, Subsidized Low-Income Senior Housing
Partial, and Subsidized Low-Income Specialized Housing, the following standards apply:
***
(6)

Special Standards for Middle Housing.
(a) On-Street Parking Credit.
1. A credit for on-street parking shall be granted as provided in subsection 2 of this
section.
2. If on-street parking spaces meet all the standards in subparagraphs a – d below,
they shall be counted toward the minimum off-street parking requirement.

Nice!

a. At least a portion of the space is abutting the Middle Housing development
site. If two Middle Housing development sites abut a space, both sites may count
the space toward their respective requirements.

b. The space is in a location where on-street parking is permitted by the City of
Eugene.
Why this limit. Cars park in much less than this and the streets a

not striped for parking so it is likely a car can park in less than 22
Does 20' work? Gaining 2' wherever parking is required.

c.

The space must be a minimum of 22 feet long.

d.

The space must not obstruct a required Vision Clearance Area.

3. The portion of a street abutting a Middle Housing development site is not eligible to
support on-street parking credits if:
a. The portion of the street abutting a Middle Housing development does not
meet the paving width standards in EC 9.6870 and is not maintained by the City of
Eugene or a City of Eugene right-of-way; or
b.

The portion of the street abutting a Middle Housing development is subject to

metered or timed parking restrictions imposed by the City of Eugene, other than
residential parking permit programs.
(b) Proximity to Transit. Zero off-street parking spaces are required for middle housing
development sites within 0.25 miles of a frequent transit route shown in Figure 9.0500.
(c) Reduced Parking for Small Dwelling Units. For each middle housing dwelling unit with
a dwelling size less than 900 square feet in area, the minimum off-street parking
requirement shall be zero (0) spaces per unit. For the purposes of this subparagraph,
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“dwelling size” means the total square footage of a dwellings unit in a duplex, triplex,
fourplex, townhouse, or cottage cluster using the method for measuring dwelling unit size at
EC 9.2751(1)(b)6.
(d) Conversions. No additional parking spaces shall be required for a duplex, triplex, or
fourplex created through the conversion of, or addition to, an existing single detached
dwelling.
***

9.6420

Parking Area Standards.

***
(3) Landscape Standards.
(a) Applicability of Parking Area Landscape Standards.
1. General Provisions. Subject to any exceptions therein, the standards in
subparagraphs (b) – (e) apply to all parking areas, including carports, that provide for 3
or more spaces except for the following:
a. A parking area for a one-familysingle detached dwelling, accessory dwelling,
duplex, or middle housingrowhouse.
b. A structured parking area. See subsection (3)(f).
c. A legal non-conforming parking area. See subsection (3)(a)(2).
***

Site Development Standards
***

9.6703

Driveways and Internal Circulation.

***
(2) If eight or more single-family detached or duplex dwellings lots will share one access
connection, the driveway shall be designed and constructed as a private street in accordance
with EC 9.6875.
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***

9.6730

Pedestrian Circulation On-Site.

***
(2) Applicability of Standards. As more specifically provided in this section, the standards in
this section apply to any development that creates a new building entrance, but not to a building
alteration or change in use.
***
(c) In all zones, on-site pedestrian paths shall be constructed within new multiplefamilyunit residential developments with 35 or more units to insure that access is provided:
***

9.6740

Recycling and Garbage Screening.

Except for one- and two-family dwellings single detached dwellings, accessory dwelling units
and middle housing, outdoor storage areas and refuse collection areas within or adjacent to
vehicular use areas shall be screened on all sides so that materials stored within these areas
are obscured from streets, accessways, or adjacent properties.
This is a great addition. Dumpsters/recycling areas add significant cost to multiple family
housing. They need roofs, attachment to both storm and sanitary, plumbing, etc. They
likely cost $25,000 now to build. Nice to see that triplexes and 4plexes can handle this
issue differently than multiple family housing.

***

9.6745

Setbacks – Intrusions Permitted.

***
(7) Parking Spaces in Required Setbacks.
(a) Except as provided in EC 9.2751(15) Driveways and Parking Areas in R-3 and R-4, in
areas with a broad zone category of residential, as depicted in Table 9.1030 Zones, parking
in required front and interior yard setbacks is permitted with the following restrictions:
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1. Parking spaces in required front yard setbacks are permitted in conjunction with a
one familysingle detached dwelling, accessory dwelling, or duplex, provided the parking
spaces are located on driveways.
***

9.6775

Underground Utilities.

(1) Exemptions from Underground Utility Standards. The following are exempt from the
undergrounding requirement of this section:
(a) Temporary uses on a development site.
(b) New utility connections to structures or buildings with legally established above ground
utility service.
(c) Accessory dwellings that can be served from an existing legally established above
ground utility service to the primary dwelling on the development site.
(d) Dwellings on alley access lots that can be served from an existing above ground utilityowned structure without required addition of above ground utility owned structures.
(2) Underground Utility Standards. All new on-site utilities shall be placed underground if there
is a utility-owned structure immediately adjacent to the development site, unless adjusted
pursuant to the provisions of EC 9.8030(5). This requirement is satisfied if the applicant verifies
in writing that utilities will be placed underground concurrent with planned future development to
occur within 12 months. Exceptions shall be made for such features as padmounted
transformers, switch cabinets, back flow prevention devices and closures needed to safely
operate and maintain utility systems.
***

Tree Preservation and Removal Standards
***
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9.6885

Tree Preservation and Removal Standards.

(1) Exemptions from Standards. The standards in this section do not apply to activities
regulated under EC 9.4900 through 9.4980, or an application for development activity that
includes or will result in:
(a) Residential Lots Under 20,000 Square Feet. Removal of significant trees from a parcel
of property not subject to the provisions of subsection (c) of this section with an area of less
than 20,000 square feet when:
1. Such parcel is occupied by a one-familysingle detached dwelling, accessory
dwelling, or duplexmiddle housing;
2. An application to construct a one-familysingle detached dwelling, accessory
dwelling, or duplex middle housing on such lot is being reviewed by the city. However,
no significant trees may be removed prior to the approval of the development permit; or
3. The city has entered into an agreement authorizing the start of construction for a
one-familysingle detached dwelling, accessory dwelling, or duplexmiddle housing.
(b) Lots 20,000 Square Feet or Larger. Removal of up to 5 significant trees within a period
of 12 consecutive months from a parcel of property not subject to the provisions of
subsection (c) of this section consisting of 20,000 or more square feet of area;
***

Application Procedures - General
9.7000

Introduction.

Review of an application to annex property, divide land, develop or use property, or amend this
land use code, the comprehensive plan, or a refinement plan, shall be processed as provided in
sections 9.7000 through 9.78359.7930.
***

9.7015

Application Completeness Review.

Except as provided in EC 9.7905, tThe city shall review an application, other than an application
for a final plat for a middle housing land division, partition, or subdivision final plat, and, within
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30 days of its receipt, notify the applicant as to whether the application is complete. If the city
determines that the application contains sufficient information for review, the city shall advise
the applicant in writing that the application is deemed complete and begin the application review
process. If the city determines that the application is incomplete, the city shall advise the
applicant in writing of the necessary missing information. The city shall begin review of the
application either:
(1) Upon receipt of all of the missing information requested by the city; or
(2) Upon receipt of some of the missing information and a written statement from the applicant
indicating that none of the other missing information will be provided; or
(3) Upon receipt of a written statement from the applicant indicating that none of the missing
information will be provided.
On the 181st day after being first submitted, the application will be void if the applicant has been
notified of the missing information and has not complied with (1), (2), or (3) of this section.

9.7020

Extension of Time Limit Restrictions.

(1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, uUpon the written request of the
applicant submitted to the planning director, any applicable time limits may be extended for a
specified period of time, but in no case may the total of all extensions exceed 245 days.
(2) Prior to expiration of the time period identified in EC 9.7915, the city council may, at a
regularly scheduled meeting, extend the time period for the planning director’s decision on an
Expedited Land Division application or Middle Housing Land Division application to a date
certain that is no more than 120 days from the date the application was deemed complete
pursuant to EC 9.7905. The city council’s decision to extend the time period in EC 9.7915
must be based on a finding that an unexpected or extraordinary increase in applications makes
a decision within the time period identified in EC 9.7915 impracticable. The city shall mail
notice of the meeting at which the city council will consider extending the time for the planning
director’s decision on an Expedited Land Division application or Middle Housing Land Division
application to the applicant at least ten days in advance of the meeting. The city council’s
decision under this subsection (2) is not a land use decision or a limited land use decision.
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9.7025

Performance Agreements.

(1) Applicability. The city shall require execution of a performance agreement by the applicant
for all of the following types of applications:
(a) Conditional use permit and any modifications.
(b) Design review.
(c) Historic property alteration and any modifications.
(d) Middle housing land divisions described in EC 9.8192(2)(a).
(ed) Planned unit development, final plan and any modifications.
(fe) Site review and any modifications.
(gf) Subdivisions final plat and any modifications.
(hg) Standards review and any modifications.
***

9.7030

Recordation of Certain City Decisions.

After a decision becomes final at the local level, the city shall record at Lane County Deeds and
Records a notice of a decision concerning property that is the subject of the following types of
applications:
(1) Conditional use permit and any modifications.
(2) Design Review.
(3) Historic landmark, designation.
(4) Historic property, alteration.
(5) Middle Housing Land Division.
(65) Planned unit development, final plan and any modifications.
(76) Property line adjustment.
(87) Site review and any modifications.
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(98) Variances.
(109) Willamette Greenway permit and any modifications.
(110) Zone change.
(121) Vacations.

9.7055

Applications and Review Authorities.

Table 9.7055 Applications and Review Authorities, lists applications and the typical review
authorities for the decision and the appeal of the decision. To accommodate a request for
concurrent review, the city may instead review multiple applications according to the highest
applicable type:
Table 9.7055 Applications and Review Authorities
R = Recommendation, D = Decision Maker, A = Appeal Review Authority
Type

Planning
Director

Hearings
Official

– Minor

II

D

A

– Major

II

D

Application

Historic
Planning
City
Review
Commission Council
Board

Adjustment Review

A

Annexations (See EC
9.7800

D

Cluster Subdivision

II

Code Amendment

V

Conditional Use

III

D

A
R
D

D

A

Permit
Conditional Use

II

D

A

Design Review

II

D

A

Design Review,

II

D

A

Permit, Modification

Modification
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Table 9.7055 Applications and Review Authorities
R = Recommendation, D = Decision Maker, A = Appeal Review Authority
Application
Envision Eugene
Comprehensive Plan
Amendment
Expedited Land
Division

Type

Planning
Director

Hearings
Official

Historic
Planning
City
Review
Commission Council
Board

IV or V

N/A (See

R

D

D

A

9.7900)

Extra-Territorial
Extension of Water or
Sewer Service

D

Hazardous Materials
Review

II

D

A

Historic Landmark
(Local):
– Designation

III

D

– Removal of
Designation

I

D

– Alteration

II

D

A

– Demolition

II

D

A

– Moving

II

D

A

A

Historic Property:

Metro Plan
Amendment

N/A (See
EC
9.7700)

Middle Housing Land

N/A (See

Division

R

D

A

A

D

9.7900)

Partition:
– Tentative Plan

II

D

– Final Plat

I

D
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Table 9.7055 Applications and Review Authorities
R = Recommendation, D = Decision Maker, A = Appeal Review Authority
Application

Type

Planning
Director

Hearings
Official

Historic
Planning
City
Review
Commission Council
Board

D

A

Planned Unit
Development:
– PUD Tentative
Plan

III

– PUD Final Plan

II

D

A

– PUD Modification

II

D

A

I

D

Property Line
Adjustment
Refinement Plan
Amendment

IV or V

Site Review

II

D

A

Site Review,
Modification

II

D

A

Standards Review

II

D

A

Street Name Change

IV

R

D

R

D

Subdivision:
– Tentative Plan

II

D

– Final Plat

I

D

Temporary
Manufactured
Dwelling Hardship
Permit

I

D

Temporary
Manufactured
Dwelling Hardship
Permit, Renewal

I

D

Traffic Impact
Analysis Review

II

D
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Table 9.7055 Applications and Review Authorities
R = Recommendation, D = Decision Maker, A = Appeal Review Authority
Application

Type

Planning
Director

I

D

Hearings
Official

Historic
Planning
City
Review
Commission Council
Board

Vacations:
– Unimproved
Easement
– Undeveloped

D

Plat
– Unimproved
Public Right – ofway, Improved
Public Easements

II

D

A

– Vacation and Rededication of
Unimproved Public
Right-of-way

II

D

A

– Vacation of
Improved Public
Right-of-way, and
vacation of any

D

public way acquired
with public funds
Variance

II

D

A

/WQ Water Quality

II

D

A

I or II

D

A

Overlay Zone
– Map or Zone Error
(See EC 9.4786
/WR Water
Resources
Conservation Overlay
Zone
– Map or Zone Error
(See EC 9.4960)
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Table 9.7055 Applications and Review Authorities
R = Recommendation, D = Decision Maker, A = Appeal Review Authority
Application

Type

Willamette Greenway
Permit

III

Willamette Greenway
Permit, Modification

II

Zone Change

III

Planning
Director

D

Hearings
Official

Historic
Planning
City
Review
Commission Council
Board

D

A

A
D

A

Zone Change,
concurrent with a
refinement plan, land
use code, Envision
Eugene
Comprehensive Plan
or Metro Plan
amendment shall
follow applicable
procedure for each
type of amendment.

9.7230

Expiration.

(1) The planning director’s approval of an application shall expire in 12 months, 18 months, or
36 months from the effective date of approval, depending upon the type of land use application
as specified in Table 9.7230 Expiration of Type II Application Approvals, or as provided in
subsections (2) through (9) of this section. If an application approval has expired according to
any of the conditions stated in subsections (2) through (9), the original application approval is
revoked and a new application must be filed.
Table 9.7230 Expiration of Type II Application Approvals
Application

12 months

18 months

Adjustment Review

X

Conditional Use Permit, Modification

X
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Table 9.7230 Expiration of Type II Application Approvals
Application

12 months

18 months

36 months

Design Review

X

Design Review, Modification

X

Historic Property, Alteration

X

Middle Housing Land Division, Tentative Plan

X

Partition:
– Tentative Plan

X

Planned Unit Development, Final

X

Planned Unit Development, Modification

X

Site Review

X

Site Review, Modification

X

Standards Review

X

Standards Review, Modification

X

Subdivision:
– Tentative Plan

X

Traffic Impact Analysis Review

X

Variance

X

***
(10) Approval of a middle housing land division tentative plan shall be effective for 36 months
after the effective date of approval. Within that time, any conditions of approval shall be fulfilled
and the final plat, as approved by the city, shall be recorded by the applicant at Lane County
Deeds and Records. So curious if the division of a middle housing unit (i.e. a 4-plex divided into 4 lots) is
another Subdivision application fee/process/neighborhood meeting? $$$$
I have not had a chance to read any info about the subdividing of the middle housing
units yet.

***

Appeal of Planning Director’s Decision
9.7600

General Overview of Appeal Procedures.

These appeal procedures in EC 9.7605 through EC 9.7635 apply to appeals of interpretations of
this land use code made according to EC 9.0040(1) and to appeals to all Type II land use
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applications.

The appeal procedures in EC 9.7640 through EC 9.7665 apply to appeals of

decisions made pursuant to EC 9.7915. The appeal of the planning director’s decision provides
for a review of an administrative decision by a higher review authority specified in this land use
code. The planning director’s decision may be affirmed, reversed, or modified.

9.7640

Filing of Appeal of Planning Director’s Decision on
Expedited Land Division or Middle Housing Land Division
Application.

(1) Within 14 days of the date of the mailing of notice of the planning director’s decision on an
Expedited Land Division application or a Middle Housing Land Division application, the decision
may be appealed to the hearings official by: Is now the opportunity to revisit/change any of the fee structure? There is no financial
(a) The applicant.

dis-incentive to the opposition to forgo appealing land use decisions. Or perhaps you can
add 'if the opponent loses they cover the applicants costs'? Completely over simplified bu
worth discussing. Appeals have been the greatest impediment to housing development.
Capital Hill (30 new lots) appealed for 6 years, LaurelRidge appealed for 11 years (300+
new units)

(b) Any group or individual who submitted written comments during the 14-day comment
period identified in the notice mailed pursuant to EC 9.7910.
(2) The appeal shall be submitted on a form approved by the city manager, be accompanied
by a deposit for costs established by the city manager pursuant to EC 2.020 City Manager –
Authority to Set Fees and Charges and be received by the city no later than 5:00 p.m. on the
14th day after the notice of decision is mailed. The record from the planning director’s
proceeding shall be forwarded to the hearings official. New evidence shall be accepted.
(3) The appeal shall include a statement of issues on appeal. The appeal statement shall
explain specifically how:
(a) The Planning Director’s decision violates the substantive provisions of land use
regulations applicable to the application;
(b) The Planning Director’s decision is unconstitutional;

(c) The application is not eligible for review under the procedures at EC 9.7900 through
9.7925; or
(d) The parties’ substantive rights have been substantially prejudiced by an error in
procedure made by the city.
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9.7645

Notice of Appeal Procedure.

(1) Within seven days of the date an appeal pursuant to EC 9.7640 is filed, city staff, on behalf
of the hearings official, shall mail written notice of the appeal to all of the following:
(a) Applicant.
(b) Owner of the subject property.
(c) The Planning Director.
(d) Appellant.
(e) Any person or organization entitled to notice under EC 9.7910 that provided written
comments prior to the close of the public comment period identified in the notice mailed
pursuant to EC 9.7910.
(f) Any state agency, local government or special district responsible for providing
public facilities or services to the subject property.
(2) The notice shall include all of the following:
(a) The street address or other easily understood geographical reference to the subject
property.
(b) The applicable criteria for the decision, listed by commonly used citation.
(c) The nature of the application and the proposed use or uses which could be authorized.
(d) An explanation of the requirements for submission of testimony and appeal
procedures.
(e) A statement that copies of the application and all evidence and documents submitted
by or on behalf of the applicant are available for review, and that copies can be obtained at
cost.
(f) The name and telephone number of a city contact person.
(g) A statement that a person or organization that provided written comments to the
planning director prior to the close of the public comment period identified in EC 9.7910,
but did not file an appeal within the time set by EC 9.7640, may participate in the appeal
only with respect to the issues raised in the written comments submitted to the planning
director by that person or organization.
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9.7655

Appeal Procedure.

(1) Only written evidence and argument will be accepted.
(2) The hearings official may use any appeal procedure that is consistent with the interests of
the parties and will ensure a fair opportunity to present information and argument.
( 3 ) The hearings official shall provide the city an opportunity to explain the planning
director’s decision, but the hearings official is not limited to reviewing the planning director’s
decision and may consider information not presented to the planning director.
(4) A person or organization that provided written comments to the planning director prior to
the close of the public comment period identified in EC 9.7910, but did not file an appeal
within the time set by EC 9.7640, may participate in the appeal only with respect to the issues
raised in the written comments submitted to the planning director by that person or
organization.

9.7660

Decision.

(1) The hearings official shall issue a written decision on an appeal of an Expedited Land
Division application or a Middle Housing Land Division application within 42 days of the date the
appeal is received by the city.
(2) Except as provided in subsection (5) the hearings official shall affirm, reverse, or modify the
decision of the planning director. Before reversing or modifying the planning director’s decision,
the hearings official shall make findings and conclusions clearly stating how the planning
director failed to properly evaluate the application or make a decision consistent with applicable
criteria. The hearings official shall seek to identify means by which the application can satisfy
the applicable approval criteria.
(3) The decision of the hearings official is final.
(4) The hearings official’s decision is not a land use decision or limited land use decision.
(5) If the hearings official finds that the application does not qualify as an Expedited Land
Division application or a Middle Housing Land Division application, the hearings official shall
remand the application to the appropriate initial decisionmaker for consideration as a land use
application or limited land use application.
(6) The hearings official’s decision may not reduce the density of an Expedited Land Division
application.
(7) The hearings official shall assess the costs of the appeal as follows:
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(a) If the hearings official’s decision materially improves the appellant’s position in
comparison to the planning director’s decision, the hearings official shall order the city
to refund the deposit for costs required by EC 9.7640(2) to the appellant.
(b) If the hearings official’s decision does not materially improve the appellant’s position
in comparison to the planning director’s decision, the hearings official shall order the
appellant to pay to the city the costs of the appeal that exceed deposit required by EC
9.7640(2), up to a maximum of $500.
(8) As used in subsection (7), “costs of the appeal” include the compensation paid the
hearings official and other costs incurred by the city, but not the costs incurred by other
parties.

9.7665

Notice of Decision.

(1) Within 5 days after the date of the hearings official’s decision on the appeal of an Expedited
Land Division application or a Middle Housing Land Division application, notice of the decision
shall be mailed to all of the following:
(a) Applicant.
(b) Appellant.
(c) Any person who provided oral or written testimony in a timely manner during the
appeal.
(e) Any person who requested notice of the appeal decision.
(2) The notice shall:
(a) Summarize the decision of the hearings official.
(b) Explain the appeal rights.
(3) Responsibility and procedures for mailing the notice described in this section may be
established by administrative rule of the city manager pursuant to section 2.019 of this code.
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Expedited Land Division/Middle Housing Land Division
Application Procedures
9.7900

General Overview of Expedited Land Division/Middle
Housing Land Division Application Procedures.

The Expedited Land Division/Middle Housing Land Division review process provides for review
by the planning director of an application based on provisions specified in this land use code.
The application process includes notice to nearby occupants and property owners to allow for
public comments prior to the planning director’s decision.

9.7905

Expedited Land Division/Middle Housing Land Division
Application Completeness.

The Expedited Process currently is not effective and is in fact, not expedited
in the sense of the word (as in short time frame). ( days doesn't really speed
things up especially when the Final Plat gets stuck in public works (short
handed department) with no time line ticking except the state clock.

(1) The city shall review an application for an Expedited Land Division or Middle Housing Land
Division, and, within 21 days of its receipt, notify the applicant as to whether the application is
complete. If the city determines that the application contains sufficient information for review, the
city shall advise the applicant in writing that the application is deemed complete and begin the
application review process. If the city determines that the application is incomplete, the city shall
advise the applicant in writing of the necessary missing information. The city shall begin review
of the application either:
(a) Upon receipt of all of the missing information requested by the city; or
(b) Upon receipt of some of the missing information and a written statement from the applicant
indicating that none of the other missing information will be provided; or
(c) Upon receipt of a written statement from the applicant indicating that none of the missing
information will be provided.
(2) If the application was complete when first submitted or the applicant submits the missing
information identified by the city within 180 days of the date the application was first submitted,
approval or denial of the application will be based on the standards and criteria that were
applicable at the time the application was first submitted.
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9.7910

Notice of Application.

(1) Within 10 days of the city’s determination that an application is complete, but at least 20
days before the planning director makes a decision, written notice of the application shall be
mailed to all of the following, using information from the most recent property tax assessment
roll:
(a) Applicant.
(b) Owners and occupants of the subject property.
(c) Owners and occupants of properties located within 100 feet of the perimeter of the
subject property.
(d) Neighborhood group or community organization officially recognized by the city council
that includes the area of the subject property.
(e) Community organizations that have submitted written requests for notification.
(f) Any state agency, local government or special district responsible for providing
public facilities or services to the subject property.
(2) The notice shall include all of the following:
(a) The street address or other easily understood geographical reference to the subject
property.
(b) The applicable criteria for the decision, listed by commonly used citation.
(c) The place, date, and time that comments are due.
(d) A statement that copies of all evidence relied upon by the applicant are available for
review and can be obtained at cost.
(e) A statement that issues that may provide the basis for an appeal to the hearings official
must be raised in writing prior to the end of the comment period and with sufficient
specificity to enable the hearings official to respond to the issue.
(f) The name and phone number of a city contact person.
(g) A brief summary of the local decision-making process for the decision being made.
(3) The notice shall allow a 14-day period for the submission of written comments, starting
from the date of mailing. All comments must be received by the city within that 14-day period.
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(4) Responsibility and procedures for mailing and posting the notices described in this section
may be established by administrative rule of the city manager adopted pursuant to section 2.019
of this code.

9.7915

Decision.

Within 58 days of the city’s determination that an application is complete, the planning director
shall approve, conditionally approve, or deny an Expedited Land Division or Middle Housing
Land Division application. The decision shall: include a brief statement that explains the criteria
and standards considered relevant to the decision; state the facts relied upon in rendering the
decision; and explain the justification for the decision based upon the criteria, standards and
facts set forth. The planning director’s decision on an application for an Expedited Land
Division or Middle Housing Land Division is not a land use decision or limited land use decision.

9.7920

Notice of Decision.

(1) Within 5 days after the planning director renders a decision, notice of the decision shall be
mailed to the following:
(a) Applicant.
(b) Owner and occupants of the subject property.
(c) Owners and occupants of properties located within 100 feet of the perimeter of the
subject property.
(d) Neighborhood group or community organization officially recognized by the city that
includes the area of the subject property.
(e) Community organizations that have submitted written requests for notification.
(f) Any state agency, local government or special district responsible for providing
public facilities or services to the subject property.
(g) Any group or individual who submitted written comments during the comment period.
(h) Those groups or individuals who requested notice of the decision.
(2) The notice shall include all of the following:
(a) A description of the nature of the decision of the planning director.
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(b) An explanation of the nature of the application and the proposed use or uses which
could be authorized.
(c) The street address or other easily understood geographical reference to the subject
property.
(d) The name of a city representative to contact and the telephone number where
additional information may be obtained.
(e) A statement that a copy of the application, all documents and evidence submitted by or
on behalf of the applicant and applicable criteria are available for inspection at no cost and
will be provided at reasonable cost.
(f) A statement that the applicant and any person or organization that submitted written
comments during the comment period may appeal as provided in EC 9.7605.
(g) A statement that the planning director’s decision will not become final until the period
for filing a local appeal has expired.
(h) An explanation that a person who is mailed written notice of the planning director’s
decision cannot appeal directly to LUBA.
(3) Responsibility and procedures for mailing the notice described in this section may be
established by administrative rule of the city manager pursuant to section 2.019 of this code.
(4) Unless appealed according to the procedures in EC 9.7605 Filing of Appeal of Planning
Director’s Decision, the planning director’s decision is effective on the 15th day after notice of
the decision is mailed.

9.7925

Approved Site Plans.

The applicant shall provide the city with 4 copies of site plans that meet the conditions of
approval of the planning director’s decision.

We have EBuild in place for building permit. So nice if land use could get there as well.
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Application Requirements and Criteria
9.8005

Applicability and Effect of Application Requirements,
Criteria, and Concurrent Review.

(1) Additional provisions addressing the applicability of sections 9.8000 through 9.8865 are
found in EC 9.2000 through 9.3980, which identify various uses that require approval of a
particular land use application. Land use applications referred to in EC 9.8000 through 9.8865
are subject to the procedural requirements in EC 9.7000 through 9.79309.7835, Application
Procedures, and any additional requirements of EC 9.8000 through 9.8865. To the extent there
is a conflict, the provisions in EC 9.8000 through 9.8865 control.
***

Adjustment Review
9.8015

Adjustment Review – Purpose.

The adjustment review process is intended to:
(1) Encourage design proposals that respond to the intent of the code and creatively meet or
exceed the specific development standards.
(2) Allow adjustment to the development standards in an efficient and effective manner.
***

9.8030

Adjustment Review – Approval Criteria.

The planning director shall approve, conditionally approve, or deny an adjustment review
application. Approval or conditional approval shall be based on compliance with the following
applicable criteria:
***
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(37) Middle Housing Standards Adjustment. Where EC 9.5550 provides that standards
applicable to triplexes, fourplexes, townhouses, or cottage clusters may be adjusted, approval of
the request shall be given if the applicant demonstrates consistency with all of the following, as
applicable:
(a) Entry Orientation. The requirements set forth in EC 9.5550(4)(c) and 9.5550(5)(d)1.
may be adjusted if the proposal creates building orientations and entrances that achieve all
of the following:
1.

Enhance public safety for residents and visitors and provide opportunities for

community interaction;
2.

Ensure that the main entrance is visible or clearly identifiable from the street or

from common open spaces by its orientation or articulation; and
3.

Ensure that pedestrians can easily find the main entrance, and so establish how to

enter the residence.
(b) Garages, Off-Street Parking Areas, and Driveways for Triplexes and Fourplexes. The
requirements set forth in EC 9.5550(4)(a) and (b) may be adjusted if the proposal achieves
the following:
1. Supports a pedestrian-friendly street environment by minimizing the visual and
safety impacts of garages, parking areas, and vehicle circulation areas.
2. Consistency with EC 9.8030(28).
(c) Townhouse Unit Features. The requirements set forth in EC 9.5550(5)(a) may be
adjusted if the proposed building design:
1. Utilizes architectural masses, features or details to distinguish elements of the
building.
2. Defines entryways in appropriate scales.
(d) Townhouse Driveway Access and Parking. The requirements set forth in EC
9.5550(6)(b) may be adjusted if the proposal achieves the following:
1.

Supports a pedestrian-friendly street environment by minimizing the visual and

safety impacts of garages, parking areas, and vehicle circulation areas.
(e) General Standards for Cottage Clusters. The requirements set forth in EC 9.5550(6)(a)
may be adjusted if the proposal achieves an equivalent or higher quality design in all of the
following:
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1.

Promotes quality development; design elements for this purpose may include the

use of durable, high quality materials, architectural detail and craftsmanship,
sustainable building design features, enhanced landscaping and user amenities;
2. Provides a sense of openness and community for residents; including but not
limited to abundant and highly functional common open space that is easily accessible
and viewable from individual units through abundant windows and porches;
3. Enhances the livability, walkability, and safety of the community; including but not
limited to enhanced lighting design, easily accessible connectivity to neighborhood
amenities;
4.

So often interpreted as looks like the neighbor'. So often a 2 story house is not
perceived as compatible with 1 story houses. Or contemporary with 1940's
bungalows.

Promotes compatibility with adjacent properties and neighborhood context, through

the scale of buildings and of the overall development pattern, through design elements
that may include privacy screening and thoughtful window placement, enhanced
landscape buffers and frontages that are supportive of an active, walkable, and
neighborly streetscape;
5. A single cottage cluster shall contain a maximum of 12 cottages; cottage clusters
over 8 units shall make use of design elements that enhance the common open space
and provide the connectivity and access to shared amenities consistent with the intent
of openness and community for residents;
6. Accessory buildings must not exceed 600 square feet in floor area and shall comply
with standards in EC 9.2751(16)
(f) Cottage Cluster Orientation Standards. The requirements set forth in EC 9.5550(6)(b)
may be adjusted if the proposal achieves all of the following:
1.

Provides a sense of community within a cottage cluster; units provide design

features including but not limited to porches and ample transparency to encourage
passive observation and neighborly interactions, and
2.

By definition and design don't Cottage Clusters already meet
this? The less Adjustment Reviews, the less cost to build
housing, the less opportunity for appeal and delay and more
cost.

Ensures that each dwelling has access to a common courtyard.

3. Dwellings within 20 feet of a front property line that abuts a street shall provide a
pedestrian-friendly frontage through design features that may include street facing
porches, abundant windows, and gateway elements.
(g) Common Courtyard Design Standards. The requirements set forth in EC 9.5550(6)(c)
may be adjusted if the requested adjustment will allow the project to achieve an equivalent
or higher quality design of open space than would result from strict adherence to the
standards through:
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a. Enhanced spaces that contribute positively to the site, streetscape, and adjoining
properties. Design elements for this purpose may include high quality materials,
outdoor seating, enhanced pedestrian space, pedestrian-scaled lighting, canopy trees
and other landscape materials and other user amenities; and
b. An overall design that promotes safety and security.
(h) Community Building Standards. The requirements set forth in EC 9.5550(6)(d) may be
adjusted if the proposal achieves the following:
1.

The community building is compatible in scale with dwellings in the cottage cluster.

(i) Cottage Cluster Parking Design Standards. The requirements set forth in EC
9.5550(6)(f) may be adjusted if the proposal achieves all of the following:
1.

Supports a pedestrian-friendly street environment; and

2.

Supports livability for cottage cluster residents by minimizing the impacts of parking

areas and garages.
3. 2. Consistency with EC 9.8030(28).

Conditional Use Permits
9.8085

Conditional Use Permit Application Requirements.

Conditional use applications shall be processed in accordance with the application procedures
contained in EC 9.7000 through 9.7930 9.7835, Application Procedures. When a conditional use
permit is required for the proposed use, no development permit application shall be accepted
by the city until the hearings official or planning commission approves the conditional use
permit, and then only in accordance with the terms and conditions of that conditional use
permit. If the proposal includes needed housing, as defined by state law, the written statement
submitted with the conditional use permit application shall clearly state whether the applicant is
electing to use the general approval criteria in EC 9.8090 Conditional Use Permit Approval
Criteria – General instead of the approval criteria found in EC 9.8100 Conditional Use Permit
Approval Criteria – Needed Housing.
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Middle Housing Land Division, Tentative Plan
9.8191

Purpose of Middle Housing Land Division, Tentative Plan.

Sections 9.8191 through 9.8199 govern the approval of middle housing land divisions. These
regulations are intended to accomplish the orderly development of land within the community,
ensure the adequate provision of public facilities and services, protect public health and safety,
enable development to occur consistent with applicable provisions of the comprehensive plan,
enable home ownership, and comply with state laws requiring the allowance of land divisions to
create small lots for individual units of middle housing.

9.8192

Applicability of Middle Housing Land Division, Tentative
Plan Applications.

(1)

Middle housing land divisions are subject to the application procedures in EC 9.7900

through EC 9.7930.
(2)

The creation of middle housing lots through a middle housing land division is permitted:
(a) On a lot or parcel prior to the development of middle housing, consistent with the
approval criteria in subsections (1) and (3)-(9), of EC 9.8194.
(b) On a lot or parcel developed with middle housing, consistent with the approval
criteria in subsections (2) and (3)-(9), of EC 9.8194.

9.8193

Middle Housing Land Division, Tentative Plan Application
Requirements.

In addition to the provisions in EC 9.7010 Application Filing, the following specific requirements
apply to middle housing land division tentative plan applications:
(1) The tentative plan included in the middle housing land division application must be
prepared by an Oregon licensed land surveyor.
(2)

The application must include a preliminary title report.
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(3) The application must identify all contiguous property under the same ownership as the
property to be divided.
(4) The application must be signed by the owner of the property to be divided.
(5) The property to be divided must be a legal lot.

9.8194

Middle Housing Land Division, Tentative Plan Approval
Criteria.

Are these being treated the same as Subdivisions. How is a middle housing land division
different than a subdivision?

The planning director shall approve, conditionally approve, or deny the middle housing land
division tentative plan application based on compliance with the following criteria:
(1) If the property to be divided is not yet developed with middle housing:
(a) The application proposes development of middle housing on the lot or parcel to be
divided; and
(b) The lot or parcel or be divided is developable with middle housing consistent with the
following:
i.

EC 9.2750;

ii. EC 9.2751;
iii. EC 9.2760;
iv. EC 9.2761;
v. EC 9.2775; and
vi. EC 9.5550.
(2) If the property to be divided is developed with middle housing:
(a) The middle housing complies with EC 9.5550; or
(b) The certificate of occupancy for the middle housing was issued before July 1, 2022,
and the middle housing complied with applicable land use requirements at the time the
certificate of occupancy was issued.
(3) The proposed middle housing land division complies with all of the following:
(a) EC 9.2771, Middle Housing Lot standards;
(b) EC 9.6505, Improvements, Specifications for any street frontage improvements
required for middle housing lots that abut a street;
(c) EC 9.6805, Dedication of Public Ways; and
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(d) All other applicable development standards for features explicitly included in the
application.
(4) The following easements are shown on the tentative plan:

if necessary? i.e.: If there was a 4-plex with a ped path straight out
from front door to public right of way there shouldn't be a requiremen
for an easement.

(a) Easements necessary for locating, accessing, replacing, and servicing all utilities;
(b) Easements for pedestrian access from each dwelling unit to a street;
(c) Easements necessary for any common areas or shared building elements;
(d) Easements necessary for any shared driveways or parking
(5) Separate utilities are provided for each dwelling unit.
(6) The middle housing land division results in one dwelling on each middle housing lot, except lots,
parcels or tracts that include a common area. Lots, parcels or tracts that include a common area, but do
not include a dwelling, are permitted.
(7) The application demonstrates that buildings or structures on the middle housing lots created
by the middle housing land division will comply with applicable building code provisions related
to new property lines; and, notwithstanding the creation of new lots or parcels, that structures or
buildings located on the middle housing lots will comply with the Oregon Residential Specialty
Code.
(8) The following notes are included oin the tentative plan:
(a) The middle housing lots shown on the tentative plan were created pursuant to a
middle housing land division and may not be further divided.
(b) The middle housing developed on the middle housing lots shown on the tentative
plan shall remain middle housing and shall not be considered to be any other housing
type as a result of the middle housing land division.

Does this mean the middle housing can't be converted from a
4-plex to a single family home? Why would that be? Creates
issues for investors/owners in the future depending on the
economy. No flexibility to move with the market demands..

(9) The proposed middle housing land division will not cause any existing improvements on the
middle housing lots to be inconsistent with applicable standards in this land use code.

Likely a conversion like this wouldn't happen. Who would
take 4 units and turn them into one (and yet I had a client
do it). Why not allow it?
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Middle Housing Land Division, Final Plat
9.8195

Purpose of Middle Housing Land Division, Final Plat.

The middle housing land division process includes both a tentative plan and final plat
procedure. Sections 9.8195 through 9.8199 provide the regulations for processing middle
housing land division final plat applications to ensure that tentative plan approval conditions
have been met.

9.8196

Applicability of Middle Housing Land Division, Final Plat
Applications.

A middle housing land division final plat application may not be submitted unless the subject
property has received tentative plan approval and any required approval conditions have been
met.

9.8197

Middle Housing Land Division, Final Plat – Application
Requirements.

In addition to the provisions in EC 9.7010 Application Filing, final plat applications shall:
(1) Be signed by the owner of the property.
(2) Contain a proposed final plat stamped and signed by an Oregon licensed land surveyor,
complying with state and local platting and surveying requirements.
(3) Contain documentation addressing all conditions of tentative plan approval and state and
local platting requirements.
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9.8198

Middle Housing Land Division, Final Plat – Approval
Criteria.

The planning director shall approve or deny the final plat for the middle housing land division.
Approval shall be based on compliance with the following criteria, unless specifically exempt
from compliance through a code provision applicable to a special area zone or overlay zone:
(1) The city surveyor has approved the final plat for compliance with applicable platting
requirements in accordance with state law.
(2) Streets, bicycle paths, accessways, and alleys for public use have been dedicated without
any reservation or restriction other than reversionary rights upon vacation.
(3) Public improvements as required by this land use code or as a condition of tentative plan
approval are completed, or:
(a) A performance bond or suitable substitute as agreed upon by the city and applicant has
been filed with the city finance officer in an amount sufficient to assure the completion of all
required public improvements; or
(b) A petition for public improvements and for the assessment of the real property for the
improvements has been signed by the property owner seeking the partition and the
petition has been accepted by the city engineer.
(4) Public assessments, liens, and fees with respect to the middle housing land division have
been paid, or:
(a) A segregation of assessments and liens has been applied for and granted by the city, or
(b) An adequate guarantee in a form acceptable to the city manager has been provided
assuring the liens, assessments and fees will be paid prior to recording the final plat.
(5) All conditions of tentative middle housing land division approval have been met and the
final plat substantially conforms to the provisions of the approved tentative middle housing land
division.
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9.8199

Middle Housing Land Division, Final Plat – Recordation.

(1) The city surveyor and planning director shall note their approval of the middle housing land
division on the final plat along with the effective date of approval, which constitutes the city’s
acceptance of any dedications to the public contained therein. After approval, the city shall
forward the final plat for the middle housing land division to Lane County for signature by the
county assessor and recording.
(2) A notice of middle housing land division shall be recorded for each middle housing lot with the Lane
County Deeds and Records that states:
(#) The middle housing lot may not be further divided.
(#) No more than one unit of middle housing may be developed on each middle housing lot.
(#) The dwelling developed on the middle housing lot is a unit of middle housing and is not a
single attached or detached dwelling, or any other housing type.

Partitions, Tentative Plan
***

9.8205

Applicability of Partition, Tentative Plan Applications.

Requests to create 2 or 3 parcels shall be subject to the partition provisions of this land use code
and shall,

follow wing a Type II application procedure, except that partition applications that

meet the approval criteria in EC 9.8215(7) or EC 9.8220(7) may be processed pursuant to the
expedited land division procedures in EC 9.7900 through EC.97925 . A partition application that
also involves a PUD request may not be submitted until a decision on the tentative PUD
approval is final. (Refer to EC 9.8305 Applicability.) No development permit shall be issued by
the city prior to approval of the tentative partition application.

9.8210

Partition, Tentative Plan Application Requirements.

In addition to the provisions in EC 9.7010 Application Filing, the following specific requirements
apply to partition tentative plan applications:
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***

(5) The written statement submitted with the partition application shall clearly state whether the
applicant believes that the proposal qualifies for the expedited land division procedures in EC
9.7900 through EC.97925, and whether the applicant is electing to use the expedited land
division procedures in EC 9.7900 through EC.97925.

9.8215

Partition, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria – General.

The planning director shall approve, approve with conditions, or deny a partition, with findings
and conclusions. Approval, or approval with conditions, shall be based on compliance with the
following criteria:
***

(7) If the applicant elects to use the expedited land division procedures in EC 9.7900 through
EC.97925, the application must meet the following additional approval criteria:
(a) The proposed partition only includes land zoned for residential uses;
(b) The parcels created will only be developed for residential use, including recreational
or open space accessory to residential use;
(c) The parcels created will allow construction of residential units at a density of 80
percent or more of the maximum net density per acre permitted in the zone and
identified in Table 9.2750; and
(d) Existing and future dwellings located on the property that is the subject of the
partition application will be sold or rented to households with incomes below 120
percent of the median family income for Lane County.

9.8220

Partition, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria – Needed
Housing.

The planning director shall approve, conditionally approve, or deny the partition application.
Unless the applicant elects to use the general criteria contained in EC 9.8215 Partition, Tentative
Plan Approval Criteria – General, where the applicant proposes needed housing, as defined by
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the State statutes, the planning director shall approve or approve with conditions a partition
based on compliance with the following criteria:
***

(7) If the applicant elects to use the expedited land division procedures in EC 9.7900 through
EC.97925, the application must meet the following additional approval criteria:
(a) The partition only includes land zoned for residential uses;
(b) The parcels created will only be developed for residential use, including recreational
or open space accessory to residential use;
(c) The parcels created will allow construction of residential units at a density of 80
percent or more of the maximum net density per acre permitted in the zone and
identified in Table 9.2750; and
(d) Existing and future dwellings located on the property that is the subject of the
partition application will be sold or rented to households with incomes below 120
percent of the median family income for Lane County.

9.8423

General Requirements.

Applications for refinement plan amendments shall be submitted on a form approved by the
city manager and reviewed under a Type IV process for site specific amendments or otherwise, a
Type V process according to EC 9.7000 through 9.79309.7835 Application Procedures.

Subdivision, Tentative Plan
***
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9.8505

Applicability of Subdivision, Tentative Plan Applications.

Requests to create four4 or more lots shall be subject to the subdivision provisions of this land
use code under and shall follow a Type II application process, except that subdivision
applications that meet the approval criteria in EC 9.8515(13) or EC 9.8520(11) may be processed
pursuant to the expedited land division procedures in EC 9.7900 through EC.97925. A
subdivision application that also involves a PUD request may not be submitted until a decision
on the tentative PUD approval is final. (Refer to EC 9.8305 Applicability.) No development permit
shall be issued by the city prior to approval of the subdivision tentative plan application.

9.8510

Subdivision, Tentative Plan Application Requirements.

In addition to the provisions in EC 9.7010 Application Filing, the following specific requirements
shall apply to tentative subdivision plan applications:
***

(6) The written statement submitted with the subdivision application shall clearly state whether
the applicant believes that the proposal qualifies for the expedited land division procedures in
EC 9.7900 through EC.97925, and whether the applicant is electing to use the expedited land
division procedures in EC 9.7900 through EC.97925.

9.8515

Subdivision, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria – General.

The planning director shall approve, approve with conditions, or deny a proposed subdivision.
Approval, or approval with conditions shall be based on compliance with the following criteria:
***

(13) If the applicant elects to use the expedited land division procedures in EC 9.7900 through
EC.97925, the application must meet the following additional approval criteria:
(a) The subdivision only includes land zoned for residential uses;
(b) The lots created will only be developed for residential use, including recreational or
open space accessory to residential use;
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(c) The lots created will allow construction of residential units at a density of 80 percent
or more of the maximum net density per acre permitted in the zone and identified in
Table 9.2750; and
(d) Existing and future dwellings located on the property that is the subject of the
subdivision application will be sold or rented to households with incomes below 120
percent of the median family income for Lane County.

How will this be enforced and/or tracked and why does the city want to add that burden
to staff? Why limitations to housing This is already the issue that you are trying to solve.

***

9.8520

Subdivision, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria – Needed
Housing.

The planning director shall approve, conditionally approve, or deny the subdivision application.
Unless the applicant elects to use the general criteria contained in EC 9.8515 Subdivision,
Tentative Plan Approval Criteria – General, where the applicant proposes needed housing, as
defined by the State statutes, the planning director shall approve or approve with conditions a
subdivision based on compliance with the following criteria:
***

(11) If the applicant elects to use the expedited land division procedures in EC 9.7900 through
EC.97925, the application must meet the following additional approval criteria:
(a) The subdivision only includes land zoned for residential uses;
(b) The lots created will only be developed for residential use, including recreational or
open space accessory to residential use;
(c) The lots created will allow construction of residential units at a density of 80 percent
or more of the maximum net density per acre permitted in the zone and identified in
Table 9.2750; and
(d) Existing and future dwellings located on the property that is the subject of the
subdivision application will be sold or rented to households with incomes below 120
percent of the median family income for Lane County.
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***

Vacations
9.8705

Applicability of Vacation Procedures.

***

(3) Vacation of public ways and public easements may be applied for by private citizens, public
agencies, or the city council in accordance with EC 9.7000 through 9.79309.7835 Application
Procedures.

9.8710

Vacations, Application Requirements.

(1) Vacation of unimproved public easements shall be considered in accordance with the Type I
Application Procedures contained in EC 9.7000 through 9.79309.7835 and the approval criteria
contained in EC 9.8715. In the case of public utility easements, statements of concurrence with
the vacation from affected utility providers must be submitted with the application.
(2) Vacation of improved public easements, unimproved public right-of-way, and vacation and
rededication of unimproved public rights-of-way, except improved public easements and public
right-of-way located within undeveloped subdivision or partition plats, shall be considered in
accordance with the Type II Application Procedures contained in EC 9.7000 through
9.79309.7835 and the approval criteria contained in EC 9.8720. In the case of public utility
easements, letters of concurrence to the vacation from affected utility providers must be
submitted with the application.
***

9.8810

General Requirements.

(1) Willamette Greenway permit applications shall be considered in accordance with the Type III
application procedures contained in EC 9.7000 through EC 9.79309.7835 Application Procedures
unless considered concurrently with a Type IV or Type V application.
***
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Zone Change
9.8865

Zone Change Approval Criteria.

Approval of a zone change application, including the designation of an overlay zone, shall not
be approved unless it meets all of the following criteria:
***
(4) The proposed zone change is consistent with the applicable siting requirements set out for
the specific zone in:
(a) EC 9.2150 Commercial Zone Siting Requirements.
(b) EC 9.2430 Employment and Industrial Zone Siting Requirements.
(c) EC 9.2510 Natural Resource Zone Siting Requirements.
(d) EC 9.2610 Park, Recreation, and Open Space Siting Requirements.
(e) EC 9.2681 Public Land Zone Siting Requirements.
(f) EC 9.2735 Residential Zone Siting Requirements.
(gf) EC 9.3055 S-C Chambers Special Area Zone Siting Requirements.
(hg) EC 9.3105 S-CN Chase Node Special Area Zone Siting Requirements.
(ih) EC 9.3140 S-DR Downtown Riverfront Special Area Zone Siting Requirements.
(ji) EC 9.3205 S-DW Downtown Westside Special Area Zone Siting Requirements.
(kj) EC 9.3305 S-E Elmira Road Special Area Zone Siting Requirements.
(lk) EC 9.3605 S-JW Jefferson Westside Special Area Zone Siting Requirements.
(ml) EC 9.3705 S-RP Riverfront Park Special Area Zone Siting Requirements.
(nm) EC 9.3805 S-RN Royal Node Special Area Zone Siting Requirements.
(on) EC 9.3905 S-W Whiteaker Special Area Zone Siting Requirements.
(po) EC 9.3955 S-WS Walnut Station Special Area Zone Siting Requirements.
(qp) EC 9.4160 /CL Clear Lake Overlay Zone Siting Requirements.
(rq) EC 9.4205 /EC East Campus Overlay Zone Siting Requirements.
(sr) EC 9.4715 /WP Waterside Protection Overlay Zone Siting Requirements.
(ts) EC 9.4776 /WQ Water Quality Overlay Zone Siting Requirements (only for the
purposes of adding the overlay zone. See EC 9.4786.).
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(ut) EC 9.4915 /WR Water Resources Conservation Overlay Zone Siting Requirements
(only for the purposes of adding the overlay zone. See EC 9.4960.).
(vu) EC 9.4815 /WB Wetland Buffer Overlay Zone Siting Requirements.
(wv) An uncodified ordinance establishing a site specific S-H Historic Special Area
Zone, a copy of which is maintained at the city’s planning and development department.
***
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Proposed Metro Plan Amendments*

Policy A.9 from the residential chapter of the Metro Plan prescribes minimum and maximum
densities and conflicts directly with HB 2001. The text in bold italics is proposed to be added to this
policy and be applicable to Eugene.

Chapter III
Specific Elements
A.

Metropolitan Residential Land Use and Housing Element

Residential Density
Policies
A.9

Establish density ranges in local zoning and development regulations that are consistent with
the broad density categories of this plan.
Low density: Through 10 dwelling units per gross acre (could translate up to 14.28
units per net acre depending on each jurisdictions implementation measures and land
use and development codes)
Medium density: Over 10 through 20 dwelling units per gross acre (could translate to
over 14.28 units per net acre through 28.56 units per net acre depending on each
jurisdictions implementation measures and land use and development codes)
High density: Over 20 dwelling units per gross acre (could translate to over 28.56 units
per net acre depending on each jurisdiction’s implementation measures and land use and
development codes)
The Low, Medium, and High density ranges established in this policy A.9, do not
apply to the following housing types located within the City of Eugene: duplexes,
triplexes, quadplexes, cottage clusters, and townhouses. The City of Eugene may
establish density requirements which comply with state law for duplexes, triplexes,
quadplexes, cottage clusters, and townhouses. If an adopted refinement plan is
inconsistent with this policy, this policy will prevail.

*The proposed Metro Plan Amendment is being processed as Type I Text Amendment, in
accordance with Eugene Code 9.7705. The current Metro Plan text can be viewed here: https://
www.eugene-or.gov/848/Studies-and-Adopted-Plans. For other alternatives to review the Metro
Plan, please contact Planning Division staff.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL

John Fischer
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
Support for "Middle Housing"
Monday, November 15, 2021 6:22:25 PM

]

I hope you adopt, support, and encourage increased construction of middle housing. Greater
density in ALL neighborhoods is essential in the quest to provide more affordable and
environmentally appropriate housing in Eugene.
Thanks,
John Fischer Eugene
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

[EXTERNAL

Amanda Dellinger
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
Support for HB 2001 and Expansion of Equity in Housing
Monday, November 15, 2021 6:21:35 PM
Equity Committee HB 2001 Testimony .pdf

]

Dear Planning Commissioners, Mayor and City Councilors,
Your work to expand the diversity and number of Eugene’s affordable housing options is
important and it will greatly benefit our underserved and vulnerable neighbors. Please accept
this testimony from SquareOne’s Equity Committee as you move forward in your process.
Best,
Amanda
Amanda Dellinger - she/her
Community Relations Director
Equity Committee Chair
SquareOne Villages
Cell (720) 219-9883
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To: Eugene Planning Commission
From: SquareOne Villages’ Equity Committee
Date: November 15, 2021
Email: middlehousingtestimony@eugene-or.gov
RE: Support for HB 2001 and Expansion of Equity in Housing
Dear Planning Commissioners, Mayor Vinis, and Eugene City Councilors,
SquareOne Villages’ Equity Committee supports the Planning Commission's work to create new
“middle housing” options throughout our community, to end exclusionary zoning in
Eugene which has resulted in very significant racial disparities in housing. Middle housing as
envisioned in HB 2001 will significantly expand the number and diversity of appropriate,
affordable housing options to people that need them. Thank you for your thoroughness in
outreach efforts for this important and impactful change in legislation.
We believe everyone deserves a safe, stable, affordable place to call home. Currently there are
too many households who don’t have this basic human right. We ask that you recognize the
history of discrimination created by zoning rules, resulting in ongoing disparities in housing for
some populations.
Eugene, like so many communities, has used exclusionary practices and single-family-only
zoning to perpetuate racial separation and discrimination. The fact that HB 2001 makes this
illegal is a critical step toward creating a more diverse, equitable and inclusive
community. Systemic injustice, created by a system of exclusionary zoning practices over the
past century, will be corrected only when we change that system.
We need to renovate our housing policies and to expand paths to homeownership if we are going
to see equity increase in this community. We must look beyond the limited supply of LIHTC
funded projects, and develop local funding and policy solutions that also incentivize other types
of affordable housing, such as limited-equity co-ops. Looking to a more equitable future, we ask
that you focus on expanding the effectiveness of the Middle Housing code.
Your work to expand the diversity and number of Eugene’s affordable housing options is
important, and it will greatly benefit our underserved and vulnerable neighbors. Your data shows
that many people need housing, of many different types—and few who need housing have the
know-how, time or resources to engage in this public process.
Sincerely,
The SquareOne Villages Equity Committee
15 N Polk St.
Eugene, OR 97402
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To:
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Subject:

Robert Haskett <rhaskett@uoregon.edu>
Monday, November 15, 2021 5:17 PM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

[EXTERNAL

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit
safeguards are included that require its implementation to
address equity in housing opportunities across all income ranges.
Without explicit safeguards, such as rent control and strict quotas
on the number of affordable housing units that must be built, the
extreme deregulation of current zoning that city planners are
recommending will inevitably leave middle housing projects to be
defined only by profit, once again leaving low-income people at
risk. And leaving things up to the profit-driven goals of
developers and robbing residents of having a say in the matter is a
lose-lose proposition for our city and its citizens.
Respectfully,
Robert Haskett and Stephanie Wood
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JOHNS Megan E
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dave Hurst <hurst.d@gmail.com>
Monday, November 15, 2021 5:00 PM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments
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Dear Planning Commissioners,
I’m writing to express my opposition to the City’s proposed code changes that exceed HB2001’s infill/density/zoning
changes.
I don’t believe the City should exceed the state’s infill requirements at this time. The City should simply allow the state’ s
zoning changes to come into effect “as is” and then the City can work with individual neighborhoods in the future to
develop refinement plans in order to further increase density, if neighbors would like to do so. Trying to ride on the
coattails of the state’s top-down approach by exceeding the HB2001 requirements is the wrong approach in a
democratic society, where individuals should have some say over how their communities develop.
Further, the city should stop claiming in its literature that allowing more density in existing neighborhoods will reduce
housing costs/prices as this correlation hasn’t been fully proven. At best it’s a wish and at worst it is false advertising to
try to encourage people to support something they otherwise wouldn’t. Either way, the City should not be making this
claim.
Sincerely,
-Dave Hurst
970 Taylor St.
Eugene
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To:
Cc:
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[EXTERNAL

Richard A. Sundt
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
On Middle Housing and Plannning
Monday, November 15, 2021 4:58:06 PM

]

Eugene, 15 November 2021
To Planning Commissioners:
The proposals being put forth by the non-elected Planning Commissioners I don't believe
are widely shared by the Eugene community, so I urge the city and county governments, in
the spirit of democracy and common sense, to consider very carefully what is being
proposed with respect to Middle Housing.
First of all, what should send warning signals to city councilors and the mayor is that the
standards being recommended by the Commissioners vastly over-step what the recently
passed state legislation on Middle Housing requires. Whether one likes that legislation or
not, at least it was approved by elected people, not locally appointed members of the
community whose mandates are their own or of their business partners, and thus possess
no legal validity nor carry moral authority.
It is very unclear, and for that reason of great concern, that the issue of Middle Housing is
more of a hidden code for another issue that is much closer to the Planners real agenda.
and that is DENSITY. Ultimately, this desideratum and the destruction of older housing are
being promoted with great vigor, and as much as that may be a good idea in certain cases
and parts of the city, it is clear that the road is full of pitfalls. There are numerous factors
that Planners can't see or conveniently ignore as long as their agenda is adopted. I will not
enumerate and explain in detail here what the pitfalls are and how they impact differently on
different people, and particularly the most vulnerable. It seems that Planners proceed
without a moral compass on hand.
The one undeniable and most troubling factor resulting from the Planners' principal agenda
is that Density will fall most heavily on the lower income groups who can only afford less
expensive housing. The basic strategy (and you can see this in several areas of West
Eugene to the north of Royal Avenue) is to crowd people and housing all together and to
maximize density further by creating few if any small pocket parks for children to play in.
Planners also seem content with developers who exert little or no effort to plant trees in
their subdivisions, which results in creating sterile neighborhoods -- just drive through some
areas east of Green Hill Road, along streets such as Avalon Alley, Adelman Loop or
Golden Eagle Drive, as I have.
With regard to older neighborhoods, Planners ignore the many advantages of a mature tree
canopy, since in their South Willamette plan of some years ago they had no qualms about
cutting down towering trees for towering apartments as high as five stories in most
sections. Whatever efforts the city's chief forester is doing to protect and foster the spread
of the urban tree canopy by planting 1000 sequoias across Eugene means nothing to the
Planners, even if tall trees counter climate change. Only density counts, and as to urban
sprawl, more asphalt is acceptable. City officials and planners have a good way of speaking
simultaneously out of their mouths in two contradictory ways.
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From my reading and research over the years, it is clear that affordable housing eventually
becomes "market rate", and this is not hidden in the literature passed out to prospective
renters. So in the long run nothing has been gained by those for whom Middle Housing was
conceived, except for the money developers make. In the meantime, the city gets a cut on
this cash by allowing developers to demolish and build, but provide no account of how that
earned money is used by the city. Lucy and council, please explain, since we have no
independent auditor to do so. And can you provide a listing of how many apartment
vacancies there are in Eugene and how many houses go unrented? Until you do, you won't
be believed that Eugene has a housing shortage demanding the level of densification that
planners are recommending.
While planners pursue Middle Housing under the guise of Density, we have in Eugene
planners who only know about doing a half job, and this benefits no one: Basically this is
how things operate in Eugene, and seemingly in all areas that have "planners": DENSITY
FOR RESIDENTIAL AREAS and UNMITIGATED SPRAWL FOR SINGLE-STORY
BUSINESSES.
It is time to start putting energy in densifying the commercial sector, which gobbles up a lot
of land. How soon will West 11th Avenue sprawl reach the Green Hill intersection? Will it
then continue straight to Veneta, or will it turn right (north) on Green Hill and on to the
airport? So far Planners have pursued the residential option, while ignoring the commercial
sector and the environmental damage it creates. We have to start taking a balanced,
thoughtful and creative approach to planning. So far we have been served the idea of
walkable, 20-minute neighborhoods, but this is contrary to the refusal of Planners to
contain, and better yet, to eliminate the scourge of urban sprawl that only increases walking
or driving time well beyond the touted 20-minute time frame. This is highly flawed Planner
logic. We need a change now.
Richard A. Sundt
20 West 31st Avenue, Eugene,Oregon 97405
(A 38 year-long resident of Eugene and 37 at the current address)
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[EXTERNAL

Carolyn Jacobs
Eugene Planning Commission; CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
Is the EPC Really Turning Its Back on the Public?
Tuesday, November 16, 2021 4:42:57 PM

]

Planning Commission and the HB 2001 Process
The Eugene Planning Commission has compromised the citizen involvement process for the
middle housing project HB 2001, in violation of Goal 1 ORA 660-015-0000.
The validity of the upcoming public hearing has been lost as commissioners have already
announced their disagreement with testimony submitted into the record thus far and have
also announced their unwillingness to listen to certain voices.
For example:
Commissioner Isaacson has contacted at least three people that submitted testimony to
refute their positions – before the public hearing has even happened! These contacts
demonstrate without a doubt that he has no intention of approaching the testimony with an
open mind. The use of intimidation to silence the public voice should never be acceptable.
Commissioner Edwards has submitted testimony via email, dated November 2, 2021, to the
record stating: “Colleagues, the efforts stated in this email to turn out JWN neighbors to
engage in the public process AFTER the Planning Commission has deliberated and provided a
recommendation to Council, is disheartening and outright disrespectful of all of the work the
Planning staff has put into the public engagement process.” (This is part of a much longer
email)
A public hearing has not occurred and is scheduled for November 16, 2021. Commissioner
Edwards obviously considers the proposed code changes for HB 2001 to be final and will not
view citizen testimony without obvious bias. In addition, commissioner Edwards is denying, or
at the least discouraging, JWN neighbors the opportunity to participate in the public process.
This is a Goal 1 violation.
Commissioner Isaacson has also circulated an email making false and misleading accusations
about one of the people submitting testimony. He states: “I think that people listen to you
[name deleted] because you appear knowledgeable on many of these topics, however, there
are others who share similar views as yours who do not engage in this kind of bullying
behavior and I would recommend to them, as I have privately, to stopping giving you an
audience until you can conduct yourself in an appropriate manner. As such, I will not be
reading or accepting any emails from you for the foreseeable future. My hope is that
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others do the same.” (Emphasis added)
This is a Goal 1 violation.
There is no way to be certain that the actions of Isaacson and Edwards have not prejudiced
the remaining planning commissioners. They have effectively destroyed the integrity of the
commission.
Public Involvement
Despite staff’s rosy picture of public engagement there has been little or no outreach to
neighbors and neighborhoods.
No mailing to all potentially affected residents informing them of the scope and impact
of these consequential changes.
No engagement with neighborhood associations whose involvement in land use is
formalized in the Neighborhood Organization Recognition Policy (NORP)
No engagement or attendance at neighborhood general meeting, despite at least one
request.
A poorly constructed and biased survey made available early in the project. It received
741 completions, less than 0.4% of Eugene’s population.
Notifications have been sent to only 105 interested parties, which is less than 0.06% of
Eugene’s population.
Many years ago, Eugene’s City Council delegated the Committee for Citizen Involvement
responsibility to the Planning Commission against advice to the contrary. The Eugene Planning
Commission has collectively failed in their citizen involvement responsibility and have
effectively derailed the so-called public hearing. They have also done a poor job of project
oversight.
Staff from the City of Eugene will give a presentation to LCDC regarding “their”
implementation of House Bill 2001 on November 18, 2021. This seems premature since the
Planning Commission public hearing on HB 2001 will have been held only two days prior and
it will be requested that the record be kept open beyond that date.
Conclusions
There has been strong testimony in opposition to the proposed changes recommended by
staff and seemingly already approved by the Planning Commission. The HB 2001
implementation process has been irrevocably damaged by:
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The actions of two of the appointed commissioners
A lack of broad public engagement
Extreme staff overreach in going far beyond what the model code recommends.
City Council should take the necessary steps to make sure the process going forward is fair
and open including the removal of Isaacson and Edwards from the Planning Commission and
reconsidering the decision to place the responsibility for the Committee for Public
Involvement with the Planning Commission. There are much better alternatives available for
this function.
Respectfully,
Carolyn Jacobs Ward 3
Bill Aspegren Ward 3
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Katherine Gorham <kegorham@gmail.com>
Monday, November 15, 2021 4:27 PM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments.
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Dear Planning Commissioners,
I am a reasonably well-informed Eugene citizen regarding city politics. How can it be that I am just now hearing through
a friend, and not from the city, about your recommendation for an extreme deregulation of Eugene's residential zoning
standards?
I do believe you are a group of people who care about the housing crisis in Eugene. But it feels to me like you a pulling a
fast one by falsely maintaining that your plan will address our lack of affordable housing. It won't. By allowing as much
infill as possible, with no explicit safeguards to counteract the growth in housing projects defined by profit, the homeless
and rent-stressed situation in our city will worsen.
I respectively ask that you slow down, adequately notify the public of your plan and engage the citizens of Eugene in an
honest dialogue regarding this issue.

Thank you,
Katherine Gorham
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From:
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Subject:

Chris O'Neill <oneill722@mac.com>
Monday, November 15, 2021 4:14 PM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
Eugene Planning Commission
Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments
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Dear Planning Commissioners,
I have lived continuously for 40 years in a downtown neighborhood—what today is called Jefferson-Westside
Neighborhood. My neighborhood is demographically diverse, has many more renters than home owners, and has many
very old homes on irregularly shaped lots. The housing here is probably what people would call “affordable.” I have
watched over the years how property owners have built alley homes--some simple in design, others with high quality
features--steadily adding housing to the neighborhood all within current city code. Which makes me wonder why a
radical removal of zoning protections is needed beyond what is required under HB 2001.
As a home owner, the neighborhood’s stability and slow growth are attractive features of living here, and I’m certain
that’s true for my neighbors, both renters and other home owners. I am joining my neighbors in support of the following
statement:
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit safeguards are included that require its
implementation to address equity in housing opportunities across all income ranges. Without explicit
safeguards, the extreme deregulation of current zoning that city planners are recommending will inevitably
leave middle housing projects to be defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people at risk.
Indeed, what is the benefit to citizens who already live here and pay property taxes when zoning changes eliminate the
protection of neighborhood assets with no measurable accountability from developers?
Respectfully,
Chris O’Neill
735 West 12th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97402
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Gabriele H.
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
Joint Testimony in favor of Missing Middle Housing Code Amendments
Monday, November 15, 2021 4:12:02 PM

]

Dear Eugene City Council and Planning Commission,
I am writing to ask that you support Eugene’s Missing Middle Housing Code Amendments.
These amendments will increase Eugene’s housing options, which will then increase the
vitality of our neighborhoods and communities. A community isn’t a collection of buildings,
it’s people. Up and down the west coast, communities that have chosen to preserve houses
have done so at the cost of driving out all but the wealthiest from their communities.
Working people have been forced to move to the outskirts of cities and drive long (polluting)
distances to their jobs. People working low-paying jobs are a paycheck away from living in
their cars. Parents can’t afford to raise their children in the same neighborhoods and
communities they grew up in, and grandparents are forced to relocate when they can’t
afford to maintain single family homes that are now too large for them.
Let’s dream of a better Eugene, with neighborhoods where children can walk to school and
to their grandparents’ house, because their grandparents live in the other half of their
duplex, or down the block in a wheelchair-accessible ADU. Gentle infill will make our city
more walkable, more resilient, and more welcoming. It will reduce our per-capita carbon
footprint. In small ways, without anyone hardly noticing, it will allow more housing choices.
Those who value (and can afford) a single family home on a large lot will face less
competition because those who prefer living in a duplex within biking distance of their job
will have more options as well. These small increases in density will bring a few more
customers to shop at small coffee shops, and a few more riders to support our busses. This
in turn will add incrementally to Eugene’s tax base and financial resilience.
I am writing in particular to ask that the city council consider the following:
Consider adding a deeper housing affordability bonus. For example, in Portland a
bonus was added in which up to six units are allowed when at least half are income
restricted to families earning less than 60% of the median family income. Because
existing setbacks will remain the same, the impact on neighbors will be negligible.
Consider further loosening or removing parking minimums. In the proposed version of
this zoning, off-street parking will be required on many lots, particularly lots in
wealthier (hilly) neighborhoods, making many middle housing projects on existing lots
difficult or impossible. It suggests that as a city we value housing cars more than
housing people. After a year when people are dying of heat stroke due to climate
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change, the city should remove minimum parking requirements throughout its
residential zones.
Consider what else the city can do to remove regulatory barriers to getting housing
built.
Thank you for the work you do on behalf of our community.
Gabriele Hayden and Caitlin Mitchell
1039 Taylor St
Ward 1, Jefferson West Side
Beatrice Dohrn
Lorane Highway
Kristen Bell
1237 E 25th Ave
Eugene, OR 97403
Curtis Phillips
104 Holeman Ave
Eugene OR 97404
Missy and Clinton Tapper
1042 polk st
Eugene or 97402
Cameron mulder
1412 west 8th
Eugene, OR 97402
Kate Mills
910 Washington St.
Eugene, OR 97401
Justin Overdevest and Chyanne Ganzel
1097 W 8th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
Ward 1, Jefferson West Side
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Paul Conte
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
Eugene Planning Commission; *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
Testimony CA 21-1 "Make Eugene Great Again" -- Greatest public outreach in Eugene"s History!
Monday, November 15, 2021 3:50:08 PM
EPC PH Notice List of Recipients.pdf

]

FOR THE RECORD IN CA 21-1 MIDDLE HOUSING
I thought commissioners and councilors who are touting the "greatest public
outreach ever in Eugene's history" might want some hard statistics to back up their
claim.
I've attached a list of all the parties the City has posted to the record as recipients
of the Public Notice for the Planning Commission Public Hearing 31 days ago.
Here are the tallies:
Duplicate entries: 3
Staff (Cities, County, LCOG, DLCD): 6
Planning Commissioners: 2
Lobbyists: 7
Land Use Consultants: 3
Land Use Attorney:1
Architects: 2
Neighborhood Association leaders: 27
Other (either independent individuals or type not identified): 59
All of the staff, commissioners, lobbyists, consultants, attorney, and architects are
"in the game." That is, they have vested interests and have been "at the table" from
the beginning.
So, at most the Planning Division staff mailed notice to just 59 individuals who
weren't already "in the game." Undoubtedly, no other outreach in the history of
Eugene has exceeded this level and timeliness in notifying impacted residents and
property owners.
Of course, the NAs varied in their subsequent action in the 31 days until the public
hearing. Some did nothing; some just passed along staff propaganda; some just
passed along the hearing notice; some did what they could to provide meaningful
information and alert members. Of course, the 31 days didn't even allow many
neighborhoods time to get information in a printed newsletter or postcard that was
mailed to every household.
Nonetheless, it was a "MEGA" ("Make Eugene Great Again") effort by Planning
Division staff, so all the critics should just shut up and go away.
Paul Conte
1461 W.10th Ave.
_________________

Earth Advantage Accreditations:
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* Sustainable Homes Professional
* Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Specialist
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Name
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

Type

Sort

A Joyce Thomas
Aviva Suchow
Bonnie Brunken
Carol Yarbrough
Christina Prince
Christine Lopez
Claire Roth
Clayton Gautier
Cory Findley
Daniel Wilson
Dylan Lamar
Eben Fodor
Eliza Kashinsky
Emily Eng
Eric Alef
Eric Lundberg
Erik
Ezra Tishman
Fabio Andrade
Gail Baker
Harry Sanger
Heather Marek
Jim Bronson
Jocelyn Reynolds
Josh Kubu
Judy Calkins
Kaci Rencher
Karen Fierman
Kari Parsons
Kay Carson
Koalani Roberts
Linda Pauly
Lori Nicklin
Ma'carry Cairo
Maggie Keenan
Matt Dellabough
Melissa Evans
Merrie M Kelly
Michael Nieman
Michael V Hoffman
Michael Weinerman
North Shininger
Paul Conte
Paul Spragens
Rex Fox
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46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

Rick Rencher
Sandra Gill
Sandy Sanders
Seth Sadofsky
Susan Brenner
Thomas Laidlaw
Titus Rencher
Todd Boyle
Tom Walter
Tricia Hedin
Tricsh Rencher
Waymon Banks
Wayne Gaddy
Ying Tseng
Bill Aspegren South University Neighborhood
Association
Cameron Krauss Industrial Corridor
Chris Gadsby Whiteaker Community Council
Clare Strawn River Road Community Organization
Dennis Herbert Southeast Neighbors
Helen Buzenberg Fairmount Neighbors
Jackson Kellogg Cal Young Neighbors
Jon Belcher River Road Community Org
Kate Perle Santa Clara Community Org
Kelsey Zlevor Downtown Neighbors Associati
Kevin Reed Northeast Neighbors
Lin Woodrich Active Bethel Citizens
Margie James Friendly Area Neighbors
Nancy Meyer South University Neighborhood
Association
Noah Parsons Fairmount Neighbors
Pamela Wooddell Friendly Area Neighbors
Paul Vondermehden Harlow Neighbors
Rachael Latimer Amazon Neighbors
Ralph Mcdonald Southwest Hills Assoc
Richard Hamilton Goodpasture Island Neighbors
Ron Bevirt Southwest Hills Assoc
Sheryl Kelly Laurel Hill Valley Citizens
Tai Pruce- Zimmerman Active Bethel Citizen
Ted Coopman Jefferson Westside
Thomasina Bates Churchill Area Neighbors
Tom Bruno Laurel Hill Valley Citizens
Bill Randall, Arbor South Arch.
Kaarin Knudson
Bill Kloos, Attorney For Hba
Renee Clough, Pls, Pe, Aicp
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10

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Architect
Architect
Attorney
Consultant

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
40
40
50
60
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90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.

Satre Group
Schirmer Consulting
Alexis Biddle, 1000 Friends
Betsy Schultz, Eugene Real Tors
Brittany Quick-Warner Eugene Chamber Of Commerce
Charlcie Kaylor, League Of Women Voters Of Land
County
96. Ed Mc Mahon Home Builders Association
97. Terry Parker, League Of Women Voters Of Lane County
98. Tiffany Edwards
99. Christopher Ramey
100.
Lisa Fragala
101.
Alissa Hansen
102.
Amy Janisch, City Of Eugene Planning Div
103.
Jake Callister, Lcog
104.
Keir Miller Lane County Planning Director
105.
Patrick Wingard, Dlcd
106.
Sandy Belson City Of Springfield
107.
Bill Aspegren
108.
Kaarin Knudson
109.
Michael Weinerman
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Consultant
Lobbyist
Lobbyist
Lobbyist
Lobbyist

60
60
70
70
70
70

Lobbyist
Lobbyist
Lobbyist
EPC
EPC
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Dupicate
Duplicate
Duplicate

70
70
70
80
80
90
90
90
90
90
90
99
99
99
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From:
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Elaine Weiss <elaineweiss@gmail.com>
Monday, November 15, 2021 3:09 PM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments.
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[EXTERNAL

]

11/15/21
Dear Planning Commissioners:
At a time when low cost housing is urgently needed, we must create housing options for those with limited
income. Cities absolutely should not use these human needs as a pre-text for encouraging new, profit-driven
development ventures.
My experience of having a very small accessory dwelling studio in the backyard has been great. This studio house was
originally planned for a family member and later became a rental. It’s compact and attractive. Renters here have
appreciated the setting, design and affordability. There is a need and demand for single occupancy housing.
If the city allows more accessory dwellings on owner occupied properties, I think it would be good to relieve owners of
the necessity of staying at the same location after a certain number of years. However, it’s a terrible idea to freely
permit accessory dwellings where there is no owner occupancy from the beginning. That would become a gift to
profit driven development, NOT a solution to the housing crisis.
Elaine Weiss
2091 Friendly Street
Eugene, OR 97405
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JOHNS Megan E
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pam Wooddell <pamwooddell@gmail.com>
Monday, November 15, 2021 3:06 PM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments.
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Follow up
Flagged
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]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe Eugene must require explicit safeguards in its implementation of HB 2001 to address equity in
housing opportunities across all income ranges. Without explicit safeguards, the extreme deregulation of
current zoning that city planners are recommending will inevitably leave middle housing projects to be
defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people at risk. The “trickle down" approach is
fruitless. The city must use the tools of zoning and regulation to get the housing we truly need. Are city
planners ignoring that fact that the basic HB 2001 requirements already supply a huge amount of infill
relaxation. It is pure insanity to then give additional “encourage” and “incentivize” features away
without making absolutely sure we get the affordable housing types we desperately need in exchange. Up
zoning alone is known to raise land prices (with profits flowing to those who own the land when the change
happens), the mere fact of basic HB 2001 has already raised land costs of those wishing to build affordable
housing, additional relaxation of regulation can increase the speculative price of land even more unless it is
limited to the affordable housing submarket. The only rational course of action at this time is to comply
only with the basic provisions of HB 2001 and develop a plan use additional perks exclusively for
development of most needed affordable housing.
The other huge concerns I have with this process is the lack of public awareness. HB2001 changes are a big
deal yet I know many highly-educated and generally i nformed people who are almost completely unaware of
what is going on here. People should at least have gotten something in the mail. (Are we all being written
off as NIMBY?) This is another reason to limit compliance to the basic requirements of HB 2001. A third
reason to slow this train down is the unknown factors related to climate change. We need to be cautious
about what we destroy as we develop; it may not be so easy to maintain our vital carbon-reducing and
cooling tree canopy; we may need ground spac e for rain water containment tanks as the snow pack becomes
unreliable. We may deeply regret tearing down and tossing out so many older but still useful smaller
homes.
Respectfully,
Pam Wooddell
52 E 23rd Ave.
Eugene, Or.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

[EXTERNAL

Samuel Goldberg
GEPPER Jeffrey A
Young, Kevin
Comment Letter on CA 21-1 & MA 21-1
Monday, November 15, 2021 3:01:52 PM
HLA and FHCO 11-15-21 Comment Letter Eugene CA 21-1 and MA 21-1.PDF

]

Hello Jeffrey,
Housing Land Advocates (HLA) and the Fair Housing Council of Oregon (FHCO) wish to submit the
attached comments on CA 21-1 & MA 21-1.
Thank you,

Samuel Goldberg
Education & Outreach Specialist
Fair Housing Council of Oregon
1221 SW Yamhill St. #305
Portland, Oregon 97205
(503) 223-8197 ext. 104
Preferred Pronouns: He/Him/His

Fair Housing Council Hotline - Fridays 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
(800) 424 - 3247 x2
Email: information@fhco.org
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November 15, 2021
Eugene Planning Commission
101 West 10th Avenue,
Eugene, OR 97401
Re: The Planning Commission will hold a public hearing on a land use code amendment
and Metro Plan amendment to implement the requirements of ORS 197.758 (House Bill
2001 (2019). (CA 21-1 & MA 21-1)
Dear Commissioners:
This letter is submitted jointly by Housing Land Advocates (HLA) and the Fair Housing Council
of Oregon (FHCO). Both HLA and FHCO are non-profit organizations that advocate for land use
policies and practices that ensure an adequate and appropriate supply of affordable housing for
all Oregonians. FHCO’s interests relate to a jurisdiction’s obligation to affirmatively further fair
housing. Please include these comments in the record for the above-referenced proposed
amendment.
As you know, all amendments to the City’s Comprehensive Plan and Zoning map must comply
with the Statewide Planning Goals. ORS 197.175(2)(a). When a decision is made affecting the
residential land supply, the City must refer to its Housing Needs Analysis (HNA) and Buildable
Land Inventory (BLI) in order to show that an adequate number of needed housing units (both
housing type and affordability level) will be supported by the residential land supply after
enactment of the proposed change. Goal 10 findings are also required for code changes affecting
residential development feasibility, such as parking standards and setbacks.
The staff report for the proposed amendments states that they comply with the applicable
approval criteria. This conclusion is contingent on the Goal 10 findings contained with the
report, stating that since “increases the capacity of existing residential land”, the changes comply
with Goal 10. However, a simple increase in capacity does not result in automatic compliance.
For example, given the amendments, what type of increase in capacity and for which housing
types does the City expect to facilitate through these changes? Required Goal 10 findings must
1
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demonstrate that the changes do not leave the City with less than adequate residential land
supplies in the types, locations, and affordability ranges affected. See Mulford v. Town of
Lakeview, 36 Or LUBA 715, 731 (1999) (rezoning residential land for industrial uses); Gresham
v. Fairview, 3 Or LUBA 219 (same); see also, Home Builders Assn. of Lane Cty. v. City of
Eugene, 41 Or LUBA 370, 422 (2002) (subjecting Goal 10 inventories to tree and waterway
protection zones of indefinite quantities and locations). Further, the City has failed to follow the
guidance provided by the Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD)
regarding Goal 10 findings for HB 2001 amendments. If the City had followed DLCD’s
guidance, the question, mentioned previously, of quantifying the impact of the changes would be
satisfied. It should be noted that some of the amplifying information requested is contained
elsewhere in the report, however all information must be directly referenced or contained within
the Goal 10 findings to be considered part of the required factual basis.
Additionally, the City should consider consolidated applications for subdivisions involving
middle housing. If a developer is seeking multiple land divisions for a subdivision, the current
process appears to require multiple applications, signifying an increase in cost and time for the
developer. Creating a consolidated Middle Housing Land Division process would alleviate this
issue, and help the city further provide for the housing needs of its residents.
Given the scope of these amendments, HLA and FHCO may offer further comments as the
public review process continues. To that end, HLA and FHCO urge the Commission to defer
adoption of the proposed amendments until revised Goal 10 findings can be made, and the
proposal evaluated under the HNA and BLI. Thank you for your consideration. Please provide
written notice of your decision to, FHCO, c/o Allan Lazo, at 1221 SW Yamhill Street, #305,
Portland, OR 97205 and HLA, c/o Jennifer Bragar, at 121 SW Morrison Street, Suite 1850,
Portland, OR 97204. Please feel free to email Allan Lazo at information@fhco.org or reach him
by phone at (503) 223-8197 ext. 104.

///
2
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Thank you for your consideration.

/s/ Jennifer Bragar
Allan Lazo
Executive Director
Fair Housing Council of Oregon

Jennifer Bragar
President
Housing Land Advocates

cc: Kevin Young (kevin.young@state.or.us)

3
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JOHNS Megan E
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Christine L. Sundt <csundt@gmail.com>
Monday, November 15, 2021 2:28 PM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

[EXTERNAL

]

To Eugene Planning Committee, Councilors, and Mayor Vinis - I am writing to be on record against the
deregulation of Eugene's current zoning standards proposed in CA 21- 1 code amendments that would destroy
safeguards in currently available affordable housing for both property owners and renters in established and
accessible neighborhoods in Eugene. I live at 20 West 31st Avenue in South Eugene.
"Middle Housing" is a misnomer being used by the City of Eugene to enable new development and
gentrification in older neighborhoods where small houses with yards and mature trees have served us well
over many decades and continue to be sought after by first-time homeowners and recently by investors.
Yards are used for gardens and play areas for children and the mature trees enable clean air and act as a
natural shelter from the heat of the sun. The push by City Planners to replace these structures and
landscapes with densely placed multiplex dwellings for the sake of "density" does nothing to ensure livability
and affordability. The purpose, which I believe is conveniently hidden below the surface, appears to be a
quest to bring in more revenue for the city's coffers and the ability to claim that the city is addressing its
"housing crisis."
That "crisis" has yet to be explained to me. I have asked Mayor Vinis both by email and in a USPS letter why
the city has not conducted an inventory of currently available living structures that are being purposely left
vacant while the city broadcasts its "crisis" claim; she has not responded. On my block, three such houses
can be found, one next to me (half of a duplex), one across the street, directly in front of me (a small, onebedroom house), and around the block, a middle-sized house that was moved there in the 1980s from the
Jefferson-Westside area. Where is this study and if it does not exist, when will it be conducted?
All three of these dwellings had been affordable rentals until a few years ago when something changed,
perhaps a newer financial benefit now being enjoyed by their owners. To claim that the city has a housing
crisis thus seems greatly exaggerated based on my observations. The city must first identify how much of its
existing inventory of housing, like those I have identified around me and in apartment buildings constructed
with MUPTE assistance, can be used and should be available to those who are seeking affordable living
spaces for singles, couples, and small families. The houses I have identified are ideally located for easy
access to shopping, schools, and public transportation in "walkable" South Eugene.
In our recent experiences with the effects and impacts of Covid-19 on how we live and what we should be
doing to protect ourselves in the future, studies are beginning to shed light on why apartment living (and
density in general) may be dangerous and working against healthy environments. Please
see https://www.dezeen.com/2020/03/25/life-after-coronavirus-impact-homes-design-architecture/.
Finally, I would like to express my dissatisfaction with the way the deregulation proposal process has been
handled. Why hasn't the city informed me and current residents of these impending changes and given us an
opportunity to affect this decision? I know that the city and planners will claim that the "required" public
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engagement has been met. That is not true. No postcards, no signs or placards announcing proposed
changes, nothing!
I would have hoped that I would have heard about these proposals as soon as the process began given that I
had been active with neighborhood groups working together during the South Willamette Special Area Zone
(SW-SAZ) assault on us (see http://www.swneugene.org/about). Similar to now, residents of the SW-SAZ
neighborhoods weren't informed until it was almost too late. It was thanks to action by concerned neighbors
in our affected area that caused the city to back down on their plans to add extreme densification and
gentrification here that would have destroyed a neighborhood. Has the City of Eugene learned nothing from
that debacle?
Please consider all the effects that the proposed code amendments will have on the City of Eugene's
residents, especially those who are less fortunate and vulnerable. Those who are asking for these changes
will not be hurt directly and they may not even live in Eugene, but there is more to be lost than gained or
realized with the over-reaching amendments.
Respectfully yours,
Christine L. Sundt
Ward 2
csundt@gmail.com
Please add this message to the public record.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL

suzanne czechowski
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
mayorcouncilandcitymanager@ci.eugene.or.us, epc@ci.eugene.or.us
Monday, November 15, 2021 2:24:54 PM

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit safeguards are
included that require its implementation to address equity in housing opportunities
across all income ranges. Without explicit safeguards, the extreme deregulation of
current zoning that city planners are recommending will inevitably leave middle
housing projects to be defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people
at risk.
Respectfully,
Suzanne Czechowski
791 Polk St
Eugene, OR 97402
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JOHNS Megan E
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bobby <gyromind@gmail.com>
Monday, November 15, 2021 2:06 PM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY; Eugene Planning Commission; *Eugene Mayor, City
Council, and City Manager
Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments.
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Flag Status:
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[EXTERNAL

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit safeguards are included that require its
implementation to address equity in housing opportunities across all income ranges. Without explicit
safeguards, the extreme deregulation of current zoning that city planners are recommending will inevitably
leave middle housing projects to be defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people at risk.
Respectfully,
Robert Elam
791 Polk St.
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL

Alex Bauman
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
Public testimony on proposed middle housing code amendments
Monday, November 15, 2021 1:52:24 PM

]

I'm writing in support of the proposed code amendments that would legalize middle housing in
Eugene. I have some thoughts about why these amendments are beneficial, but also how they
could be altered to be even more beneficial. However, I don't believe that anyone is going to
read my comments, much less care about them, so I'll summarize briefly:
The public interest is not served by regulating the number of units within a structure.
The public interest is not served by regulating density, at least not below densities that
are far above those that can be achieved using detached structures
The predominant land use regulatory regime in the USA, which requires most land to be
occupied by very low density single household detached structure, has contributed to
cities in the USA being less safe, less attractive, more socially divided, and having
lower quality of life, than in peer nations.
Densities above the very low densities predominant in Eugene allow for more amenities
and more efficient provision of public services.
Restriction of the ability to provide housing has contributed to the current, severe
shortage of housing, and the currently high price of housing relative to median incomes.
Removing the restriction on middle housing will ease the shortage and lower prices,
though the change will be gradual and will not be complete without other efforts,
especially increased construction of affordable housing.
Given the above 5 points, the city of Eugene should have simply adopted the state's
model middle housing code as soon as it was available rather than develop its own code.
Eugene has an overly complex zoning code. Overlay districts have been adopted in
Eugene for political reasons rather than to express legitimate differences in local
conditions, which has resulted in far too many overlay districts.
The legalization of middle housing could have been an opportunity to simplify the code.
Instead, it made the code more complex by creating essentially an entirely different set
of regulations that apply to structures with more than one unit in almost every
residential unit (i.e., Eugene's approach essentially created a middle housing overlay for
pretty much every residential or commercial district).
Eugene should strive to simplify its code by increasing the number of provisions that
apply to both single unit and multiple unit residential detached structures.
Thank you,
Alex Bauman
2895 Ferry St, Eugene
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Eugene Planning Commission
EDWARDS Tiffany (SMTP); BEESON Ken (SMTP); FRAGALA Lisa (SMTP); RAMEY Chris (SMTP); TAYLOR Kristen
(SMTP3); ISAACSON Dan (SMTP)
FLOCK Gabriel; HARDING Terri L; HANSEN Alissa H; GEPPER Jeffrey A
FW: your email to Paul Conte
Monday, November 15, 2021 1:33:04 PM

Good Afternoon Commissioners,
The following email was received in the Planning Commission inbox.
Sincerely,
Linda
Linda Baker (She, Her)
Senior Administrative Specialist
City of Eugene Planning Division
99 West 10th Avenue Eugene, OR 97401
P: 541.682.5675| LSBaker@eugene-or.gov

From: rene kane <renekane@comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2021 8:35 PM
To: ISAACSON Dan (SMTP) <danpisaacson@gmail.com>
Cc: Eugene Planning Commission <epc@ci.eugene.or.us>; SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: Re: your email to Paul Conte
[EXTERNAL ⚠]

Mr. Isaacson,
I’ve read your email to Paul Conte and I have three comments to make.
First, it’s apparent that you’re confused about your role as an appointed member of a
public body - in particular a commission that is charged with serving as the statemandated public involvement committee. Your responsibility isn’t to police feelings or
comments, chide the public for their language or expressions of anger, claim offense,
or warn others off. It’s to listen to ALL the perspectives, learn ALL the facts, ask
intelligent questions, and make sound decisions that will benefit - not harm community members. When you repeatedly fail in that responsibility - as many of us
feel you and other PC members have - you shouldn’t be surprised when the
community expresses themselves with language that shows their anger and
frustration.
Second - newsflash Dan - this is the 21st century! Women don’t need (or want) you to
protect or defend us! The hubris, chauvinism and arrogance of your concern for us is
offensive (and a bit laughable). We can slay our own dragons, thank you very much!
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Dan, you should study up on what real ally-ship is. That wasn’t it.
My last point is that I have known Paul Conte for 15+ years, working closely alongside
him to successfully revive and strengthen the Jefferson Westside Neighborhood;
advocate for our community on a variety of fronts including safety, transportation,
parks, and yes - land use; research, plan, and engage our neighbors in the JWNSAZ, process; and hold many, many events that attracted a broad cross-section of
our neighbors. In those 15+ years, I never once felt that Paul held me or any other
woman in any less regard because we are women. I know many women in the
community who Paul has worked with who feel the same.
From my long experience, Paul’s critique and pointed words come from a deep sense
of justice. When he sees City staff or government bodies jeopardizing his community
and neighborhood, he speaks out. I wish I had Paul’s courage more often. But then
you’d be lambasting me too, so I won’t (even though I can defend myself just fine).
Rene Kane
254 West 14th Avenue
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JOHNS Megan E
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jack Van Dusen <jack_v@efn.org>
Monday, November 15, 2021 1:29 PM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

[EXTERNAL

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit safeguards are included that require its
implementation to address equity in housing opportunities across all income ranges. Without explicit
safeguards, the extreme deregulation of current zoning that city planners are recommending will inevitably
leave middle housing projects to be defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people at risk.
Respectfully,
John Van Dusen
3650 Glen Oak Drive
Eugene, OR 57405
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JOHNS Megan E
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Michael Goldstein <MICHAELBGOLD@msn.com>
Monday, November 15, 2021 12:09 PM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments.

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

[EXTERNAL

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit safeguards are included that require
its implementation to address equity in housing opportunities across all income ranges. Without explicit
safeguards, the extreme deregulation of current zoning that city planners are recommending will
inevitably leave middle housing projects to be defined only by profit, once again leaving low income
people at risk.
Please take care to craft a zoning policy that meets the needs the needs of middle income and low
income people in addition to those of real estate developers.
Thank you for thoughtful consideration of this matter.
Respectfully,
Michael Goldstein
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

[EXTERNAL

Andrew Heben
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
We Need a Deeper Affordability Option
Monday, November 15, 2021 12:08:40 PM
SquareOne - Deeper Affordability Option Testimony.pdf

]

Dear Planning Commissioners, Mayor and City Councilors,
SquareOne Villages supports the Middle Housing Code Amendments and urges you to do
more by including a "Deeper Affordability" option. Doing so would allow us to replicate our
C Street Co-op pilot project at a meaningful scale in Eugene.
Please accept the attached testimony on this topic.
Best,
-Andrew Heben
Project Director,
SquareOne Villages
937.681.8044
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November 15, 2021

SquareOne Villages

Missing Middle Code Amendments Testimony

Dear Planning Commissioners, Mayor and City Councilors,
Please recommend the development of a "Deeper Affordability" code path within the
Middle Housing Code Amendments in order to incentivize the development of
desperately needed Affordable Housing units in Eugene.
The City's existing land use code already allows a 150% density bonus for low-income housing
developed in residential zones. And the recent enactment of Oregon SB8 now supersedes that,
providing a 200% density bonus for low-income housing developed on R-1 land. Please do not
miss the opportunity to extend a similar density bonus within the Middle Housing Code
Amendments.
This would allow for the development of up to eight dwelling units if income restrictions are
enforced (80% AMI or below for homeownership and 60% AMI or below for rental housing).
The City of Portland recently implemented this kind of deeper affordability option within their
Middle Housing Code Amendments, and it would be a useful reference in this policy’s
development.
The C Street Co-op pilot project in Springfield, which was recently completed through a
partnership between SquareOne Villages and Cultivate, provides a strong example of
what is possible if this type of deeper affordability option is included.
The innovative pilot project provided a pathway to permanently affordable, owner-occupied
housing for six individuals and families, with monthly housing costs affordable to someone at
60% area median income at around $780 per month. To my knowledge, no other housing in
Lane County is providing a more accessible pathway to homeownership, and it also exemplifies
the most cost-effective use of public subsidies that I am aware of.
Total development costs were approximately $600,000, or $100,000 per one-bedroom suite.
Project financing included foundation grants (10%), CDBG downpayment assistance (10%),
resident equity (10%), a mortgage from Summit Bank (65%), and a small loan from social
investors to fill the gap (5%).
At approximately $20,000 in subsidy per one-bedroom suite, the C Street Co-op offers a
radically more cost-effective model than low-income rental housing financed with federal lowincome housing tax credits (LIHTC), which currently require upwards of $250,000 in subsidy per
unit in order to achieve similar affordability levels for renters.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
15 N. Polk St.

|

Eugene, OR 97402
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November 15, 2021

If we as a city are going to say with a straight face that we are working our hardest to address
the affordable housing problem, then we must look beyond the limited supply of LIHTC funded
projects, and develop local funding and policy solutions that also incentivize other types of
affordable housing, such as limited-equity co-ops.
At SquareOne Villages, we are eager to replicate the C Street Co-op pilot project at a
meaningful scale in Eugene. The inclusion of a Deeper Affordability option within the
Middle Housing Code Amendments would make it possible.

Sincerely,

Andrew Heben
Project Director,
SquareOne Villages
29 N. Polk St.
Eugene, OR 97402

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
15 N. Polk St.

|

Eugene, OR 97402
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JOHNS Megan E
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

susan lax <susanlax81@msn.com>
Monday, November 15, 2021 11:59 AM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
testimony on CA 21-1 middle housing code amendments

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

[EXTERNAL

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
In my opinion, so-called "middle housing" will be ineffective unless there are strict guidelines
implemented. Low-income people will suffer discrimination once again in our city.
Sincerely,
Susan Lax
3787 N Shasta Loop
Eugene
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL

MARSHA SHANKMAN
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
mayorcitycouncilandcitymanager@ci.eugene.or.us; Eugene Planning Commission
Re: Make middle housing fair housing
Sunday, November 14, 2021 11:46:30 AM

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit safeguards are
included that require its implementation to address equity in housing opportunities
across all income ranges. Without explicit safeguards, the extreme deregulation of
current zoning that city planners are recommending will inevitably leave middle
housing projects to be defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people at
risk.
Respectfully,
Marsha Wells Shankman
893 E. 20th Ave.
Eugene 97405
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From:
To:

Sandra Bishop
Cindy Allen; YEH Jennifer K; CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY; *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager;
southeastneighborsboard; South Willamette Neighbors; kathy ging; Jane Katra; Maurya Kaarhus; lisa Marie
DiVencent; Jackdresser Dresser; Maryann Francis; Alan Stein; Mindy Stone; Paul Conte; Tsunami Books; victor
odlivak; Susan Klein; Eugenewestonaprice Info; Alison Price; A. Likwornik; artie Gilad-Meters; David Monk;
Pamela Driscoll; Dale O’Brien; Paul Dart MD FCA; FODOR Eben (SMTP); Bekki Bruckner; Katieg3131;
camilla@eugeneweekly.com; BETTMAN Bonny (SMTP); BLOOMGARDEN Robin (SMTP); Loretta Huston; TAYLOR
Betty L; RUSSO Ed (SMTP); Krista Rojas; Ron-Janet Bevirt; Bob Becker; Eugene Neighborhoods United; Krista
Morien; Jerry - hubby of Eve; karinalmquist@yahoo.com; lafleur113@gmail.com; Ralph McDonald; Sandy
Sanders
Re: Middle Housing Misnomer.....Developer Housing (Actually)
Monday, November 15, 2021 11:36:23 AM

Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL

]

HI All,
Sandy raises some very good questions. So difficult for ordinary residents to sort out the
public relations spin from the real public involvement.
Hopefully there can be some large open town hall-style meetings to get the actual, factual
elements on the table so all can see exactly what the specifics are of what staff is giving the
Council for recommended action. Or a series of smaller, or on-line meetings that can be
recorded and accessible to all. People seem to be hungry for more information --- specifics of
what is being recommended and how it differs from the state-passed mandate.
It is frightening to many people that Eugene's staff and Planning Commission
recommendations seem to be so much more extreme than what was passed by the Oregon
legislature.
Sandra
On 11/14/21 11:36 PM, Cindy Allen wrote:
The Delphi Technique was developed by the Rand Corporation.
Once you become aware of it, it's very obvious. People are given
the illusion that there is a choice but there is no open discussion-only
a tightly managed list of topics or a survey with a before determined
outcome.
There is an excellent example of it on you tube
Exposing the Delphi Technique in Public Meetings.
Cindy Allen
On Sunday, November 14, 2021, 3:30:11 PM PST, Sandy Sanders
<sandyssanders@att.net> wrote:

Hi Jennifer,
I would like to question your statements some.

"there has been a very robust public outreach process"
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How can there be anything robust when most EUG voters have no idea this exists and EUG
gov't emails are not sent to ALL constituents to inform them of important public policy
actions like this issue?

"lottery-selected 39 person panel"
From what pool of the EUG residents were they selected? How did this lottery process
select individuals? Were they locally political people circulating in your spheres of action or
just ordinary people off the street?

"an Equity Roundtable"
Are the members of this "Roundtable" elected representatives of EUG voters? Were they
business people? Were any developers? How many were just voters picked at random
without Commercial interests to represent?

"meetings with boards and commissions and local stakeholders groups"
Please delineate which boards, commissions and local "stakeholders groups" specifically
participated.
[You do realize that the "stakeholders" designation is an artifact of the 80's entrepreneurial
ideological occupation of government in the interest of incrementally privatizing government
functions into the hands of economic forces. The idea that the People's self-governing be
an exclusive event where the ONLY stakeholders, the voters and residents, are left inferior
to the operations of Commerce, is obsolete in 21st C. We've had enough of economic
interests trumping voters.]

"as well as an online survey"
When was this survey held?
What were the physical numbers for an against?
How were voters advised this was online and happening?

"overwhelming response from all these groups has been to either encourage or incentivize
middle housing options across the city."
How "overwhelming"? Exact numbers please.
So support for higher densities on all or any parcel was a well understood by everyone
assessed?
How many ordinary homeowners in R-1 parcels with no work related commercial interests
at stake agreed to support these higher density measures? Exact numbers please.

Inquiring minds want to know just how all of this wonderful decision making was made
without the general public knowing much of it at all. If we sent out questionnaires to all EUG
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voters asking if they knew about the abolition of R-1 Zoning as determined by the state
and/or knew anything about City of Eugene efforts to change R-1 Zoning to an R-1 thru R-4
Zoning designation, what percentage do you think would answer they knew about either?
Do you not feel that this issue is so important it should approved or disapproved by a EUG
public vote, after lengthy information, future scenarios and debate?
Thank you, in advance, for elaborating.
-Sandy

On 11/12/2021 3:25 PM, YEH Jennifer K wrote:

Sandy,
I wanted to make sure you know that there is an email list kept by the City of Eugene
for people to receive information on the middle housing/HB2001 work being done.
Here is the link: https://lp.constantcontactpages.com/su/pY5z4YA
Planning Commission members are appointed by Council, so any feedback on those
serving should be directed to Council as you have done here.
I will also add that there has been a very robust public outreach process that included a
lottery-selected 39 person panel, an Equity Roundtable, meetings with boards and
commissions and local stakeholders groups as well as an online survey. The
overwhelming response from all these groups has been to either encourage or
incentivize middle housing options across the city.
The outreach process is continuing and there will be additional opportunities for
Council to receive feedback in the months ahead.
Thank you for writing,
Jennifer
Jennifer Yeh
(she/her/hers)
Eugene City Councilor – Ward 4

From: Sandy Sanders <sandyssanders@att.net>
Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 10:05 PM
To: Cindy Allen <cindyallen21@yahoo.com>; CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
<MHTestimony@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
<MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>; southeastneighborsboard
<southeastneighborsboard@googlegroups.com>; South Willamette Neighbors
<swneugene@googlegroups.com>; kathy ging <kathy@kathyging.com>; Jane Katra
<jkatrama@gmail.com>; Maurya Kaarhus <siochain@pacinfo.com>; lisa Marie
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DiVencent <lmdv@efn.org>; Jackdresser Dresser <jack@jdresser.com>; Maryann
Francis <maryann@willamette.net>; Sandra Bishop <sbishop@pacinfo.com>; Alan
Stein <alan@stargateeugene.com>; Mindy Stone <mindystone1@yahoo.com>; Paul
Conte <paul.t.conte@gmail.com>; Tsunami Books <tsunami1@opusnet.com>; victor
odlivak <victor@converttolinux.com>; Susan Klein <susanluvseugene@juno.com>;
Eugenewestonaprice Info <info@eugenewestonaprice.org>; Alison Price
<ataprice@gmail.com>; A. Likwornik <snapshot.wizard@gmail.com>; artie GiladMeters <artieg@rltycon.com>; David Monk <dmonk@efn.org>; Pamela Driscoll
<pamelacypress@yahoo.com>; Dale O’Brien <chironguy@pacinfo.com>; Paul Dart MD
FCA <pauledart@gmail.com>; FODOR Eben (SMTP) <eben@fodorandassociates.com>;
Bekki Bruckner <bekki.bruckner@gmail.com>; Katieg3131 <katieg3131@gmail.com>;
camilla@eugeneweekly.com; BETTMAN Bonny (SMTP) <bonbet@comcast.net>;
BLOOMGARDEN Robin (SMTP) <missrb1969@gmail.com>; Loretta Huston
<lizardlandus@gmail.com>; TAYLOR Betty L <BTaylor@eugene-or.gov>; RUSSO Ed
(SMTP) <ed.russo@registerguard.com>; Krista Rojas <kristalrojas@yahoo.com>; RonJanet Bevirt <beznys@gmail.com>; Bob Becker <brainwasherssurf@gmail.com>;
Eugene Neighborhoods United <eugene-neighborhoods-united@googlegroups.com>;
Krista Morien <krista.morien6@gmail.com>; Jerry - hubby of Eve
<elsepremo@msn.com>; karinalmquist@yahoo.com; lafleur113@gmail.com; Ralph
McDonald <ralphm@efn.org>
Subject: Re: Middle Housing Misnomer.....Developer Housing (Actually)
[EXTERNAL

]

Last night around 8:30pm Planning Commissioner Daniel Issacson called me on the phone
to ask my input on the R-1 Zoning Issue. He tried to sell me for about 10 minutes without
blinking through my numerous NOs and statement that higher density is not a forgone
conclusion. I insisted that the pPeople's will be assessed and voted if necessary. He was
incredulous at my suggestion that the Planning Commission or even the City could have an
email list of all constituents to notify them of meetings. He said people have to go to the site
to find out the schedule. He said it was just too expensive to have the City get email
addresses and send emails. HELLO! What nonsense. He said that never more than 5
people show up to speak. I said people don't like Zoom meetings and we will have these
after mandates are turned off. If y'all want to bum rush a Zoom Meeting and demand repeal
of this R-1 rule at the State i think you should get as many as possible to show. I can't
imagine why the storm of emails doesn't affect them. He told me that of all his personal
anecdotes everyone likes the new rules. I was incredulous.
Maybe we should organize a hand signed petition to repeal this turkey and send it to the
Planning Commission and our State reps and senators? Organize a State Initiative to
Repeal? I just know homeowners in EUG should contact the Planning Commission
enmasse to stop this before it goes ahead and CC/visit State reps offices. This issue is a
time bomb they have no appreciation for. It is the urban provincialism of Eugene and
wakey, wakey time folks, the 1% developer slime is descending.
Cheers!
-sandy
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On 11/7/2021 1:24 PM, Sandy Sanders wrote:
I totally concur. It's time we take away the decision making authority of
politicians and government agencies and require, at minimum, ratification of
ALL policy by over 50% of eligible voters. With extended and inclusive debate
in public, in real live space, human beings, not alienating and useless Zoom.
This should transition next to outright direct democracy vote on all policy and
budget by the People. Government staff will be given the task to implement,
not decide. We've had enough bad-parent-rule protecting the wealth of the
1% class.
For a Better World,
Sandy Sanders
800 Maxwell Rd.
Eugene, OR 97404

On 11/6/2021 10:57 PM, Cindy Allen wrote:

I know longtime Eugene people who left when the
Oregon
Legislature voted to be the first to do away with the
protections
of R1 zoning.
They talked to others about what was going to
happen and reluctantly
left Eugene and re-located to other parts of our
country where the
property rights of homeowners are protected.
Many still email them and send pictures and videos
of how much
Eugene has changed in a very short time and not
for the better.
Unfortunately, they were right about the
developers.
The high price of housing and apartments....not
unique to Eugene;
this is a worldwide situation. One wonders how
hedge funds like
Black Rock, only started in 1986, were able to
accumulate so much
housing so quickly.   (One also wonders about the
problem....solution
narrative that we have seen far too many times.)
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Many Eugene homeowners are aware that their
homes, their land and
the surrounding areas are very valuable.
They are in a very unique situation-valuable
property-close to the Knight
Campus ( 500 million initial investment, followed by
another 500 million
pledge and money from other groups) with
recruiting being done from
many places.  
There is also a very large amount of highly
subsidized housing.
Eugene has one of the largest homeless
populations/ capita in the
country. I recently was talking to a young man. He
had been living in
Hawaii and had been given an airplane ticket to the
place of his choice
and he selected Eugene.
Because of the internet, we learned about the
Panama, Paradise and
Pandora Papers and ways that the very wealthy get
around paying
taxes. The day may soon be coming when the
average tax payer in the
rest of the country may not want to pay for this
expensive, highlysubsidized housing.
We read on the internet about Bill Gates and other
members of the
billion dollar club are buying up farmland at a record
pace.
If the residential areas are compromised with
""stack and packs""
Robert Kennedy Jr.'s description.....who do you
think will also
try to own the outer lands?
The farmers and homeowners of Seavay Loop
mounted a huge effort
to stave off the developers-only a few years ago.
They called it a
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""land grab."" Is what is being proposed for Eugene
any different?
The plan is called middle housing but what I see
going up everywhere
in Eugene (even without the zoning changes) is
expensive developer
housing.
Oppressive looking hi-rises, built right to the edge
of the sidewalk that
seem strangely out of place in this beautiful valley.
So many of the large,
beautiful trees needed for air purification and
cooling taken down-even
before the proposed, sweeping zoning changes.
What about needed solar access and family
gardens? What happened to
the real Eugene?
I see an already overburdened infrastructure that
does not even seem to
be even considered with the zoning changes and
population projections.
  
I am also concerned about water availability for the
projected population
plan.
It was obvious that the former development of
Eugene happened organically
and matched the topography. It was resident and
neighborhood led and not
""top down"" decisions that don't seem logical.
In the light of what we usually see-to assume that
these sweeping changes
are being done to somehow help the average
person or the environment
seems unrealistic.
A certain amount of growth is completely
understandable but what is
happening in Eugene is something completely
different.  
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An elder Native American described it as
""Reservation Housing.""
That new Eugene look is touted as being
""progressive and green"" but
all science experiments show that too many rats in
too small of an area....
not a good outcome.
Over-building and over-population in a valley is
especially unhealthy.
The developers may want to pretend that Eugene is
not a valley but it is.
Boulder has 1% growth and it is not even in a
valley; Colorado has ""slow
growth.""
I am very concerned that few homeowners are
aware of the sweeping
zoning changes that will forever change their
neighborhoods and perhaps,
greatly compromise the value of their homes and
the livability of the city for
everyone.
That this is being discussed and possibly voted on
while the state is in covid
restriction on ZOOM calls is very disturbing. I have
never done a ZOOM call
nor have many people that I know.
I did call in the number given for the Public Forum
part of one the council
meetings. I waited to speak but was never
acknowledged. I watched on the
internet and noticed that there very few people
participating.
In my opinion, the only reason you may not be
deluged with comments is
because people are not yet aware of the broad
scope of the changes.
If 3 and 4 story complexes start going up right next
to single- story homes,
near the property line on small parcels of land and
quiet, navigable
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neighborhoods are suddenly changed, etc., I think
there will be some
very upset residents who at the least are going to
want their property taxes
back and possibly, more.
In my opinion....this is going to be a ""hornet's
nest"" of problems and they are
only beginning if these proposals are passed.
This should have been very obvious and
anticipated by the Oregon Legislature,
the Eugene Planning Department and the Council
with the unprecedented
taking away of R1 zoning.
People bought their homes in good faith in R1
areas with the guarantee of
protections from developers. How can R1 suddenly
be taken away from so
many people? I don't see how this is even
constitutional?   
Cindy Allen, Eugene
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JOHNS Megan E
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Doug Heiken <dh@oregonwild.org>
Monday, November 15, 2021 11:28 AM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Testimony on CA 21-1 Middle Housing code amendments

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

[EXTERNAL

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit safeguards are included that
require its implementation to address equity in housing opportunities across all income ranges.
Without explicit safeguards, the extreme deregulation of current zoning that city planners are
recommending will inevitably leave middle housing projects to be defined only by profit, once
again leaving low income people at risk.
It is inappropriate to upend the carefully crafted safeguards in the special areas in West Eugene. I
actually support some forms of infill, but it must be done thoughtfully, not an investor-driven freefor-all.
Respectfully,

_____________________________________
Doug Heiken

Monroe Park
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL

Holly Krueger
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
Eugene Planning Commission; *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
Middle Housing
Monday, November 15, 2021 11:25:46 AM

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I have serious concerns about "middle housing.” I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit
safeguards are included that require its implementation to address equity in housing opportunities across all income
ranges. Without explicit safeguards, the extreme deregulation of current zoning that city planners are recommending
will inevitably leave middle housing projects to be defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people at
risk. When this has been used in other cities did not result in more affordable housing.
Please, do not rush forward with this without the safeguards in place.
Thank you,
Holly K. Krueger, Ph.D.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL

Larry Lewin
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Middle Housing
Monday, November 15, 2021 11:19:30 AM

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I know that Eugene is growing, and many new people want to make our city their
home. I welcome them.
My concern is that “middle housing” in Eugene could lead to a reduction in the primo
lifestyle we have here. I urge you to add clear safeguards to prevent rampant
speculation that can result from deregulation. Without clear guidelines to developers,
new housing could be constructed well beyond what the intended low income buyers
need.
Don’t let this backfire.
Thank you,
Larry Lewin
2145 Lincoln St.
Eugene 97405
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JOHNS Megan E
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

GEPPER Jeffrey A
Monday, November 15, 2021 10:51 AM
Paul Conte; CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
RE: Testimony re CA 21-1 submitted on jump drive by USPS mail

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Thanks for letting me know Paul. I will keep you posted on whether I receive it next day or so and make sure it is added
to the record. If I don’t receive it, I will send you a dropbox link where you can upload the materials to make sure they
are in the record.
Senior Planner (he/him)
City of Eugene | Planning & Development
jgepper@eugene-or.gov
541.682.5282
Messages to and from this e-mail address may be available to the public under Oregon Public Records Law.

From: Paul Conte <paul.t.conte@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 15, 2021 10:33 AM
To: GEPPER Jeffrey A <jgepper@eugene-or.gov>; CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY <MHTestimony@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: Testimony re CA 21-1 submitted on jump drive by USPS mail

[EXTERNAL

]

FOR THE RECORD IN CA 21-1 MIDDLE HOUSING
Per the instructions and address on the Public Notice, I mailed you a jump drive on Saturday.
The drive contains documents and videos submitted to the CA 21-1 record, some of which are too large to
send as email attachments.
If you have not received the jump drive in today's or tomorrow's USPS mail, please let me know; and I will
post the files in the cloud.
Thank you,
Paul Conte
_________________

Earth Advantage Accreditations:
* Sustainable Homes Professional
* Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Specialist
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JOHNS Megan E
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

SELSER Lindsay R
Monday, November 15, 2021 10:48 AM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
FW: Is the EPC Really Turning Its Back on the Public?

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From: Carolyn Jacobs <carolyn.i.jacobs@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 15, 2021 10:39 AM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Cc: ethan.stuckmayer@dlcd.oregon.gov; NLC <eugene-nlc@googlegroups.com>; ASPEGREN Bill (SMTP)
<aspegren@comcast.net>
Subject: Is the EPC Really Turning Its Back on the Public?

[EXTERNAL

]

Planning Commission and the HB 2001 Process
The Eugene Planning Commission has compromised the citizen involvement process for the middle housing
project HB 2001, in violation of Goal 1 ORA 660-015-0000.
The validity of the upcoming public hearing has been lost as commissioners have already announced their
disagreement with testimony submitted into the record thus far and have also announced their
unwillingness to listen to certain voices.
For example:
Commissioner Isaacson has contacted at least three people that submitted testimony to refute their positions
– before the public hearing has even happened! These contacts demonstrate without a doubt that he has no
intention of approaching the testimony with an open mind. The use of intimidation to silence the public voice
should never be acceptable.
Commissioner Edwards has submitted testimony via email, dated November 2, 2021, to the record stating:
“Colleagues, the efforts stated in this email to turn out JWN neighbors to engage in the public process AFTER
the Planning Commission has deliberated and provided a recommendation to Council, is disheartening and
outright disrespectful of all of the work the Planning staff has put into the public engagement process.” (This is
part of a much longer email)
A public hearing has not occurred and is scheduled for November 16, 2021. Commissioner Edwards obviously
considers the proposed code changes for HB 2001 to be final and will not view citizen testimony without
obvious bias. In addition, commissioner Edwards is denying, or at the least discouraging, JWN neighbors the
opportunity to participate in the public process.
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This is a Goal 1 violation.
Commissioner Isaacson has also circulated an email making false and misleading accusations about one of the
people submitting testimony. He states: “I think that people listen to you [name deleted] because you appear
knowledgeable on many of these topics, however, there are others who share similar views as yours who do
not engage in this kind of bullying behavior and I would recommend to them, as I have privately, to stopping
giving you an audience until you can conduct yourself in an appropriate manner. As such, I will not be reading
or accepting any emails from you for the foreseeable future. My hope is that others do the same.”
(Emphasis added)
This is a Goal 1 violation.
There is no way to be certain that the actions of Isaacson and Edwards have not prejudiced the remaining
planning commissioners. They have effectively destroyed the integrity of the commission.
Public Involvement
Despite staff’s rosy picture of public engagement there has been little or no outreach to neighbors and
neighborhoods.


























No mailing to all potentially affected
residents informing them of the scope and impact of these consequential changes.

No engagement with neighborhood
associations whose involvement in land use is formalized in the Neighborhood Organization
Recognition Policy (NORP)

No engagement or attendance at
neighborhood general meeting, despite at least one request.

A poorly constructed and biased
survey made available early in the project. It received 741 completions, less than 0.4% of Eugene’s
population.

Notifications have been sent to
only 105 interested parties, which is less than 0.06% of Eugene’s population.
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Many years ago, Eugene’s City Council delegated the Committee for Citizen Involvement responsibility to the
Planning Commission against advice to the contrary. The Eugene Plann ing Commission has collectively failed in
their citizen involvement responsibility and have effectively derailed the so-called public hearing. They have
also done a poor job of project oversight.
Staff from the City of Eugene will give a presentation to LCDC regarding “their” implementation of House Bill
2001 on November 18, 2021. This seems premature since the Planning Commission public hearing on HB 2001
will have been held only two days prior and it will be requested that the record be kept open beyond that
date.
Conclusions
There has been strong testimony in opposition to the proposed changes recommended by staff and seemingly
already approved by the Planning Commission. The HB 2001 implementation process has been irrevocably
damaged by:















The actions of two of the appointed
commissioners

A lack of broad public engagement

Extreme staff overreach in going
far beyond what the model code recommends.

City Council should take the necessary steps to make sure the process going forward is fair and open including
the removal of Isaacson and Edwards from the Planning Commission and reconsidering the decision to place
the responsibility for the Committee for Public Involvement with the Planning Commission. There are much
better alternatives available for this function.
Respectfully,
Carolyn Jacobs Ward 3
Bill Aspegren Ward 3
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

GEPPER Jeffrey A
Paul Conte; CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
RE: Testimony re CA 21-1 submitted on jump drive by USPS mail
Monday, November 15, 2021 10:51:29 AM

Thanks for letting me know Paul. I will keep you posted on whether I receive it next day or so and
make sure it is added to the record. If I don’t receive it, I will send you a dropbox link where you can
upload the materials to make sure they are in the record.
Senior Planner (he/him)
City of Eugene | Planning & Development
jgepper@eugene-or.gov
541.682.5282
Messages to and from this e-mail address may be available to the public under Oregon Public Records Law.

From: Paul Conte <paul.t.conte@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 15, 2021 10:33 AM
To: GEPPER Jeffrey A <jgepper@eugene-or.gov>; CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
<MHTestimony@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: Testimony re CA 21-1 submitted on jump drive by USPS mail
[EXTERNAL ⚠]

FOR THE RECORD IN CA 21-1 MIDDLE HOUSING
Per the instructions and address on the Public Notice, I mailed you a jump drive on
Saturday.
The drive contains documents and videos submitted to the CA 21-1 record, some of which
are too large to send as email attachments.
If you have not received the jump drive in today's or tomorrow's USPS mail, please let me
know; and I will post the files in the cloud.
Thank you,
Paul Conte
_________________

Earth Advantage Accreditations:
* Sustainable Homes Professional
* Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Specialist
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL

Mats White
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
Planning Division is acting in bad faith.
Monday, November 15, 2021 10:15:00 AM

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit safeguards are
included that require its implementation to address equity in housing opportunities
across all income ranges. Without explicit safeguards, the extreme deregulation of
current zoning that city planners are recommending will inevitably leave middle
housing projects to be defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people
at risk.
Furthermore, the Planning Division's recommendations completely undermine the
work that created the Jefferson Westside and Chambers Special Area Zones.   Our
neighborhoods worked hard with the city to make those zones a reality in order to
protect our neighborhoods from the types of development that will occur if the
Planning Division is able to carry out the changes they desire.   This effort
demonstrates that the Planning Division was not acting in good faith during that
process. It also demonstrates that the citizens of Eugene cannot trust their city
government to keep its promises. My confidence and trust in the City of Eugene is
at an all time low. Let's turn this around while we still have a chance.    Instead of
deregulating the Special Zones that have been established, why don't we work on
solutions that will actually provide a large amount of affordable housing?   
Respectfully,
Mats White
1424 Washington St
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

[EXTERNAL

Dylan Lamar
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY; Eugene Planning Commission
Middle Housing Cooperatives expand Homeownership Access
Monday, November 15, 2021 10:12:46 AM
Cultivate Middle Housing Ownership.pdf
210902 C St Co-op Development Flyer.pdf

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
Please accept the attached testimony and consider how projects like the C Street Co-op can
begin to restore social equity in Eugene through middle housing homeownership access.
Thank you for your efforts,
Dylan
-Dylan Lamar
Cultivate, Inc.

Architect-Developer, Certified Passive House Consultant
|     541-207-2752    |     cultivateplace.com
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November 15, 2021
Dear Planning Commissioner,
Please support affordable homeownership in Eugene through adoption of flexible and
effective middle housing code amendments. Homeownership can provide critical economic
stability for low and middle-income households, yet decades of exclusionary zoning have
dealt a crippling blow to younger generations. As the New York Times recently reported:
“Now the largest living generation, [Millennials] control just 4% of America’s real estate equity. In
1990, when baby boomers were a comparable age, they already controlled a third.”
Our housing crisis is a crisis of social equity. We must dramatically reverse exclusionary
housing policies, and stop listening to the few, angry voices who propagate housing
exclusion in Eugene.
Middle housing can not only restore but expand homeownership access for
Millennials, and historically marginalized groups such as low-income earners and people of
color. This is not theory. It has been demonstrated.
As a local architect-developer, I recently completed the C Street Co-op in Springfield,
a single-family house and ADU built as a series of six private one-bedroom suites, each with
their own kitchenette and bathroom. Each of which is now owner-occupied by a lowincome household (60% AMI), with a purchase price of just $10,000 and fixed monthly costs
totaling $790/month—both well below market prices. The project was developed for
$100,000 per suite—less than half the cost of typical affordable rental housing, and it
required only a fraction of the subsidy.
The C Street Co-op is a limited-equity co-op, allowing each of the six residents to own a
share of the attached housing. They are no longer at risk of displacement by rising rents,
but instead enjoy the stability of fixed housing costs, as well as a limited amount of
appreciation of their share in the co-op. This strategic limit on resale value means that the
homeownership opportunities at the co-op will remain permanently affordable to
the community.
Creating more affordable homeownership opportunities like the C Street Co-op requires
middle housing code amendments which maximize the flexibility of housing
developments. A few key strategies can improve the likelihood that middle housing will
create more equitable homeownership access for our community:

cultivate, inc.

|

55 W 27th Avenue, Eugene, Oregon 97405
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·

Maximize the opportunity for fee simple homeownership (one house per lot)
o How: Don’t require street frontage for townhouses, so that they may be
developed in backyards and along alleys.
§ Why: Townhouses offer the benefits of autonomy, access to a yard,
and relatively affordable construction through the residential building
code (triplexes and quadplexes require commercial building code).

·

Support deeper affordability bonuses for limited-equity co-ops to enable middle
housing to restore social equity by creating homeownership access for all members
of the community.
o How: Provide a 100% density bonus for limited-equity housing
cooperatives serving low-income households.
§ Why: Limited-equity coops can provide permanently affordable
homeownership units, as well as a supportive community for lower
income households.
§ Why: Similar to condos, limited-equity co-ops allow ownership of
attached housing, which is inherently more affordable than detached
housing.
Maximize the flexibility of housing arrangements to accommodate the varied
nature of existing lots, especially for low-income housing.
o How: Allow cottage clusters and plexes to be attached or detached.
§ Why: Attached housing is inherently more affordable than detached,
yet considerations such as tree preservation may warrant a detached
four-plex built as two duplexes, for example.
o How: Eliminate off-street parking requirements for low-income housing.
§ Why: Allocating expensive land for vehicles should not be mandated
when our City is in such a deep housing crisis. Let market-demand
drive parking allocation, and support a transition to more walkable,
transit-oriented neighborhoods.
o How: Eliminate the required setback between stormwater infiltration
planters and newly constructed housing, as long as appropriate
waterproofing is provided.
§ Why: Stormwater swales and their required setbacks can quickly
consume precious backyard lawns and play areas. New construction
can easily be built to accommodate a bordering swale.
o Why: No two residential lots are the same, and there are many factors to
balance. Design flexibility allows designers to best accommodate trees,
parking, existing structures, stormwater, utility access, and solar access, etc.
Help neighborhoods remove exclusionary covenants (CCR’s).
o How: Create a program to facilitate neighbors to organize and remove
covenants (CCR’s) with exclusionary housing restrictions.
§ Why: Many neighborhoods throughout Eugene have exclusionary
CCR’s which may not enjoy popular support, but are very difficult for

·

·

cultivate, inc.

|

55 W 27th Avenue, Eugene, Oregon 97405
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neighbors to change without an organizational structure for the area
covered by the CCR’s (they don’t align with neighborhood association
boundaries).
Why: Common exclusions can create tragic barriers to affordable
middle housing development, such as prohibitions on lot subdivision,
minimum street frontage requirements and setbacks, and minimum
house square footage.

§

Thank you for your efforts to restore and expand homeownership access in Eugene
through the adoption of the middle housing code amendments.
Sincerely,

Dylan Lamar
Architect-Developer
Cultivate, Inc.
55 W 27th Ave (Ward 1)
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL

Herb Everett
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; Eugene Planning Commission
proposed housing zoning changes
Monday, November 15, 2021 9:59:34 AM

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I am concerned about aspects of your proposed 'deregulation' of Eugene housing zoning regulations. While I
certainly support the goal of creating much more truly affordable housing in Eugene for lower income Eugenians,
and have often donated to Square One, Sponsors and other organizations trying to create that housing, I am very
skeptical that your proposed changes alone will do that. Given the mailers I have received from real estate and
developer groups, it appears they are the ones most interested in making these changes.
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit safeguards are included that require its
implementation to address equity in housing opportunities across all income ranges. Without explicit safeguards, the
extreme deregulation of current zoning that city planners are recommending will inevitably leave middle housing
projects to be defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people at risk.
I also have concerns about the impact of these changes on tree canopy in our town. Friendly Area Neighbors
recently had a general meeting on that subject, featuring a great presentation by the staff of Eugene's Urban Forestry
Dept. The figures they presented were that canopy in FAN has deceased in the past 10 years, and that the current
goal is to replace that loss and increase tree cover in my neighborhood. I can't see how your zoning changes, with
smaller setbacks and higher buildings, will do anything but further reduce the local canopy. So in the face of a
warming climate, you propose further warming our town, which would result in higher energy use, although I
suppose you could get some of that back with mandating solar power on roofs, etc.
I hope you will consider these concerns in your planning.
Thank you,
Herb Everett
2155 Monroe St.
Eugene 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL

Autumn VanEsso
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
Support for Middle Housing
Monday, November 15, 2021 9:47:02 AM

]

Dear Planning Commissioners, Mayor and City Councilors,
As a Eugene native, I’d like to express my gratitude for your efforts to update our planning code in a
way that makes sense and benefits the varied residents of Eugene.
I support the Middle Housing Code Amendments and the Planning Commission's work to create new
housing options throughout our community. We want to see Eugene take meaningful steps to
address our housing crisis, the extent of which is clear to everyone. We have a responsibility to
support more affordable and diverse housing options. We can do this now by allowing detached
units, reducing parking requirements, and providing incentives for projects that meet community
goals like affordability, size, location, or environmental performance.
I ask that you focus on expanding the effectiveness of this proposal, not undermining progress todate because a few loud voices continuously object. It is very encouraging that so many community
members have participated in this process.
Kind Regards,

Autumn VanEsso
Business & Key Account Manager

Action Foods NW
4000 SE International Way F204
Milwaukie, OR 97222
C (503) 970-5538
O (503) 303-4718
autumn@actionfoodnw.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL

Ellen Otani
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
Middle Housing Testimony
Monday, November 15, 2021 9:21:54 AM

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe “middle housing” in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit
safeguards are included that require its implementation to address equity
in housing opportunities across all income ranges. Without explicit
safeguards, the extreme deregulation of current zoning that city planners
are recommending will inevitably leave middle housing projects to be
defined only by profit, once again leaving low income people at risk.
Massive demolishment of the current housing stock, disrupting and over-whelming existing,
affordable neighborhoods with market-rate apartments helps no one but the landlords, while
excluding a higher and higher percentage of the population from ever accessing the benefits of
capital ownership.  
If the goal is to provide low-income housing, then that is all that should be allowed by such
extreme rezoning as what you are considering.  
Ellen Otani,
1051 Randall Street
Eugene, OR 97401
-Ellen Otani
eotani65@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL

Marsha Lambrou
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
Middle housing rezoning plans
Monday, November 15, 2021 9:02:53 AM

]

To our planning commissioners:
I am writing with concerns about the current “middle housing” plans. These plans must explicitly require equity
housing across all income ranges. Without safeguards that do this, the current plans for rezoning will leave low
income people at risk, as developers will aim only for profit. We’ve seen this before in Eugene. Our housing crisis is
real for middle to low income people but especially for low income people. I am a senior on a fixed income and am
gradually being priced out of having a home. It is only a matter of a few years, I fear, before I too may be in a tent.
That is truly frightening to a woman in her late seventies. I have worked my entire life and still here I am. At the
mercy of profit minded developers.
Please consider the many people who are at risk in this community.
Thank you,
Marsha Lambrou
86140 Seavy Loop
Eugene, OR
97405
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL

Roberta Pupilli
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
Testimony on V21-1 Middle House code amendments
Monday, November 15, 2021 8:59:45 AM

]

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I believe "middle housing" in Eugene is appropriate only if explicit safeguards are included
that require it's implementation to address equity in housing opportunities across all income
ranges. Without explicit safeguards, the extreme deregulation of current zoning that city
planners are recommending will inevitably leave middle housing projects to be defined only
by profit, once again leaving low income people at risk.
Respectfully
Roberta Pupilli
1790 W.15th Ave
Eugene, 97402
Get Outlook for Android
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JOHNS Megan E
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan McDonald <mrdarcy444@yahoo.com>
Monday, November 15, 2021 7:02 AM
CEMIDDLEHOUSINGTESTIMONY
Missing Middle Housing Testimony

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

[EXTERNAL

]

I am firmly against the housing code amendments. It will adversely impact our already disappearing urban tree
numbers, create parking nightmares, and allow new building heights which are unacceptable.
I have lived and owned residential property near 24th and Agate for many decades and have witnessed firsthand an
increasing number of many unwelcome behaviors in this area over the past decade. The proposed code amendments
will only exacerbate this negative trend and likely drive me to sell my property and to leave Eugene altogether. Livability
issues are being neglected while many City of Eugene planners are backing policies that will create an unlivable
atmosphere.
S. McDonald
Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad
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